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There is concern that military or commercial radars and radiofrequency

electromagnetic wave communication equipment, and electron beam lasers

may have deleterious biological effects on an exposed individual. The ear-

liest thoughts on the subject of microwave safety standards focused on the

concept of total absorbed power as an assessment of a hazard level of a

given source making KAe incorrect assumption thai power density distribu-

tions within the body of an exposed human were uniform. CUculations ([1],

[2], [3]) in the early 1970s at Brooks AFB showed that there were indeed

interior hot spots in simulated cranial structures exposed to time harmonic

radiation; and these computer calculations were verifwd experimentally (E3]

[4]). One might then think that one could use maximum predicted tem-

perature increase in a realistic model of man ([13]) and the temperature

increase that is known to be a danger to cells as a straightforward means

of determining the threat to human well being of a source of microwaves;

while this would be a good step for this type of source, this ia is an ex-

tremely difficult calculation and only the methods of ([5]) are known to

have a chance of succeeding in modeling the detailE of the distribution of

electromagnetic energy in the heart, liver, spleen, kidneys, et cetera. This

method, unlike the moment method, which has never accurately predicted

internal field distributions, but only the "more forgiving" bistatic cross sec-

tions works like an ordinary differential equation solver in the sense that
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one can potentially, by simply doing enough calculation and not using addi-

tional memory, improve sufficiently close calculations to machine precision.

With the moment method one would be required to "increase the sampling

rate" which would mean that more computer memory would be required

to approximate the solution; which would eventually make one realize that

with the moment method the "realistic model of man" is beyond the ca-

pability of existing computers as it is traditionally applied. Even with our

more advanced method ([5]) we need highly efficient methods of inverting

matrices ([6]), as operations requiring inversion of sufficiently large dense,

complex square matrices by traditional operations will have a computa-

tional complexity that is beyond the capability of existing computers.

A method that requires no inversion is the resolvent kernel method (Co-

hoon ??) which has required intensive computational efforts, but if imple-

mented on machines with very many prccessors may provide an alternative.

With the resolvent kernel method described in ([11]) the apriori unknown

induced electric fields E and and magnetic fields f appear outside all in-

tegrals, with the only fields to be integrated being the known electric fields

E' and and magnetic fields H' of the external stimulating source of elec-

tromagnetic radiation. The part that requires real work is the solution of

the differential equation involving tensor valued functions needed to obtain

the kernels Associated with the integral operators appealing in ([11]).

Another concern about solutions of integral equation formu!ations of.

electromagnetic interaction problems is the equivalence of the formulation

with the two partial diffbrential equations, the Faraday Maxwell equation

involving curl(E) and the Ampere Maxwell equation involving curl(fl) and

3



the formulation with integral equations ([12]) and the question of unique-

ness when formulated in a prescribed function space of allowable electric

and magnetic field vectors. The answers to some of these questions in three

and seven dimensions is prov-led in ([12])

However, the subject of this report is another concern, namely the ac-

curate prediction of the response of an N layer spherical structure with

tensor electromagnetic properties, w¢ith the additional property that both

the electric vector E and the magnetic vector g appear on the right side

of the Faraday Maxwell equation and the Ampere Maxwell equation,

"* to multiple plane waves with different polarizations and complex am-

plitudes and frequencies coming from different directions, and to

"* electromagnetic waves represented by all the associated Legendre

functions Fr instead of just the P,' that one sees in the usual Mie

solution.

The report with its complete theoretical development and attendant com-

puter calculations ([9]) shows how both of these were carried out success-

fully. The object here is the concern that even though internal power

density distributions induced in a biological structure by a radar or other

emitting installation is quite low that the sweeping nature of the beam

might interfere with n,.tural biochemical cycles and thereby alter biochem-

ical reactions. There is &lso a concern that a complex mix of frequencies

and electromagnetic fields might be absorbed by an individual in a highly

efficient manner, thereby producing an unexpectedly high internal field dis-

trioxution.
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1 Computational Capability

The primary 12K line computer code ([9]) delivered to the government

has the ability to

* calculate the near or far field E or 2 plane bistatic cross section,

* plot the internal pjwer density distribution along the direction of

propagation of a time harmonic plane wave impinging on the N layer

structure,

e calculate the absorbed and reflected power as a function of any elec-

trical property in any layer or the frequency,

e calculate the absorption efficiency and the scatteiing efficiency and

the extinction efciency as a function of wavelength and gecmetry,

* calculate the power scattered into any solid angle as a function of any

electrical property in wny layer,

* calculate the power density distribution in a slice of the N layer sphere

passing through the or-gin with any prescribed normal,

* create a 2 D plot of the Mueller matrix as a function of scattering

angle,

# create a 3 D plot of any Mueller matrix entry as a function of scat-

tering angle and interrogating wavelength,



e produce 3 D plots of the square of the length of the magnetic vec-

tor, the electric vector, or the Poynting vector for complex impinging

waves at any time on any slice of the N layer sphere,

* plot the phase of the components of electric vector of the scattered

electromagnetic radiation as a function of position outside the N layer

structure

* automatically check the validity of the calculations by producing ta-

bles of values of the tangential components of the electric and mag-

netic vectors on both sides of the separating spheres,

* automatically check the validity of the representation of the incom-

ing radiation by Tesseral harmonics by comparing the exact formula

representation with the spherical harmonic expansion, and

* automatically check the validity of calc:rlations of the inverses of the

4 by 4 matrices used in the bianisotropy analysis by multiplying the

computer program calculated inverse by the original matrLx and com-

paring this with the 4 by 4 identity, and

automatically check the validity of the overall calculat;on by using

volume integration to compute the total absorbed power through the

integration of the power density dist•zibution and then cor.paring this

result with the integration of the Poynting vector over the outermost

sphere.

A more general structure that permits one to benchmark general pur-
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pose codes to realistically model man in a microwave field are oblate and

prolate spheroids ([7]) and ([8]) and bodies of revolution which include fi-

nite cylinders and toroids. Precise calculations of the latter may help one

develop an efficient fusion reactor by optimizing the absorption efficiency

of the plasma in which the fusion reaction is taking place.

There is a possibility that high energy sources or regular sources ([10])

could physically disturb or shock biological structures or set up waves within

bone structures which might over a period of time have a biological effect.

The paper ([10]) gives a full semigroup theory of nonlinear electromagnetic

responses which could be us,-d in laser surgery and as well describes the

energy equation for a stimulated Voigt solid.

1.1 Applications with general societal benefit

The computer calculations ([9]) show that hot spots can be moved about

the body by controling the external fields. With precise calculations one

could treat cancer by raising the temperature of the tumor by 4 degrees

centegrade while not raising the nearby n rmal tissue to that extent. This

would kill a localized tumor without harming the nearby normal tissue;

considerable effort and dedication would be required to build a successful

device, but the theory is laid down in ([5]).



2 An Exact Microwave Heating Response

Formula

An exact formula for the thermal response of an N layer spherically

symmetric structure to electromagnetic radiation has been determined. The

thermal conductivity, K, the permittivity, e, the magnetic permeabihtypJ,

and the electromragnetic conductivity, a, are assumed to be tensors.

2.1 Nonhomogeneous Heat Equation

In this paper we extend previous results ([3]) &nd give an exae.t iolu-

tion to the problem of describing by exact formula the therma.l rempOn~e

to low energy electromagnetic radiation of an N layer electromagneti c.ly

bianisotropic structure, or said differently a spherically sy)mmetric structure

where the permittivity e and magnetic pcrmeability, p, and the complex

electromagnetic conductivity a are tensors, and which is kl.¶o thermldly

anisotropic in the sense that the thermal conductivity, K, is also a ten.or.

The heat transfcr equation is written in the form,

Cu _1 (57r Or\

I C (0) 11 T -) +rsirz(O) (0) ( r~ &0

rsin(e9) (J- ) y ( In0 ~ '1 211



where if the magnetic per-meabilities jp and the permittivities e, and the

electroinagentic conductivity a' are diagonal tensors in the spherical coordi-

nate system and their e and 0 components are equal, then the sou~rce term

has the form

3 tr 11)u 7- %':elr j~~SJ ty I n a 3ectoion o f a

brain U33I11 3.)'-e'e axpo sed to 1 Gi.-Yhortzz

raliati~n. 7 >Zat~va per-2itiit;.iy Is 59.36 and
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S = Fo[wlm(,)(I Ho, I + HI 12) + wlm(,u,)(l H, 12)+

wlm(e)(l ES I + I E, I') + wrn.(e,)(l F I2)+

Re(o)(l E, I') + (I E# 11)] (2.1.2)

where in the case of bianisotropy there are additional terms involving the

product of electric and magnetic vector components times coupling terms

and where F0 is a factor for converting MKS energy densities to centimete•r

gram second(cgs) units of calories per gram degree Centigrade that is given

by,
1

F0 = 2 x IOV x 4.184 (2.1.3)

In order to make use of Legendre fumctions with integer index in our solution

we assume that

K = K, (2.1.4)

and

K = K, (2.1.5)

We will make use of the Legendre functions PZ(cos(O)) and note that they

satisfy the ordinary differential equation

sin(e) TP2.(Co,(9))-

P,(co5(0)) - n(n + l)P•,(cos(O)) (2.1.6)

11



which is equivalent to

d dW M2
Z((1z _ ) + (n(n +)- 1) Z2 )W = 0 (2.1.7)

where

x-- cos(G) (2.1.8)

since (2.1.7) implies that

du- dudz (2.1.9)

which implies that

d = -sin(o) (2.1.10)To d

(Hochstadt [14], page 164). To see this more clearly note that

d

-2cos(O) + +i( -- oia(J + W (2.1.11)
(3in(O) d9) + .si 2(9)$+

Therefore, we see that
"•xd. 2,dWV sc o)Cs(O) •dW a2Wdo

S(1 -_ -Z ) =W + w (2.1.12)

This implies that

d- (1- .Z)d)-; I d sn--dW(2..-3

Having developed this understanding of the formulation of Legendre's dif-

ferential equation we prc-ecd to define the finite Legendre transform (not

the inte,7al over the index) by the rule,

,Cv 2- +1)(n-rn)! J(O)P,(r50)i9-d(21.4(-n + M)! a- (o.(1o)).si(o0do (2.1.14)

12



for m being positive and further restricted by the relation,

me {0, 1,...,n} U {-1,-2,...,-n1 (2.1.15)

and

=CO (2~1 v(9)P,,(cojs(9))sira(9)d9 (2.1.16)

In carrying out the simplification of the heaý transfer equation we need

in addition to the finite Legendre transform, a finite cosine transform de-

fined by the rule,

C -U cos(mr)u(O)da (2.1.17)

A calculation shows that

co(m) )d= -- i(mO)5d

= -m 2 -%u (2.1.18)

We now develop a formula that enables us to simplify the energy equa-

tion by successive application of L.he finite cosine transform C,, and the

firite Legendre transform £C'. Using Lgendre's differential equation and

integration by parts we find that

n G.;n(O)iO ( T)--

£CMC (.C C,?' (0 K )~ )= ~ K u (2.1.19)n.:c Gsi(O) T€ \ -,'.(9) T¢, - ,-

Ance the terms involving ,' ',ancel out if the two tnugential components

of the thermal conductivity tensor are equal.

13



We now apply the combined finite Legendre and finite cosine transforms

to all terms of the energy equation,

PC a 1 a Ir2K,K (:C'Cu) +
p-('Cc•mU) = - (r2)

-n(n + 1) K£C,,,u £,C,,bu + £CnCS (2.1.20)

r
2

We simplify the writing of the above equation by introducing the variables

U(,.=) =C' (2.1.21)

and

S(•,n) =r'c"s (2.1.22)

we, therefore, see that the original energy equation may be transformed

into the relation,

- = ( (r.)) (a((m,,inj +

n(n+ 1)KU(,,,.) - bU(,•,.) + S(-,.) (2.1.23)

We create another finite transform with respect to the radial variable

by making use of the oscillaA.ion theorem to select a series of radial eigen-

functions, Z(,,k)(r), satisfying

((,* pc- Kn(n+ 1)- br')Zrfl,*) +7 (r K(r)+Z(,,,,)(r)) =0. (2.1.24)

the regularity conditions that state that

K, d Z(•kI. (r)( (2.1.25)

14



and

Z(, ,kC (2.1.26)

where C denotes the space of continuous functions on the r-al line with the

origin removel. We now multiply all terms of our transformed equation

(2.1.23) by the Z(,,,) which satisfies (2.1.24) and integrate from 0 to RN,

which is the radius of the outermost sphere in our N layer structure. Upon

doing so we obtain the relation,

J0 RN,,, (r)ýk)T.) (U_2,) 8 1 RN

R NI (.k)( r a r 2 K , a U . , dr - R NZ (~, .kA)(r)K r.(n + 1)U (m, ,)(r)dr

0JRM bU ,,)r 2 Z(nk)(r)dr + J0RIN r2S(m,,)(r, t)Z(.,k)(r)dr (2.1.27)

We use integration by parts to simplify equation (2.1.27), and We find

that
fRv Z(n,k)(r)• (r2 K.U(,m,.)(r,t) dr=

oa
Z(I,,I( RN2 )R' K8 ( RN);U(d,) ( Rt)-

RM 2K - U(m, dZ( £k)(r)IdOr M %

= Z(,)(RN)R'K,(RN)gU(m,m)(RN, t)

r(RN d ( d \
+ R U(,,. (r,)- (r d 7 ~Z~nk)) dr(212)

15



Observe that the functions V =U(,,,,) or V = Z(,.k) satisfy exactly the

same boundary condition, namely the Newton cooling law constraint given

by

K,?V(1 (RN) + HV(RjN) = 0 (2.1.29)

and upon replacing the derivative terms by using this Newton cooling law

relation we see that

R3vK,(RN)Zg(k)(RN)U(m,Th)(RN, t)

= Z(mji)(RN)R2(-HU(m,n))

- R,(-HHZ(.,,k))(RN)U(m,n) = 0 (2.1.30)

Thus, we find that

f JR% U(m,n,)(r, t) ' (r2 K,+dZ(n~k)(r)) dr (2.1.31)

Substituting equation (2.1.23) into this relationship yields

0f Z(n,ic)() r2Ki U(m,n) (, dr=

JRlU(mn,n) { Kn(ri + 1) + br' - A(n,k)rpc Z(~,,,)(r)dr (2.1.32)

Using these relationships in equation (2.1.28) we find that

N U(m,,)(r, t)Z(',k)(r)pcr 2dr

16



-A(.,k) 0a U(m,n)(r, t)Z(n,k)(r)pcr 2dr

+ oRM S(M'" )(rt)Z(nk)(r)r2 dr (2.1.33)

Thus, if we define the finite radial transform, T

Tnk)(f) = fORN f(r)Z(,.) (r)pcrdr (2.1.34)
foRI Z,,,,k) (r) 2 pcradr

then if we let

b(m")(t) n , C (!) (t) (2.1.35)

we see that
Tt7(nk)U(mnn) + A(n,k)•(nk)UCm,,) = b(m(")(t) (2.1.36)

so that if we define the expansion coefficient by the rule,

,,k k")() = 7(,,,)47C,,,, (2.1.37)

then the problem reduces to that oi solving the Ordinary differential equa-

tion
d+ A(nk)a (-.-)(t) = b( -,-)(t) (2.1.38)

The solution of this differential equation is given by

.mr kt) ezp(.(,.,i)(t - r))bmkTh)( )dr (2.!.39)

where the term k is defined by equations (2.1.2) and (2.1.35).

For a variety of pulsed heating schemes ([4]), this integral has been t

evaluated exactly. In dcing so we have made use o: the dramatic difference

in the time scales of conductive and radiative transfer in the materials being

irradiated.

'4
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2.2 THE RADIAL FUNCTIONS

We have seen that thc: radial functions satisfy the ordinary differential

equation,
dr 2 Z(n,)) +

{A(,,k)pc-b _ n(n+1)K}Z 0 (2.2.1)

We let

z = A(nk)PC - b) r2 (2.2.2)SK,
in each layer. Then equation (2.2.1) and equation (2.2.2) imply that if

W(z) = Z(.,k)(r) (2.2.3)

that then

z2 W( 2 )(Z) + 2W(')(z) + 1 - n(ng + ) W = 0 (2.2.4)

Rearranging the terms invol'-vng th3 derivative we find that

1dz] (zW(z)) + 1 z 7  W w (2.2.5)

Thus, the radial functions are given by

V/7rL+1/2(Z)
W ='((2.2.6)

where

v= -1/2+ 1 +(n + 1)K (2.2.7)4 K?

18
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2.3 EIGENVALUE DETERMINATION

We are seeking by computer algo:zthm a solution of an ordinary differ-

ential equation,

.r (rrZ(,hk)) +r T

Akpc- b n(n + 1)K}
K, K, Z(n,k) = 0 (2.3.1)

which has a singular point at r = 0, and piecewise smooth coefficients with

the additional property that one of the coefficients depends on a parameter

which we have denoted by ,(,,,), where the solution, Z(0,,)(r) and the prod-

uct of the radial conductivity K, and the derivative of Z(,,) are continuous

-xd

r K,(r) Z(n,)(r) + HZ(,,k)(r) = 0 (2.3.2)

These eigenvalues and eigenfunctions are obtained by a shooting method

by defining Z(r, A) to be the solution of the ordinary differential equation.

d r r2 dZ(r, A) +

S n(n+1)K Z(r,A) 0 (2.3.3)

which has an integrable singularity at r = 0 and which satisfies the regu-

larity conditions and the Newton cooling law boundary conditions at the

outer boundary of the sphere.
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2.4 RADIATIVE HEATING

Because of orthonor-mality of the transformations we find that the differ-

ence u between the induced thermal excursion and t6e ambient temperature

in the irradiated solid is given by

t) (2.4.1)

k=I n=O m =0

where the expansion coeffricients are dctermined by equation (2.1.39), and

the heat source term is given by equation (2.1.2). In the computer code

the expansion coefficients are precomputed and saved. Once the expansion

coefficients are known, the microwave i, luced thermal excursion can be

computed at thousands of points for a mn..est computer cost. The entire

code runs on a personal computer.

In the following sample computation, which gives a comparison of radi-

ation induced temperature increases measured with a Vitek non field per-

turbing thermal probe and predictions of the computer program, a dielectric

ball was enclosed in styrofoam. The calculation is for an isotropic muscle

equivalent spherical structure with a radius of 3.3 centimeters exposed to

1.2 Gij'ahertz continuous wave radiation with a power of 70 milliwatts per

square centimeter. The time of exposure for figure I was 30 seconds. In

Figure 2 which follows the Vitek probe was placed at the center of the

structure and the the power was turned off after 5.5 minutes.

2)
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Exact Mie like determination of

the response of an N layer

bi' nisotropic structure with

regions of continuity of tensorial

electromagnetic properties

delimited by concentric spheres
*1'

to multiple plane waves

and general full wave radiation with complex

spatial and temporal patterns

D. K. Cohoon

March 7, 1992

We are interested in assessing the level of biological hazard posed by complex sources

of electromagnetic rhdiation. A part of this effort is to understsnd in space and time

how fields and energy densities and flows change in the interior of a multitissue simulated

biological structure, and to havw a highly accurate benchmark for detailed oaedels of man

in an electromagnetic field.

We consider the problem of deternmning the optical and absorption efficiency of a

class of N layer full tensor electromagnetically bianisotropic spheres to a plane polarized

electromagnetic radiation. Considerable flexibility ([47]) has been d&monstrated with two
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layer structures in relating their properties in such a way that these particles have an

extremely high optical and absorption efficiency. Groundwork has been laid for the design

of materials with differing electromagnetic properties in different directions which have

extremely high efficiencies of absorption.

By careful analysis it would be possible to do the same for a heterogeneous radiation

source(Barton [8], Chevaillier (19] [181, Chylek [20] Schaub [42], Tsai [46], Yeh [57]) when

these spheres are placed in ,n ambient medium with material properties such that if Q2 is

an open set in the ambient medium and

In div(A x il)dv = 0,

then f and R exe both zero in ft

In this paper we describe the exact solution to the problem of describing the interac-

tion of electromagnetic radiation with an N layer structure whose regions of continuity of

tensorial electromagnetic properties are separated by concentric spheres. We assume that

each of the layers are bianisotropic. For the most general case, the radial functions are

solutions of a system of equations, and we get a four parameter family for each index in

each layer. However, wm also get an interesting, but easily computerizable example.

Bianisotropic materials have used (Ferencz [25], Gamo [261, Hebenstreit [29], Shiozawa,

[44] and Yeh [56]) in modeling a medium. moving through an electromagnetic field. We

consider also the possibility of an electromagnetic field whose spatial distribution would

suggest a complex source that would include an off center laser be-am interaction with a

droplet or a radar beam sweeping acrocs a stationary structure. By considering a layered

spheriaýly symmetric structure whose core may be metallic and with outer layers having

complex material properties or containing sources of radiation, we may be able to predict

the level of the hazard experienced by an individual with a metalic bone replacement or

clan'p who i3 placed in such a field.

The source oi internal power dcsi•ty distribution for a bianictropic structure exposed

to external source3 is distinct from anisotropic materivals, since terms involving the product

of the electric vector f and the magnetic vector H appear in the intern.l power density

distribution. Using the concepts contained in this paper, a solution of an energy equation
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with a tensor conductivity can be obtained by an exact formula when the electromagnetic

properties do not change during the exposure process. Using the derived energy density

distribution as a source term, a more general nonlinear heat equation, takdLg into account

radiative conductivity concepts can be derived. Several authors (Barton [8], Chylek [22],

Schaub [42]) simply assume that the power density depends on the square of the length

of the electric vector times the conductivity. In a bianisotropic material, however, there is

a power density c :ntribution from the coupling of the electric and magnetic vectors (see

equation (5.2.6).
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1 A Mie Like Solution for Bianisotropic Sphere Scat-

tering

1.1 Introduction

Although it is possible to develop an integral eqnz\tion formulation (if the problem

of describing the scattering of electromagnetic radiation by a bounded three dimensional

body (Jones [33], pp 528-529), the only bounded body for which a truly exact solution has

been obtained to the problem for describing its response to electromagnetic radiation have

been those with spherical symmetry. It is possible to give a repre--ntation (Jones f33], pp

490 to 495) of the fundamental Green's tensor r satisfying

curI(curf(f)) - k = 16(11)

in terms of vector spherical harmonics and to use these to develop a concise derivation of

the solution of the problem of describing scattering by a sphere (Jones [33] pp 496-526).

Some earlier work on anisotropic sphere scattering ([231 [32]), [49], [531) have extended the

classical result of Mie ([34] 1908) which is belieted to have been first obtained by Clebsch

29
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([23] 1863). We describe, here, an exact Mie like solution that is applicable to a clams of

bianisotropic spheres.

1.2 Problem Definition

We assume that ' and ý are tensori defining the permeability and permittivity that

are functions of the spatial vaxiables %nd the frequency w of the radiation. Here Maxwell's

equation- have the form

curi() = -iwH - (1.2.1)

and

curl(fi) = iw + 5F+ P l (1.2.2)

In th- ambient medium we assume that the tensors 3 and 8 are the zero tensor U. In this

p'.per the energy balance is described which enables us to validate a computer code for

describing the interaction of radiation with an N layer bianisotropic sphere where the layers

may be separated by impedance sheets. The inner core may be penetrable or perfectly

conducting.

1.3 Spherical Harmonics and Orthogdnality Relations

The basic idea of the code is that the induced and scattered electric and magnetic

vectors can be expressed in terms of

A Ir~) imA jincOs)I F' - ToP1"n(cO.q(6))~ XO~ m) 131

B(1i1,,, = + im 1( eo j exp(imN), (1.3.2)

and

= P,,(cos(9))e(ik)n, (1.3.3)

where e-, ii, and j`0 are the unit vectors perpendicular, respectively, to the r = 0, 0 = 0,

and 0 0, coordinate planes, and where P,(cos(O)) is the ordinary Legendre function

30
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defined by Rodrigues's formula

P (Z1 (1.3.4)

The associated Legendre functions P? are given by

P7(z) = (1- z2)m/2 (+) P,(z) (1.3.5)

It is obvious that even without integrating oyez a sphere that the dot product of either

of A(.,,) or .B(.,) with C(,n is zero. The orthogonality of the functions exp(imo) and

exp(iffiO) on the unit circle for m f fh show that if as in ([11]) we define the inner product

of two vector valued functions U(O, 0) and Ur(O, 0) defined on the unit sphere by,

< ,I> = j
2 r [ 0(0, ,). V(8, ,sin(e),ld•d (1.3.6)

with two different values of m are orthogonal. If we take the dot product of two distinct

members of the collection

S {-(.,n),B(,:,),C(m,,):mEZ, and nE {f m ,m +1,...}}, (1.3.7)

with the same values of m and make use of ([2], p 333) the negative index relationship
r(v - i + 1) [P.;(z) -2. .1

P."(z) r= ¥ _ +1). [ z p(-),i, )-in(,-)Q$(z)] (1.3.8)

we find that any two members with different values of n are orthogonal with respect to

the inner product defined by equation (1.3.6). For example, to see that

<A(m,,),B(,,) > = 0 (1.3.9)

for all n and r we note that this dot product reduces to

im(27r) [ [eP(cos(8))P,(cos(8))] dO = im(27r)f {P.(x)P,7()} dx (1.3.10)d

The details of the remaining orthogonality relations are found in ([11]) or can be derived

from properties of the Legendre functions described in Jones ([33]).

Plane waves in free space can be represented using the functions described above by

carrying out the expansion(Bell, [10] page 51 and Jones [33], page 490, equation 94)

ezp(-ikorcos(9)) = aoP,(cos(O))j,(kor) (1.3.11)
.--"O
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where the expansion coefficients a, are given by (see Jones [33], page 490)

a, = (-i)"(2n + 1). (1.3.12)

These coefficients are determined by letting z = kor, carrying out a Taylor series expansion

in z, and making use of the orthogonali-y relationships

[PmCO(9)PmCO(9Sif~i)d {2/12n + 1) if n m
fP.o(cos(O)lP,.(cos(8)sin(9)dO= /2, /i, r,=m(..3

This equation is based on the relation (Bell [10], page 61)

(z2 - 1)ndz ['(z _ 1)'(Z +1) Thdz = (2n + I)2 (-21) (1.3.14)

which follows from integration by parts in the left side of equation (1.3.13). This relation-

ship can be proven using the Rodrigues definition (equation 1.3.4). By using the notion

that the algebraic structure formed by linearly combining these vector fields in a ring of

radial functions is invariant under the curl operation also enables one to get an exact

solution to the scattering problem for Liianisot:opic spheres.

1.4 Plane Wave Spectral Decomposition

An alternative to the consideration of a full wave solution is the utilization of a plane

wave spectral decomposition, where specially selected plane waves with carefully chosen

(i) amplitudes, (ii) polarizations, and (iii) frequencies aia used to repreent a complex

impinging wave. Two 'calculations are shown here. They represent the response of a

sphere of brain tissue to a complex radiation field. For the purpose of illustration we give

plots of the real part of the radial component of the electric vector on ,the intersection of

this sphere of brain tissue with a plane whose normal coincides with the laboratory z-axis.

The two foL'owing plots show the real part of the radial component of the t_!ectric vector

on this slice at two different times.
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The program is capable of producing on any intersection of the sphere with any plane

passing through its center the

* the. real part of any component of the electric or magnetic vector (6 different 3D

plots)

* the imaginary part of any component of the electric or magnetic vector (6 different

3D plots)

* the absolute value of the Poynting vector

a the absolute value of the radial component of the Poynting vector

e the square of the length of the electric vector

* the square of the length of the magnetic vector

It was found that there are considerable possibilities for cooperative interactions of phase

related sources with this brain tissue sphere described in Bell ((101).

Let us assume that the incoming radiation is a plane wave traveling in the direction

i,-6 sin(9&)cos(Os)4 + sin( t,)sin(Ob),re + cts(e4)t', (1.4.1)

Assume further that we look at field distributions in the intersection of the structure with

a plane passing through the origin and that the normal v,-ctor to this p!ane is

i*. = siin()cos(O)g + sin(O0)iin(o)e + (o), (1.4.2)

The unit vector in the direction of the yý axis is defined as a constant c times the cross

product of '-, and the unit vector in the b.6am direction or

Sc(O', x ") (1.4.3)

whdicl implies that

=-s ) + cos(O$)F, (1.4.4)

Then there is only one choice for the unit vector in the direction of the pe,,•itive zb axis,

namely

36



COs(eb)COS(0b)e' + cod(e)sin(tk)e + (-si•(e&))•', (1.4.5)

We assume that the electric vector of the incoming wave is polarized along the Xb axis

and that we would like to use the answer to a different plane wave interaction problem

associated with the direction of propagation being the laboratory z axis and the direction

of pol.. 4zation being the laboratory x axis. In case,

Ob = e0 = o (1.4.6)

we see that 8 = 0 and

- (1.4.7)

This fact is a specialization of the gene~al relation,

Cos(eb)coS(90 o)COS(q - 0o) + •in(9•)sin(Oo) (1.4.8)

The rest of the story is obtained by simply computing the angle between the zj axis and

the z. axis. By coinputing another dot product we find that

co.9(9) =sin(8b)sin(9.)cos(0)cos( 0 )+

i() (on ) () + cos(O8)cos(9) (1.4.9)

By requiring that theta be thz inverse cosine of the right side of equation (1.4.9) we can

use the standard Mie solution for plane wave incidence to determine the field distributions

in the riane whose normal is Fo. We note that in case

°=. O = 0

that equation (1.4.9) implies that

cos(O) = co,,(9 - 9o)

which is exactly the solution that one would expect.
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1.5 The Full Tensor Solution

We assume that if V is a vector, then

curl(V) (sin(0)VO) - •V i +

r' si(0v a
r [~(rVo) - V] 4 (1.5.1)

We then find that if we define vector fields A-,.d, • by the rules

B; = F(r)27(m,) (1.5.3)

'-F(r)-(..,) (1.5.4)

that then

curl(X) = n(n + 1)f-d 4 ,.) +
r

180

curl(Cd) F- r 9(,,.6

and

curt(ff) = (F() ,(1.5.7)

For each pair (m, n) of indices we seek a sp.ýcial solution of Maxwel!s equations in the

full tenior bianisotropic material of the for-m,

£ = Ar)A~,,~)+ B(r)il(,..) +CrC()(15)

We now attempt to find combinations of tht functions A(r), e(r), and C(r) which satisfy

Maxwell's equations. The first Maxwell equation obtained by taking the curl of both sides

of equation (1.5.8) is, maiing use of equtions (1.5.5), (1.5.7), and (1.5.w), -e sce that

curl(fE) = =n(rn + )-~(, +
"r
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+ 8r)

Thus, in general we see from equation (1.5.9) that there are linear functions, F., 9', and Ri,

of several variables such that

.F= .F(A.)ý A. -,.A'(r), B(r), -~r,B'(r),C(r)), (1.5.10)r r

by which we mean that there are constants fin with

j E {1,2,3,4,5,6,7} (1.5.11)

such that

.= f..4(r) + f, (r) + f3A'(r)+
r

f4B(r) + fsB() + feBE(r) + fiC(r), (1.5.12)
r

= (.(r), -(,.A'(r), S(r), B(r), Br), C(r)), (1.5.13)
r

and similarly

1*t = lH(A(r), r, .'(r),B(r), B(r)',(r (1.5.14)

so that the magnetic field is given by

H = Y(r)Al,,,.) + C(r)B(m,.) + 1i(r)C(-,,.) (7.5.15)

We now obtain the final Maxwvell equation by taking the curl of both sides of equation

(1.5.15), and from it equations for a four parameter family of vector valued radial functions

needed to represent the general ield as a linear combination of solutions of the form (1.3.3)

in a full tensor bianisotropic material. In the traditional Mie solution (Ne (34]) the radial

functions are spherical Bessel functions.

curl(ll) =nkn + 1>-C(m,,I) +.
r

I 2)(rYF(r))Bh.ff ....) +
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I-I ~ ... NO~))p,,, + A(m,,,)r r

= - + FE + (1.5.16)

In order to see the general form of the last Maxwell equation (1.5.16) note, for example,

that

!()(rYF) =! f)[jr. + f2A + f.,rA'(r)+

f45(r) + f.f(r) +fB)] (1.5.17)

r

Excpanding the right side of equation (1.5.17) we find that

( a ) (rY) = f :(-) + f-A'(r) + f A!(r)

r k& ! r r

+ fA'(r) + f3A"X() + f(r + '() + r(r) +
r r r

f (r) + fcB"(r) + f C(r) + f 7C(r) (.5.18)
r r

We can then see that the final form of the resulting system of equations in the radial

functions i- given by,

We get three ordinary differential equations in the unknow-n rsdial functions A(r), S(r),

and C(r) that are used to represent the electric vector. Assuming that the terms in the

tensors are such that we can eliminate the undifferentiated function C from the equation

obtained by equating coefficients of C(,,,n) on both sides of equation (1.5.16) we get a

system of two simultaneous second order differential equations in the radial functions A

and B. A solution is specified by givi-g v-nlues of A, 5 and their first derivatives at a

prescribed point R,,, where r = R. might represent the outer spherical boundary of the

layer of interest. Thus, there are four indpendent solutions in each iayer. By emulating

the solution of the specific example, which follows, we see that the complete solution is

obtained by using continuity of tangential components of P and HY acrcss the spherical

boundaries separating regions of continuity of tcnsornal electromagnetic properties. A

solution f and Hq of ,Maxwell's equations is then for each Fourier mode corre.sponding to
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the index m and in the layer corresponding to index p a linear combination of the four

solutions corresponding to

(=(R,), A4(Rp), B(R?), B(R,)) (1,0,0,0), (1.5.20)

(A(R.),A'(R),8(Rj),B'(Rp))= (0,1,0,0), (1.5.21)

(.(R),A(R),B(Rp),B'(R,)) = (0,0,1,0), (1.5.22)

and

(A(Rp),A'(R,).B(R.),B'(Rp)) = (0,0,0,1), (1.5.23)

As it will turn out that these functions depend only on n and and p and not on m.

Thus, replacing A by A•j) where j runs over the indices 1 through 4 to denote the four

independent solutions, we see that the general representation of the electric vector in the

pfth layer is given by

= 1 a(fj) [AJ) +

E E()~mn (-O,n) + 9 )]} 15.4

Note that the three functions A(r" and B,) and C(j) appearing in equation (1.5.24)
,-,j (n•) ,{(-,p)a

are not independent, but the linear combination in the summand of equation (1.5.24)

represents a vector valued solution of Maxwell's equations in the full tensor bianisotropic

material. Using equation (1.5.15) we see that we can write the the magnetic field in the

form

+ gb.v ) +
(•,,.), (r (rp)((15.5

Using equations (1.5.24) and (1.5.25) and requiring continuity of tangential components

of 2 and 9 across the boundary r = R1 we can relate expansion coefficients in layer p to

those in layer p + 1 by four equations in four unknowns. Certainly, if we had a r•'fectly
conducting core there would be no trouble in reducing tbe number of ucwns at the

first spherical boundary by requiring that the tangential compcnent of the electric vector

vanish on this surface. For a penetrable core the matter is a little more delicate as one



must select a pair of indpendent solutions with at worst an integrable singularity at the

origin.

With what we have developed and will develop we can describ'- scattering of a general

source by a spherical core that is

e hollow,

* perfectly conducting,

* anisotropic with diagonal tensors having the theta and phi components equal, and

* bianisotropic and satisfying the conditions described in the following section,

surrounded by any number of spherically symmetric layers which are bianisotropic with

tensors satisfying conditions in the Heritage of Gauss paper ([13]).

In the remainder of this paper we discuss an example with nontrivial values of ' and

Swhere the electric and magnetic fields can be represented using Bessel functions with

complex index and argument.

/

1.6 A Specific Class of Examples

We give a simple exact Mie like solution for a class of bianisot-'opic N layer magnetic,

penetrable spherically symmetric structures. We consider a special clasw of diagonal `

and , coupling tensors with complex numbers a, and f, being their radial parts and with

complex numbers a and 3 being their tangential components and assume some additional

special relations between these. We shall use a modified complex propagation constant k

which in each layer has a square given by

kI = W2a - iwp+a (1.6.1)

For I he propagation constant defined by equation (1.6.1) we seek a simple Mie like electric

vectcr solution of both the Faraday Maxwell eqy:ation (1.2.1) and the Ampere Ma.n 'ell

equation (1.2.2) which has the form,
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C(m,n) Z• c (m,)(O, 4) +

• (- (rZ(bz)(kr))) B( ).(0,0+) (1.6.2)

where the three radial functions Zn(), Zn($), and Z,() are to be derived and the functions

Xmn, B(mn), and Cmn• are defined by equations (1.3.1), (1.3.2), and (1.3.3). We shall

derive relationships needed between the radial functions Z(a), Z,(b), and -(f,,n) and the

complex expansion coefficients a(,,n), b(m,,n), and C(m,n) needed to get an interesting, but

easily computed, exact Mie like solutions for a the reponse of a class of N layer bianisotropic

spheres to both plane waves and complex sources.

We now begin to develop the consequences cf Maxwell's equations by noting that

equation (1.6.2) and the three basic curl relationships, (1.5.5), (1.5.6), and (1.5.7) and the

Faraday Maxwell equation (1.2.1) imply that curl(E) is given by

curl(f) =

am(.,,) [n(n + 1 )z l 0(k)nd,) + (rZT)(n
(m,Z)Ec" I+ I

k(rn) 2  A(m,n) + b(m,n) n ( krz)(k•l)(mn) =

S[m a(mm)Zt()(kr)X(mn,) + +(mo) -.C I,,)E k

I~na, (W ~ (rZ(')(kr))) 9Cm-Th)}] - iT1(1.6.3)
This is the completely general Faraday Maxwell equation for electric vectors given by

equation (1.6.2). We want to solve equation (1.6.3) for I so that we can substitute this

vector valued function into the Ampere Maxwell equation (1.2.2) and determine what types

of equations the three radial functions Z.(), Z('), and Z(e) should satisfy. Solving equation

(1.C.3) for vi, we see that in general if we simply asstune that 3 is a diagonal tensor whose

action on a vector represented in spherical coordinates is defined by,

•'= 0 a 0 Et (1.6.4)
0 a 0 ) EJ
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// /;

that then making use of equation (1.6.4)

-iw•i =

S(m~n)n\ + 1) r *)(kr)] C(mn)
(m,n)ET 113r r

+ [a(mmn) r ý (rZ(*)(kr)) - ab(m,)(i)() (rZn~b)(kr))J B6(m,n) +

[(mn)Z (kr)' + b(jm, n).) (rZ(6)(kr)) + aa(m...zp•(k) X(i.,)} (1.6.5)

In the previous section we allowed N, 7, =, ", and F to be general tensors and solved for

the general r.-dial functions C(r), B(r), and A(r) used in the represenatation (1.5.8) of the

electric vector, we now assume that all these tensors have the same form as the complex

o tensor given by equation (1.6.4).

With these assumptios, we see that for our simplified bianisotropic material, the

magnetic vector will then have the form

[rn f Z)(kr'n(r. + 1) Z,•)(kr) 1
+mn• arr~) (.

(m,n)El GWm~n r kr J
+ {('(m,n) I a(rZ$U)(kr) -Lbm)+()(rZ,(&)(kr))l}B(rn,n) +ri

kr 2  + a-(m n)Z.)(kr) A(-

(1.6.6)

Applying the curl operation to both sides of equation 1.6.6 using the three curl equa-

tions (1.5.5). (1.5.6) and (1.5.7) we obtain an expanded form of the Ampere Maxwell

equation given by,

(i\ _ _ + 1) +,_',_ -- (r)1-
curl(H) n +jtC(.,,) k (-.(r A(m,,) +

-b raý)7r (rZ(')(k:r) "4Z(r,n>

r L n
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) n(n + 1) fC(,k,) 2
W" r ( ' kr2

b~~~m~~n), +2 (r•)k + aa/• =k
n)il[Z(*)(kr•ldmn

(r f C(-.,n') (kr2  +
y }r

+()2 (rZ(.)(kr)) + a) (,n)Zn )(kr)(I) n~ 9r (mm) n2

+ + PH (1.6.7)

To maki e use of the Ampere Mafwel equation (1.6.7), we need to use our original

equation (1.6.2) for E and equation (1.6.6) for s to obtain

(iW'7+ 7aE- +

rw++ io ___

+(Z ) { Z( +
2~kr

krn ( V(rZ, )(kr)) + aa(.,,n)Z.()(kr)] A~m 4')( +

kb ry~ (rZ(b)(kr)' +

[L {(m~n)~ n(rZa)(kr) + b,)(~ (rZnb)(kr)))] E(m~)6 '
[(r+ 0r))~,i Zk)kr

[tZ(Cf kr)

IGfm, )Z&G (kr) + 1) C(m.~i)Z,(c)(r) 18
W/Jr , r +r~ kr j] (.,n) (0,4'

The solution cf the electromagnetic interaction problem is then obtained by relatingV

coefficients on bo%*h sides of equation (1.6.7) and making use of orthogonality relations to

get differential equations for the, a priori unknown, radial fonctions, Zn~a), Z,(), and 4().
Equation (1.6.7) coupled with equation (1.6.8) is the key to the develcpment of a system

of oreinary differential equations satisfied by the radial. functions. Using orthogonality

properties of the vector functions A(m,,,,) and 3(,,n) and C(m,,n) defined, resprectively, by

(1.3. 1) and (1.3.2), and (1. 3.3) we shall develop three relationships involving only the radial
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functions, express one of these radial functioas in terms of the others, and get an uncoupled

system whose solutions will be Bessel functions with complex index and argument. by

equating their coefficients on both sides of equation (1.6.7). Equating coefficients of A(m,n)

on both sides of equation (1.6.7) we find that

[(I.., ) i {a(.,_) Z(•)(kr)n(n + 1) r-- arc(mn .,(")(kr)} +

\W/.IF \r~ ~ r Or

r +fa(k, ) + ((•iZ((,)(kr) =

Si• [• Z(w)(tr)

kr (z(kr)) + (1.6.9)

-1 a

b abmrnn)IT8 (r a(mn)Zr) (

We can see the consistency of this equation with the equations obtained for the special

case of anisotropic spherical structures (15]). If in equation (1.6.9) we set rU and equal

to the zero tensor, we obtain

- { () rn~ + 1)} +[

(r; (a!m) ( ) 1 r (rZ(G)(kr))}] =-(w + cr)a(m,m,)Z.()(kr)] (1.6.10) t~

or upon multiplying both sides of equation (1.6.10) by -iwu we find that if we define the j
propagation constant for a class of anisotropic structures ([15]) by the rule,

k= 2W2P - iwi"a (1.6.11)

that then Znf) satisfies,

Z rz.n+ 1)r - k2Z(')(kjr) 19 !~)(rZ(.a)(k.r)) (1.6.12)

which, with the propagation constant k, being defined by (1.6.11) rather than by (1.6.1),

is exactly the equation satisfied by the radial function Z(a1 ) for an anisotropic sphere ([15]).
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We can also, in a similar fashion, relate coefficients of B(m,,) on both sides of equation

(1.6.7) with k2 de.Fned by (1.6.1) to obtain the relationship.

(rr +

derivative with respect tor adthnd,ide al (termsoZohsdsbyrw eueta

equation (1.6.13) is implied by the simpler relation,

r 
44

(iWe + c)!!T!21 (r,,,, k)) +

kr ar2

[i~g (iwm~nr a n r '(m,n) nr (16 3

'- -o {a(mt)Z(Z)(kr)) + ,k!"rZp)(kr)}(.1

Ifiqa ion(.6.3 weeutetetem peae o y1 ovrrtms h4ata

deriuativg coh efficits tof r, ond bthe si-ides ofl term specialidedb Apre Mawel dequcetatio

(1.67)tith (1.def)in mled by (1.6.1) le revelstatin

* (i nin ')f Zc)(kr) +

kW JCr(mn) kr2

£7~

+ r(Z4 b~)C(rn)) Z$9 ,)"(kr)L~nn kr + ;

iw+ +, ar) -n~)r]

{a(.7I) Z$1 ')(kr)) -~r + ) (m,n) (Z("C))) (1.6,14)

WAr kr

r k'47K



To compare equation (1.6. i-.! and equation (1.6.15) we multiply both sides of equation

(1.6.15) by r/(n(n + 1)) and we find that

_____+_a Z,(c)(kr)
n(n + 1 c(,•,n) k +

0_. i+ (1.6.16)
W.p-•:. z•()+ ,(n. + I) WJU ,,) k(•).

Since the left side of equation (1.6.16) is identical to the left side of equation (1.6.14) it

is clear that we have consistency between equation (1.6.16) and equation (1.6.14) provided

that
(iwe + or)(-bcm,,n)Z,•)(r)) +

ka,,nZ~d)(kr) (-~ b(m,,n)Z(b)(k?)=

El. + 0,.

iI €'rk"•zi'(kT) + n(,T + 1) C •m,,n)zt(kr) (1.6.17)
n n (~ + 1) WS.

where k is defned by (1.6.1).

We note that the consistency relation given by equation (1.6.17) specializes for the case

of the ordinary anisotropic sph-re, where the coupling tensors a and •, are both equal to

the zero tensor, to the simple anisctropic sphere relation of ([15]) given by

(•W +• <.,~•'"(..s
(itoe + 0')(-bCmn))Z$')(hr) = ( + 1,) (1.6

where k. is given by (1.6.11) WVe note that equation (1.6.18) is satisfied if

Z'(.0(k. r) Z Z(b) (k. r) (..9

and

C(,,,+) .-n(n + 1) . + b(,,) (1.6.20)
which are identical to the relations derived in (115]) for anisotropic spheres.

([5] fo niorpiiphrs
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We, however, now again suppose that k is defined more generally by (1.6.1) and collect

the terms multiplying the coefficients a(.,,), b(m,,•), and C(m,n) in equation (1.6.9). In doing

so we rewrite (1.6.9) in the form,

[(i) (1) + (iwe + oa)Z,((kr)

11 (,)o( }
k -~ -(rZ,()(kr)) b(,n) +

i)C 3I1 1 1

[ ic, Z(c)(kr)l O (1.6.21)'ý
(iop, ]ju kr n I

By rearranging equations as we have done we are attempting to develop, tor our class of

bianisotropic spheres, relationships for the radial functions analogous to the relationships,

(1.6.12) and (1.6.19), for anisotropic spheres. Thu.s, collecting the coefficients of a(,,,),

b(,,,,), and e(.,,) in equation (1.6.14) we have

aZ,(')(kr) - S Z(•')( kr)] at,,.,)

+ i ; ( • (rZ,])(kr)) + + iWe Z(O(kr)

+ Z('pkr] b(.,,) + Z() )(kr)c(,,) = 0 (1.6.22)

Equation (1.6.22) yields the relationship

b(mn) i 1(a)'(rZ()(kr)

---[ ---cZ(')(kr) -.ii3Z Z a() (kr .l

a + iweZ(O() + 1 Z(,(k)l r.
1kk " k ' ( ,.)

I-p kr(

wvith the k bting given by (1.6.1).
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Equation (1.6.15), after collecting terms multiplying the same coefficients, yields the

relationship

= {~n~n+ 1) ( + .i.Z•0)(kT))} +c(,,.) + rn~
n~ +

ar ,p w r

{ n(n+ ' Z ()(kr) +0' +0, ()}

{~ + ) Z(O)(kr) + 0, i'• Z(4')(kr)}a(mn)\O + (1.6.24)

Solvng n WPr rh term )n

Multiplying all terms of equation (1.6.24) by r/(n(n + 1)) we find that

b(mn)( (r Z(6) (kr)) =

1A± Z,(c)(\ (r aI, 1 ,,)(

[a + iT-r--2 i, k• +,1)]

+ ] + (')
kn(n+1), " z(,,) +

{..2.Z(*)(kr) + () )(kr)

Solving for the term

u = -~A ( 3) rZ~)(k))bmn)(1.6,26)

in equations (1.6.25) ard (1.6.23) we find that equIatinig the two excpresriioD3 for U yiefl.9,

-[(~I)• Z(:)(kr) - ý•W +,')(kr)]

- [ ~ e k Z ('(kr) + 0 V~ryjzi, )

-[ia Z7.()(kr) - ikpZ(3)(k, aj("~,%)

[ ~)4Z![)(kr) - 23k(r

L,)p krl '-n(r 53



_(b~l~~n'•" 1)Z.I)(kr) c(",,,) (1.6.27)

Equation (1.6.27) implies, after subtracting identical terms from both sides of the equation,

that
[ iwf+ a, + Zor,

Skn(n + 1) kwu,.n(n+1) + , " =

io-io Z,(G(kr)a(m,,n) +

[+' i+ a Zl b)(kr)b(.,,.) (1.6.28)

Solving equatien (1.6.17) for c(.,,,)Z()(kr) we find that

iwe,. + a ia,., 4 q ,.)Z(C)(kr) =
"I(n + wpn(n + 1) 1 1

{-ie+ ia)- b(,,,,1)Z$,((kr) +

io•.k i, (.,) () r)(1.6.29)

We could use this relationship (1.6.29) to eliminate Z(,) but we would end up with a

coupled system in the other two radial functions. However, for a simpler chiral sphere

where
- = -, (1.6.30)

equation (1.6.29) has the form
C(,)Z)(kr) = -n( + 1) ie + a + isCk/(WY) ' Z(

- (• + a',) + (i,.,8,)/(,)(,) (

If we ansume that equation (1,6.29) im satisfied, and equation (1.6.30) s valid so that

equation (1.0.31) is valid and, furthermore, that

i- = -- , (1.6.32)

then ;,ion (1.6.14) will be cf the form

S-n(r +1 We 4-a + i3A/ )
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(,~ bm) (i (8)2)(Z)()=

"ke b(m,,)(-•, tr)) (1.6.33)

If we also impose the condition
=- 

(1.6.34)
WJU? W/I

then equation (1.6.9) takes on the form

i(n +~ 1) Z ()(r) + (Z(r))-

(iwy + a)Z.')(r) + -- z (1.6.35)
WI"

Multiplying all terms of equation (1.6.35) by iw/ and observing that

k 2 = k.2 +a (1.6.36)

where k, ic defined by (1.6.11) and k is d-fined by (1.6.1) we see that

- n(n+1Zs + !1 (.2.i 2 r(()

P~r2  r()

- k.Z*)(r) - aRZ(z)(r) (1.6.37)

or if we introduce the variable

C. = P_ (1.6.38)

the ordinary differential equation (1.6.37) satisfied by Z()(kr) is

(~2(rZ+ )(- 1)](( [(k2+ f)• n(n 4 Z(')(kr) =0 (1.6.39)

where k. is given by (1.6.11) and k is given by (1.6.1)

The spherical Bessel function is defined as

/J,.. ( (1.6.40)

where T,(z) satisfi•s

1 ) 2z) ( +[ t+')'] (z) =0 (1.6.41)-Z (T ,z) + I1 + V( X



Dividing all terms of equation (1.6.37) by

L2 = k2 + ap = w2pe + gBa - i.w (1.6.42)

we have *ith the definition

z2 = (w2 pe - i.o)pjr + Pa)r 2 = k2r 2  (1.6.43)

the fact that equation (1.6.39) implies

(z,.(z)) + [1 ,n(n l 'I',,=0 (1.+.1)

where

v(v + 1) = (,n(n + 1) (1.6.45)

We can find a simple formula for the index v of the form

-1 + V1 + 4(n(n + 1) (1.6.46)
2

Equation (1.6.33) gives the second equation which implies that

r1 1 [ ( -) e + 7 + iafla/(W11)

{W } t~ .n 1) (iw4 + o' + Wc4P,)(wW) 7,(.)(kr)

(±) ~ ()~)(rZ_(t(kr))=
a + i•e (-ZN(kr)) - cz")Ckr) (1.6.47)

k Wyk

Multiplying all tprms of equation (1.6.47) by -iwukr 2 and using equatioa (1.6.36) we

deduce from equation (1.6.47) that

(I ( 3)2) (rZ(')(kr)) + (k.2 + aýa)Z(')(kr) -

1'Z [-,(n + ))w + Z2()(kr) = 0 '1.6.48)

where k, is defined by (1.6.11) and k is defined by (1.6.1). Letting (b be defined by

( =e + a + (•zG,.)) (1.P49)
+a) +(3
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Substituting equation (1.6.49) into equation (1.6.31) we deducc that

c(m,,f)Z(C) = -n(n + 1)(&Z~b)b(,,,) (1.6.50)

The equation (1.6.49) is substituted into equation (1.6.48) to yield the equation,

+ [(k.2 + o~) - r2n 1) , Z~(kr) = 0 (..:

where k. is defined by (1.6.11) and k is defined by (1.6.1)

Combinations of solutions of equations (1.6.39) and (1.6.51) and their derivatives are

used to represent the electric and magnetic fields induced inside an N layered sphere whe.re

each layer has nontrivial magnetic properties and the electric and magnetic properties are

coupled in the sense that the layers are bianisotropic.

2 Expansion Coefficient Relations

2.1 Representations of E and H

Substituting equation (1.6.31) into (1.6.2) and making use of the relation defined by

equation (1.6.49 ) and the modified propagation constant k defined by (1.6.1) we see

that we can satisfy the Faraday and Ampere Maxwell equations for the special class of

biwaisotropic spheres treated in the previous section with an electric vector of the form,

S+

[-n(n + 1)++ Z(

~(n) ~ (~)(rZ~b)(kr))) BTL9 ) 211

where the radial functions Z(,') and Z(6 satisfy equations (1.6.39) and (1.6.51).
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Now making use of a form of the relation (1.6.5C1) given by

)(rZ( b(kr))

+ r2[nk! + (k ) + Z,)(kr), (2.1.2)

where k. is defined by (1.6.11) and k is defined by (1.6.1) and its square is equal to the

square of k. plus ao, we will be able to simplify the equation,

(M'n)ET {
a(M,n) [n(n + 1)Zfl (kr)d() + 1 (rZ,;d)(kr)) +

(-n(n + 1)(&)bcrnn) Z A(kr ) +

1r (.2r (rZ (&)(kr)).X(m. n (2.1.3)

In fact, substituting equation (2.1.2) into equation (2.1.3) we see that

url(f) =

{(,, [nn + 1)ZT()( ± r()k) !2,. 1+I•.• r rr

(-n(n + 1)(b)b(,n,.) ` v A(kr,)+

b(m+ 1)( (k. + cP) Z( )(kr)A-(,,,) (2.1.4)

where k. is given by (1.6.11) and k by equation (1.6.1).

Some telescoping in the right side of equation (2.1.4) yields the reduced form,

ctrl() =

Z] a(m,n,) n(n + 1)z d(,"(,n) + (rZ.,'kr) B(,])+{ r
b(m,),-1 [(k 2 + ag)]
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= -H - (2.1.5)

again with k and k. defined by (1.6.:) and (1.6.11), respectively.

Defining a new function W,') by the rule

Wa)(kr) = (rZ(,)(kr)) (2.1.6)

or equivalently by
SLIM
---I (2.1.7)

where q1a) is defined by (1.6.44) and where € is related to the parameter v in equation

(2.1.7) by equation (1.6.38). We define W,(')(r) by changing a to b in equation (2.1.7).

Using the new function W,•') defined by equation (2.1.7) we define

Curl(f)

a(.,) [n (n + 1. m +(.....+

b~m~n) [(k". + CO)"]}()k)(.,

=6E -(2.1.8)

where k and k. are defined by (1.6.1) and (1.6.11), respectively.

In terms of the function Wn)(kr) we express the function H- by the rule,

am~m)n) nP Z

(mmn))T i(mn[ +) Z(k) 2+ •)(kmv ) +.(v , ) )1r 2

n +

(m~r)EI a~mn~fZ()(kr)Ap~m(,~

K (r Z,(&)(k"))f(,,)
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with k being given by (1.6.1) and k. by (1.6.11)

Collecting terms we find that equation (1.6.31) which relates the tunction c(m,,.)Z•() to

the function Z(') can be used to derive the relationship,

-iw,•g =

f r Z_(*I(kr) + Znc) (kr)]-
[ a(,n,,,) n(n + 1) r arC(rn,n) kr JC(m'vn)

[a(m,n)•l (rz" (kr)) rab(,n rZ('(kr)) B(m

[6 nn)Zn~e(kr) + b (m~) 1 )(rZ~b)(kr)) + Cfa(mn~n)Z,(G)(kr)] -(mn)} (2.1.10) [i

and we could then use the differential equation (2.1.2) to simplify equation (2.1.10).

So far we have been trying to develop representations of the electric and magnetic

vector in a special class of bianisotropic spheres. Let us now consider an N layered sphere

and let k, denote the propagation zonstant in the pth layer given by

k 2= W2 A(PYA - iw/Ul•'(P) + ajP)ý(p) (2.1.11)

where for the layer with index p, where p runs from 1 to N for the actual layers of the

sphere and where N + 1 is the region outside the sphere, and where •(P), (P), a(p), O(P)

and rOW) are respectively the tangential components of (i) the magnetic permeability, (ii)

the permittivity, (iii) the conductivity, (iv) the Faraday Maxwell equation coupling tensor,

and (v) the Maxwell equation coupling tenscr, where these five tensors all have the same

form as that given in equation (1.6.4).

Let us develop the full theory using the functions,

(n-pl (-r) (rZ(d(kpr) (2.1.12)

where the propagation constant kp is given by (2.1.11) and where Z(*,j r) is the singular

solution if j 3 and the solution with the integrable singularity at r = 0 corresponds to

j=1

The expansion coefficients in layer p associated with the functions, Z.:P(kIpr) and

with the functions W (kpr) which have the integrable singularity at the origin will be
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denoted by a{,,,) and b(,) and the coefficients and and will be multipliers of

(M (mn (M(F,,•

the fLnctions z() (•,r) and w.( ,k r) which are singular at r = 0. The electric vector

with general representation given by equation (1.6.2) is in the pth layer of the multilayer

bianisotropic sphere represented by

- I ' p • "[ta.(p)") Z(,,3) -

-t,, Z(.)k•r) + (m,,n) Z(:.(kpr)]A(m.,.)(0, +

[-n(n + 1) {Cb1Ib'P) (Z,:p)] .) I ., +

Z~(a,3) r{(b~i43( n,n[-n(n + 1) kPr ]~~)8~

S-b(P) W,(b j). , (•) (b.3) -
-(m,.n) (n .p)(kPr) - (,,)W ,,) k r] ,,,( , )(2.1.13)

where kp is defined by (2.1.11).

Using our previous expression for the magnetic field vector but using the definitions

(2.1.12) and the fact that the kp defined by (2.1.11) is the propagation constant in the pth

layer, we see that the Ampere Maxwell equation with a coupling tensor defined by (1.6.4)

the magnetic vector in the innermost layer with p equal to 1 has the form,

-, [,- .
H =

1(P) ZI2?(k -)n(n + 1) + z,::, (k~r)
wr+ Ta(cn) r kr

+•j]a(P) W('1)x (k) •r) + ab(.•) (Z( 1 rr) (n

c +

(i- {Cmn) Z~k r)2

1 ,)( r + aa(P) ,,,, •)(kr) A(-,n) (2.1.14)
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where k. is given by (2.1.11) Nov using equation (1.6.50) and equation (1.6.20) we .-e- that

equation (2.1.14) can be simplified by the telescoping of terms and specifically making use

of the relation that is derivable from equations (1.6.50) and (1.6.51) given by

o(c.1),. •~

~ +

b(P) . (.,(p:)( kpr )

Sr(Uw2ji(')ef) - WpU(P)O'(P) + a (P)'3(P)) Z'(kb )(..5
( ,i n) k P

In doing this we see that the magnetic vector in the core of the multilayer spherical structure

corresponding to p =1 is given by k4

~~ [ i f (d") Z (k r)n(n + 1) Z~kr
mEI (mn) - 7 rCbn(n + ,)bo,(.) kr ,.,

M (p) ,+w--S-) ( ("m,m) kP"W-,' (k r)+ab~ W(-*-)•- (kr) JJJB(' ,,) +

{(p,,) [-kp] Z')(k r) + a (')a (,,) Z(k(p' .).,( m,.) ) (2.1.16)

where kp is defined by (2.1.11) and where we have made use of the relation,

2 (P,)C(P) _ WoU(P)a(p) + a(P)O0')k ,p ( = (2.1.17)

We now consider the representation of the magnetic vector in an interior layer of a

mlltilayer sphere that does not contain the center of the sphere. The magnetic vector has
r,(,1 Z,(",) which have integrable singularites

the representation in terms of functions Z(,,•) and ,'(,,P)

at the origin, and the functions "() and Z(,3) whose representation, in the case considered

here involves Hankel functions with complex index. The magnetic vector representation

in a penetrable shell is given by +1)

_ )___ ( Z(4'(r) (k __ n__ + 1)
((,) (mn) r
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V

-,,-. . . ...... '.....+..-i '¢•n+lb' .!?, -,,

Z('3 )(k~ r)n(n +1) a~Z'(~r

Or + ) + 1) ("•)b k, r +

Z(bk3)( r)
aP')(brz(n + 1)0(,.) k_ n C(p,)i +i (m(n) k .p(r..r

{ (m,) k W ((n",' (kpr) )+ a~ p k W( ' kr)} B(m,n.) +
(m,n ) P(-,n) P (np)+P

(-71 'i {"a(P)b•,(,) (W((,&:)(kpr)) + (P)OP,) ( k,,.)( r))}B(,n,+

w( P) ) - {(m ) zg•m (k" r) +,0() Z(') (kd r)} (2(,n)1+
SW ( .,) (. , p) Pr) (.. ,- ) (- ,p)• P ',]

where k. is given by equation (2.1.11) and we have made use of equation (2.1.17).

We now consider the representation of the electric vector in the core region p = 1 of the

multilayer, spherically symmetric bianisotropic structure. Making use of equation (1.6.51)

j we deduce from equation (1.6.2) that

= a(,,,,,Z(4'.)(kpr)a(•,,.)(0Oq) +

p a(m,n) Z(-P)

z (b,1'P)(k-pr

[-n(n + 1){C}]b(nn) -kpr C(mn)(O, +

( Zb ) (kr)
where kp is given by (2.1.11).

Equating tangential components of E across the shell r = R. equation (2.1.13), the

representation of the electric vector in a shell region, implies that equating coefficients of

A(,,,)(0, leads, for r equal to 1? to the relation,, (, ,,o,,Z,(,) ,(,3) ,

[a(m,n Z1)(kpr) + a (m,,n) ,,()(kp r)]
- ra•+•) (•a .' Z('•) ( k'-r)]t. . (2.1 20) tii

-a(- m,n) (n,•+1 ) k(+lr) + a (m,&) (n,p+1£") ] (2.120

Multiplying both sides of equation (2.1.13) by9(m,,,m) and integrating over the sphere

r =P, we deduce, for r equal to P, that

[bL~) Z.•, (k,)r) + O() Z(b,) ') , n) V"( ( r
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= [ t•-,n ) ( (k.r) + (P+),) (k r)] (2.1.21)

We now set up the differential equations which state that the tangential components

of the magnetic vector are continuous across the boundary of a sphere separating regions

of continuity of tensorial electric properties. Equation (2.1.18) implies, upon equating

tangential components P, on each side of the boundary r = RP, by taking the dot product

of both sides of (2.1.18) with respect to B(,,,) and integrating over the sphere r = R. that

w')"a('•') k'W(4'~" (pr) + k ,) a' (k,3)l
UJa(p) {(m,-P np)kpW(-,k

( i ) {Q"(P)b•,) (W•.:)(kpr)) + =(m)O ( vp r))
i U (P l) (-,P) P ( m,-)• T (n) -P •'

S a+m') {m,-)4+lwi-,P+I)(k,+Ir) + ap'-',)k,+ cW •2.l)(kp+lr)} +

W I'(-• l) L (•"• (n•.p+lt +x y + e(m ,,,,) '"(n,pa+ x) " -

(I l ){(P+')bP+1,W~ (i1) ( +~ ) a(+1)(+)Wb (k~r) (2.1.22)

Using equation (2.1.18) and equating coefficients of the vector A- on both sides of the

sphereical shell r =Rp we have

[-1('ý) ,!(kpr) + fl(., Z(1,3)" (kr)
I- .j b(P.) ,n,) •n(•,,n) -(,,,p)t' y

S{a(P)a -()•Z(-'1(kP -r) + -(,n)Z"C)(,p+I,) } =

S{(m,n) n l) V k+1  (m,) (n~)kpxr)
(, , 3) (n

,(P+l) [-.k, ] Zc) 1)(kp+lr)}

2.2 a,(•")a(,() Z,•-.) (k. ,r) + ,(m-n) ,(p+ ) 1(•) (k .r)} (2.1.23)

2.2 Transition Matrices

We now attempt to develop transition matrices which will relate expansion coefficients

in one layer to expansion coefficients in another layer. We start with equation (2.1.22);
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we find, after multiplying both sides of '.his equation by p(l) and dividing both sides of

equation (2.1.22) by kp, that

(m(P) -(mp) r p () (a3) r +

{ T n( , IV )• + P +'-(, ) (IV(: (kr))

A(P) k I) a (,+,),, 1  ( k ,p~l) , r) + ,(,,,,) ,(,. ) (k r)} +

- (v)a(p+'+ ) f,(,+) r ,( n .. ,, ,(V+ 1),.,(IV ,3) .- ,
(...(Pa(+1 Pf.(,W(,6,) (kr)) + (,n,,,) (nP,•)t4r))J (2.2.1)

Multiplying both sides of equation (2.1.18) by A(,,)(9, €) and observing that

I ""(,,)(, O)dA =

r ; - ()

LIM H" ,(m,,)(O, O)dA (2.2.2)
r --+ P (r)

we derive equation (2.1.23). From this, after multiplying all terms by -iwp(")kv and

dividing all terms by k0, where kp is defined by (2.1.11), we derive the relation that

k G( ) (,m,(• (G")r) + a(') Z('p)(kPr +

{ Zp (b,l)¢ Z• () (b,3).. ,
-(kr)+ (m,8 ) ( km r)

b• ) , ( n,)Z (,p.(.) P () - "(n,r • P"

G){ (,) Z,:,) (k,+lr) + a ,Z,)(k• ,-.+i +

[~ ~ ~ ~' .)]l- ".(l)(b1)(kp¢ r) +2 O(;:e.).7 '3) )(k +Irhj (2.2.3)

•(P+l)k _ P 'mnz••,:.~ P + 1 ) ' (-,n) -(n,p-Flk -F r

where kp and k;+l are defined by (2.1.11).

We now define parameters which appear in the matrix relating expansion coefficients

in one layer to thor! in an adjacent layer. We obtain these by considering terms appearing

in equation (2.2.3)
(6,3) _ I (2.2.4)
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Also

(a,3) = /(.,,+l)) (2.2.5)

with kp and k,+ being defined by (2.1.11). A similar term appearing in the inner shell

matrix is
(j,) (ca") \
P) = t (2.26)

A term in the secon., row of the outer shell matrix is

p(p+1) _; _ P _)_P+_ (2.2.7)(a,2) -: ( Ok)

Anot!-jer term appeazing in second row of the matrix is
(b,2( )p(P+1) (2.2.8)

The corresponding term in the inner shell matrix ;s

0,,) (
S= (2.2.9)

With the special functions Z(,"j) defined by (1.6.39), and " defined by (1.6.51),
(,P) (I.P) d

and the derivative terms defined by equation (2.1.12) being evaluated at the separating

spherical boundary r = R/, we see that the matrix equation relating expansion coefficients

in layer p to those in layer p + 1 is given by

zGA) z(,3) a 0 " 0)
(P)p "(.,p) (p) (P )

(-.P) w(-.P) • (•, " ,,P) P(b,2) " (,P) o(,,,
P Z -7 P(a3) Z(P,)) Vf(b.1) b(p)
'( 4.3)' ( n,,P) P ( a3) "(,-,;) " (, P.j) " (..P) a , ,•

0 0 W0 0'" K,) "(-,P) , j(•-

Z (*,I) z (,2.3) " (t-+ ) ,
(,.+ ) '(M,.,+I) 0 0 or,,)

W (4,I)W(3,) ^(P+010,V( ) •(p+I)jV(63) o(P+I)
-( )(np+1) P (6,) (n..+i) P(b,1 (-.p+1) or(.,,) (2.2.10)(p,+O•.<=(* , ., ,* )Z(,,,3) ,(P+1)z (b, 1) •{r¢.tI7(ý3) be

P(a,3) "•n, +l) P'(*-3) (-,a, l) P•'{3) ( 1•. ) P"(C3) 1•.a ) b(,.,,)
0 0 W(,,)) W3(p.+ p4)(-,(-,) ( 1) . j',,•

This equation can be written more compactly in thf form

a( -) ] a(+ )("m,n) I(M•,f)

TI ) b((P) Pbp'4 (2.2.11)
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To compute the inverse of the matrix T(P) we need its transpose which is given by

"())•G' (P) Z(41) Rp) 0 J
(n~p)( W((-"P'))(P P) (a3 np)

Z( k3) (P) )(,,3)(L R'0(Fl,,,3)(-p(,), ) " kRp)=
(P) VVO b1)rt (b h

0 P(b,2 ) (blp)(k•p?) , n(k)R,,) j -

0 (P?) W(,b)k 1 ,) Z (b 3~R) w 4 3 (k14)

(2.2.12)

Wronskian relations will show that we can define a new matrix Q() by the rule

Q(P) = TnP)(kP1,)-1'TP')(k,.R,). (2.2.13)

Using equations (2.2.11) and (2.2.13) we see that the expansion coefficients in the core are

related to the expansion coefficients in the outer shell by the rule,

a(1) a (N+1)

0o1 (N+1)
= Q(l)Q(2).." Q() -(,,,) (2.2.14)

W~) n n (N+1)

This gives us four equations in four unknowns, since we assume that the expansion co-
eflcens ('+I) Xn •(vt

efficients a (m,) and ý(V are determined; these expansion coefficients could define a

complex source such as a radar or laser beam in the near field (Barton [81 and [9], Pinnick

[39] and [37]). Solving equation (2.2.14) we find values of a(',, and 6(.',n and assuming
that(, and/3., 1 ) axe both zero, we can easily obtain the expansion coefficienta in every

layer of the structure. If we define the matrix R() by the rule,

"n Tn't(kp+ IR)-tT•I(kp Rp) (2.2.15)

We see that the definition of 7Z•P) by equation (2.2.15) implies the relationship

(P P- 1

at) a!•

•(P) (' )= (2.2.16)
b(,,,() (P-, t)

- ("%,n) A (-

between expansion coefficients in adjacent layers of the pbcrical 3tructure.
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These computations using equation (2.2.16) are facilitated by the fact that we have

exact formulas for the determinant and inverses of the 4 by 4 matrices TP) Let the deter-

minant of T(P) be defined by
( 1,) (,.,3)

"A, = Z(.)(kpRp)Wý..,)(kA)

{ Zg.,P(kpRp) W(,,:)(kpRp)-W '-')(kp Rp,)Z(b, 3 ( kpR, )} +

Z~ (( (

which means that the determinant A•, is the product of two Wronskians W(d) and W(')(m,p) (,i,p)

where

W(n) - Z(b)k 4, ~.R3)( W(b (2.2.18)
(p)- (-,) P () Rp P W(."P)P4 P~(k p)VZPiIV

We find that equation (2.2.17) and the Wronskian relationship,
W(a)(kRp) r -: (2.2.19)

enables us to compute determinants with no roundoff error. This enables us to get exact

formulas for the entries of the inverse of this matrix. If (T,)(kpR,)- 1 )(jj) denotes the entry

in the Ath row and jth column of the inverse of the matrix T,;), then the entry in row 1

and column 1 of the inverse is

= M w (,( n)/A,, (2.2.20)

The (1,2) entry is

= -z(p),)(kp4,)w(V,)(k Rp)/A,, (2.2.21)

The (1,3) term is

0 (2.2.22)

The (1,4) term is

((Tn ,)-kp )(,1,)= -(zM,(k (pR,) k- ) wP)"(kpRp))/Ap, (2.2.23)
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Equations (2.2.20), (2.2.21), (2.2.22), and (2.2.23) define the first row of the transition

matrix. The entry in row 2 and column 1 of the inverse is

(T,"I(kpRp)-')(2,1) - ((='•) (b)
= ,,) ( ,P,))(,,)(kPpR)/lA, (2.2.24)

The entry in row 2 and column 2 of the inverse is

SZ('•)(k, R, W)ý,P)(kpiRp)Ap, (2.2.25)

The entry in row 2 and column 3 of the inverse is

(•)(kpa,)-')(2) = 0 (2.2.26)

The entry in row 2 and column 4 of the inverse is

-(=T (Z('2(k R, ) wVVP)(kRp))/Ap, (2.2.27)

Equations (2.2.24), (2.2.25), (2.2.26), and (2.2.27) define the second row of the transition

matrix. The (3,1) entry is

w(•,)rz • -a(p)• \~
(7,)(kpI-')(:,j) = W, ,(kpp, W-"4) ,(kN)I",, (2.2.28)

The (3,2) entry is

= 0 (2.2.29)

The (3,3) entry is

(Tn)(kP•'-')(3,3) = ,' Wi•)( ,P•)W'(,,,,)(kpp)/A,, (2.2.30)

The (3,4) entry is

(T1.)= -Z(,,.(,4(kpRrP)W( ,.?)(kpP,)/AL,, (2.2.31)

Equations (2.2.29), (2.2.29)1 (2.2.30), and (2.2.31) define the third row of the matrix. The

(4,1) entry is given by

(T-') -, = - wV '.)(npk ) P -•( (o)(k ,•)/I, (2.2.32)
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The '4,2) entry "s

S= 0 (2.2.33)

The (4,3) entry is

-((,, 1 )(k ) ()() R,)/Ap, (2.2.34)

Finall', the (4,4) entry of the inverse of T•P) is

=p,) (p)W 'k "A, (2.2.35)

We haie therefore obtained round-off error free e.-,pressions for the entries of the in-

verse of T$(' 1(kpIR). Thus, except for the expression relating the expansion coefficients in

equation (2.2.14), all computatiens are carried out by exact formulas. The matrix inverse

computation requires no subtractions or additions and consequently there is no round off

error if the Bessel and Hankel functions of complex index and their derivatives can be

computed precisely.

2.3 Determination of Expansion Coefficients

Let us .3uppose that we have an N layer sphere subject to plane wave radiation. By

multiplying the inverse of TP) evaluated at kpPR by the matrix Tt+l) evaluated at kp+,R,

we obtaining the matrix

7.21 = T )Rk,•)-.IP'+)(k,+,•) (2.3.1)

relating the expansion coefficients in layer p to those in layer p + 1. We then multiply all

of these matrices (2.3.1) obtaining a matrix

7= (I). 7.(2),.. Tn(N) (2.3.2)

where N is the number of layers of the sphere which relates the expansion coefficients

in the core to the expansion coefficients in the space surrounding the sphere. This gives

four equations in four unknowns. But it is really simpler than that. Using the stcond

and fourth rows of this matrix equation, we can relate the extnpansion coefficients of the
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scattered radiation to the known expansion coefficients of the incoming radiation. We then

have in the first and third rows of this equation a formula for the expansion coefficients in

the inner core.

3 Optical and Absorption Efficiency

3.1 Definition of Terms

The optial efficiency of a general N layer sphere exposed to plane wave radiation is

defined to be

O 6 = (�Q a ( ) (3 .1 .1 )

where

= the incoming radiation's Poynting vector (3.1.2)

and where

Q= the total absorbed power (3.1.3)

and

Q, = the total scattered power (3.1.4)

and

RN = the radius of the outer shell (3.1.5)

The absorption efficiency is

A 1sll (3.1.6)

These 2fficiencies O, and A, are unitless as Q., and Q, both have the units of Watts, and

the Poynting vector Sý has the units of Watts per square meter, and the apparent projected

size, 7r times the square of the radius, has the units of square meters.

These quantities can all be computed systematically just with a knowledge of the

expansion coefficients of the scattered radiation and the expansion coefficients of spherica]

harmonic representation of the plane wave representing the impinging electromagnetic
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wave. Suppose that E' and H' are the electric and magnetic vectors of the scattered

radiation and suppose that E' and fl' are the electric and magnetic vectors of the incoming

radiation that stimulates the sphere filled with electromagnetic material. The quantity

Q, + Q, = the total extinguished power (3.1.7)

is called the extincion and is calculated by integrating the Poynting vector,

• = (1/2)(P' + Ef) x (j' + H')') (3.1.8)

over the outer surface of the sphere. For a plane wave, the result of integrating

S' = (1/2)(E1 ) x (H)') (3.1.9)

over the surface of a sphere is zero, since the average value of the normal vector to this

surface is zero. The rate at which energy leaves the surface of the sphere as a result of

reradiation of the energy incident on it is similarly determined by integrating

S" (1/2)(P') x (H-")') (3.1.10)

over the surface of the sphere.

In this section we shall study how absorption and opti&al efficiency depend on the wave-

length or the frequency of the incoming radiation, but we shall transform this wavelength

or frequency, respectively, into a unitless quantity called the size parameter. If

w - 2.ir.f (3.1.11)

then the size parameter -is defined as

2 - (3.1.12)

where

or

or1
S_( -•-2i (3.1.14) V
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where

po = 47r x 10-7 (3.1.15)

and

e= = 8.854 x 101 (3.1.16)

are the free space magnetic permeability and electrical permittivity.

3.2 Computer Calculations

If we look at the representation of expansion coefficients in terms of index of refraction,

we find that as this index of refraction gets close to an imagninary part of v' and a real

part near zero, that there is very strong scattering and absorption at apparently periodic

values of the size parameter. The first ,raph below shows the absorption efficiency of a

spherical particle with an index of refraction m given by

m .0001 + (1.4140) (3.2.1)

and the subsequent graph shows the optical efficiency for the same index of refraction.
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These graphs suggest that scattering is much more important than absorption, but as

we allow the size parameters to become very large there is a cross over in the scattering

and absorption efficiency curves for the same index of refraction. This is shown in the next

computation represented on a logarithmic scale which considers size parameters as large as

1000. In this graph, there are the same early maximums as before, but they simply cannot

be seen on the logarithmic scale. Some of the maximums are shown in the following table

size absorption optical

parameter efficiency efficiency

.010000E0 .43077010E + 2 .3090E + 6

.973500E0 .13852698E + 2 .2388E + 4

.168930E1 .86167641E + 1 .9345E + 3

.239210E1 .66955849E + 1 .6547E + 3

.309430E1 .56436135E + 1 .6412E + 3

.379800E1 .49728349E + 1 ."7194E + 3

.450370E1 .45070065E + 1 .8206E + 3

On the vertical axis of these graphs we are computing the logarithm of the efficiencies.

When the imaginary part of the index of refraction is slightly above the square root of

two, we see a strong peak in optical efficiency that is due to absorption efficiency. The

graphs which follow show, over a small range of size parameteres, results for an index of

refraction of

m = .0001 + i(1.4144) (3.2.2)

A
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In the.'e calculations going out to large size parameters, around 300 size parameters

were considered along with a procedure which searched for the maximums auLd the troughs

in the graph. The following table shows a computation of the low po;nts in the graph of

absorpti6n efficiency.

size absorption

parameter efficiency

.700 .38222365E+ 1

.147 .43105236E+ 1

.218 .39434158E+ 1

.289 .35937823E + 1

.360 .33305300E+ 1

.431 .33305300E+ I1

.502 .29903701E + 1

Note that the locations of the troughs in the above table are in between the maximums in-

dicated in the previous table. For this particulax calculation great care must be exercised in

locating the maximums. When the spherical particle has a greater permittivity, the peaks

are broader and can generally be observed graphically by a straightforward computation

with evenly spaced size parameters.
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3.3 Highly Efficient Two Layer Spheres

Van de Hulst ([47]) develops the relation between the per.-mizvity el of the core of

radius qR, where q is a number between zero and one and the pe=ittivity E2 of tile shell

of outer radius R which will produce a very high efficiency. This rtlationship ((47]) is

= (1 - 2q3)c2 + -!2(4 + 2q3) (3.3.1)
(2 - 2q-3 ) + C2(1 + 2q 3)

The following shows some computations of efficiency for two layer structures which nearly

satisfy this relationship. Fgr ..

Optical Efficiency vs Size Paramei-r
mns: (2, 0) mc:(O.001. 2) VC/V: 0/5

The figure below shows extinction, X, absorp-ion, A, and scattering, S,

1000 efficiency as a function of size parameter. Tte index of refraction of
the shell is 2 + Oi and the index of refract-on of the core is
.001 + 2i. The ratio of the volume of the ccre to the total volume

10- of the spherical structure is one half.
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Optical Efficiency vs Size Paramcter

mS: (2, 0) mc:(O. 2) vcl,,: 0.5

Figure 3.3.41000o This figure shows the optical efficiency versussize parameter for a two layer sphere with a corehaving an index of refraction of 0 + 2i and a

shell with an index of refraction of 2 + Oi.

10-

Optical
Eficiency

0.11

0.01-

O.ol
0.216 0.2165 0.217 0.2175 ..218 0.2185

Size P-vantcr

Backscaiiering vs Size Parameter
ms: (2. 0) mc:(O, 2) Vc/v: 0.5

Figure 3.3.5This figure shows the backscattering which
is the unitless quantity of the total scattered
power per steradian divided by the power incident

z00- on the sphere in a direction opposite from that
of the incident beam.
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Optical Efriciency vs Size Pa1rmeler
ms: (2, 0) mc:(L.e.6. 2) vc/v: 0.5

Figure 3.3.
1000-l This figure shows optical efficiency versus

size parameter for a two layer sphere where the
ratio of the volume of the -ore to the total volume
of the spherical structure Is one half. The index

100- of refraction of the core IS .000001 + 2i and that
of the shell is 2 + Oi.

Optical
.friciency

0.1

0.01

0.001-
0,216 0.2165 0.217 0.2175 0.:-2 0.2185

Size Parameter

Backscatlering vs Size Parameter

ms: (2, 0) mc:(1.t-6, 2) VcIv: O0

Figure 3.3.,.
This figure shows the b.ckscattered powe; versus

size parameter for a two layer sphere where the
index of refraction of the. core is .000001 + 2i and
that of the shell is 2 + Oi.
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4 Spatially Complex Sources

4.1 Expansion Coefficient Determination

We provide the user with an analysis of the response of an N layer structure to spa-

tially and temporally complex sources of electromagnetic radiaton. Let E(z, y, z, t) and

H(x, y, z, t) be the electric and magnetic fields of a complex source with Fourier transforms

E(x, y, z, w) and H(z, y, z). We suppose that this radiation source exists in layer

w e {2,3,. i te + 1 e.

where N is the number of layers in the spherical stucture. Let us supr-: -

source in layer p has an electric vector (see equation 2.1.1) given by

+ -A

rl'z1',,,,

[-T(n +1) -(,P)

~7¶~) -(~)(rZ~'(r))) B(m,n)(9, 4) 411

Observe that the coefficients (m,,, are determined for every p > 1 by the relation,

LIM f c(,) E,(x, y,z,w). A(Z,, W )(0, r ")in(8)d9dO
,.- R_J f f:c,.) A(,,,,,)(o, 0).A(m,,,)(o, 0)'sin(o)daoa

a(,) ,) Z ,::)(-? 1 (4.1.2)

where
2 2 2C(r) ={(,y,,): +Y + z = } (4.1.3)r

Thus, equation (4.1.2) gives us the expansion coefficients for the representation of E- just

outside the sphere C(4,._) defined by equation (4.1.3). The coefficients b(P,,, are deter- . -

mined by the equation,

LIM ffc(.)E ,,,z)B(,,)(0, )3in(O)d9d""

_I r) B)~sin(O)d9d

r Rp f fC,.) 1ý(,~n)(, 0



•,(p r w*,l~• •(4.1.4)

where, using the definition (see equation 2.1.12),

-((k) r 1 ( Z' (r) (4.1.5)

and the functions a(,,)(e, n) nd a(r,)(9, •) ae given by equations (1.3.1) and (1.3.2).

We will show that the integrals in the denominators in equations (4.1.2) and (4.1.4) can

be determined by an exact formula. To exactly evaluate the integrals appearing in the

denominators, we use the equation (see Bell [10], equation 11 and equation 18) which

states that

d 2TL [{ (O-PTv(cOos))) + m2 Pc~() sin(O)d9dOk

= 2~-) + in)!) n(n + 1) (4.1.6) ZFn-+l (n m)!]
where the functions P,"(x) are defined by

_Cx (1 - x)/D+••
P( - 2nn! D - 1)" (4.1.7)

of the associated Legendre function.

We use the basic definition

Pn() = ((1 -•,-. +m(x 2 - 1)" (4.1.8)

of the associated Legendre function. If

x - cos(9) (4.1.9)

then
dz

d9 =(4.1.10)

and
f Prn ( -3s(0)) )2 ain(O)d9 =

1 (1 - z 2)-(D-+(z 2 
- 1)n) 2dz = 2(n + nm)!

22"(n!) 2 -t2n + 1)(n - m)!
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/ -/ . . . . . . . . .

The orthogonality relationship follows from the fact that

d dx d d
=sin(o)- (4.1.12)

dO -dOTX dX

implies that

Am [ [z(cos(9))1 [ P,_( cos(o))] sin(O)d9

(1 _ X2)dP X d (x~ (4.1.13)

The derived identity then follows from an integration by parts and a use of the differential

equation relationship,

(1 -X T [(+)2 P (X)] +(-2x;+PM,Zz W

P ~ + 1) + m 21 P., W (4.1.14)

Details of the analysis can be found in ([11]) and the basic properties of P,7 are found in

([52])

4.2 An Exterior Complex Source

We now define intralayer relationships that give u3 the induced field when there are no

sources in layers indexed by

pE {2,3,...,N)

where N is the number of layers ia the sphere. The intralayer relationship yields, for a

penetrable core, ,,(l) •(N+I)
G(mn) a(.,,)

,.(N+1)
0•) = SN a(N+I) (4.2.1)
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We can separate the four, a priori unknown coefficients, from the known e.%.jansion coeffi-

cients of the known external source by rewriting equation (4.2.1) in the form

P(1) ,(N+1)
(,,) 0 a(m,,)
0 o.(N+I) 0

5 N (t-,-) = SN (N+ i) (A.2.2)
n(N+1)

L,(J 0,,) jm0

Thus, relating the a priori unknown coefficients to the known expansion coefficients a(NV+,)

and b(N+l) reduces to the problem of finding the inverse of the matrix

T= I-SN (4.2.3)

4.3 Interior Sources

We now suppose that there are interior sources in the layers. This could be important

in assessing the impact of a sweeping radar on a person living near the radar who has one

or more metalic implants to replace broken bones or clamps to hold them in place. The

potentially serious nature of this can be seen from the fact that ([551 p 40) has used this

concept to postulate a dcsign for an electromagnetic missile.

With interior sources, the expansion coefficients in the free space surrounding the N

layer sphere and the expansion coefficients in the inner core will be shown to be related by

amne transformations rather than linear transformations.

We model complex sources in a layer by allowing an arbitrary repre.3entation of a source

in terms of an exnansidn in a Hilbert space of vector valued functions. We assume that

if the shell containing the source lies between r = R. and r = R.p+ amd represent the

expansion coefficients of the electric field due to this source in the inner shell in terms of
-(P) •P

expansion coefficients a(m,(), We r.ssume that these are giv,,n and represent a source

located at a point r = f/p that is between r = R, and r = Rp+,. These are obtained

by assuming that the source is unaffected by the medium and that the currents, say in

a dipole source, are used to represent an electric vector Ep. This eIectric vector is then
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represented on the inner shell by the relations,

LIM If fc, A"(m(, Z,-W). A(m.,.)(G, t)*sin(9)d9d'"
r R,• f f¢().(•)e,$).4(0,)(0,s)in(4)ddOd

= a(P) Z('x")(k Rp (4.3.1)

The values of the expansion coefficients ;(P) of this source fie*I on the shell r = 1 are

given by

r -- , Rp fc~ (m,)(O 0) B(m,,,)(9, 0)¶-3in(9)d9dOJ

; .(P) W(W,) (kp r,)) (4,3.2)

Thus. we know the electric field due to the isolated source at this point on the shell

r = 1p. However, unlike the source in the space surrounding the N layer spherical structure

we cannot assume that the field is represented by these expansion coefficients and the

expansion coefficientsa) .) and used to represent the radiation emanrting from

the inner shell, as there may be additional sources coming from beyond r = 1R that are

due to external sources and reflections of these sourcei from the layer r = R4,. Instead

we approximate the representation of this source by a finite linear combination of vector

spherical wave functions and assume that at some point r =/14 possibly just slightly smaller

than the location of the actual source, so that value of the field at the point considered

would not be singular, we impose essentially an impedance boundary condition (Wu [55])

at r = R. which will give us a ielationship between the general exp:nsion coefficients
(p,•) and d and ) anci d used to represent the fields when r < 14 and the
(m,() an, ) a(m,.) (m,n)

expansion coefficients and and ,ad that are used to represent thee xp ans)n nodci e n s + ) a n d ( ., ,,+)a n b (( ;, ,,,

fields when r > R,. We suppose that the magnetic vector just outside r R. is denoted by

HP+ and that the magnetic vector just inside r =5 is given by H;" and that the boundary(P,-1 3~d,(p'-) and a(:)'-) and b0''-)
conditions used to relate the expansion coefficients ",,n) and ) m(a•n) (m"* (and ')

for R, < r < B, to the expansion coefficients a and ý and a and b( '+) for
(-.,n) (mm,) (m,n) (mn)

Rp+i > r > Rp are continuity of tangential components of E and the nonhomogeneous

impedance boundary condition

ii x (H+ - 14') = (iw 4. a)(Ep - (Ep. 4),) (4.3.3)
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Taking the dot product of both sides of equation (4.3.3) with respec to the vector

VB=

and integrating over the sphere r = we see that

""- f(p,+) k ,V( ) ± -(P.+) L. WdT.3)(k k +

S (M,n) P (, •p• ) + o (?m,n).P (n,p), .

( -; ) {•(P)b(p.+) (W(b•..1) ,, , ,

{,,.)k•P(,W,•)(kR•,) + c(,,,,,)k•-W(f,)(k 15,p)) +

( b 1) ofP"*- (TV",")3'" ("At••

(W,4)) {a(P)b(Pn)) (W~p((7 PkR1))+' (mP)~ (n~~kR,p ))P +

(iw e(') + -(P))[ gý(P ) ( . ,), - I[( ,m)WV(1 (,P )] (4.3.4)

Taking the dot product of both sides of equation (4.3.3) with respect to the vector

VA = XI,,)(,

and integ-ating over the sphere r P we see that

[-ky]~~~ {bfl~)(,, (p,+) Z,1,3) -k

+M (m)l (nnp)

S{(P)a+Zu)(i?)+a() Z?(,)}+(iw•(•' + aOY .d(•�)Z +~q 6" Z-.0,) (k, R),. ] (4.3.5)

Using the fact that -- 0 and 0and that the coeffcents 5'-) and ; area[.•,.) ~ ~ ,, be n•(•,)=0adtween the oexcpen~s-i(,. c n3(S•.

completely known gives us a simple relationhip between the expanio coeicients (see

equation 2.1.13)
[aP¶'+) Z d (kf) + aý",.+)• Z.('•3,)

~mn) (n,p) tnmn) in p)(k4

=.0,- 7(,~k5 Z (n,-)(R.a)] (4,3.6)
= • ( - , ,) ( , P, ) t • + C ( ( C M)•) ; ' x k )

and mulitplying both sides of the relationship

Ep (p) iý ,."(Rp F,(4-3.)



by (mn(,k)and integrating over tOe sphere r =~ we se-- that

_-(_,, ) (, pk ) - -(, ', ( , (, p ) j

r [ (p,-)(np)PRp). f, m, ) (,,p) p•R), (4.3.8)

We define

4m,) = 0 - 4(•n) (4.3.9)ý(m,") "(m,n)

and

(,)=(;w(P) + a(P(P) Z(a,). (4.3.10)
(m.n) (-n ,,WE +

and finally,

(iw P()) + -(,, - () W, (a,I) (4.3.11)S(=.,, (= -, (,, ,,) ,(• ) G,4 ,)

The expansion coefficients on opposite sides of the sphere r =R. are in view of equa-

tions (4.3.5), (4.3.4), (4.3.6) and (4.3.8) and equations (4.3.9), (4.3.10), and (4.3.11) are

related by

I
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I+
(m,-) ,- (n,+) " - (mn)

(,,p) ?V,3) (4.3.12)
"(m,n) (m,) I t

,"M")
•l(ma,n) , (m,,) (m,,n)J

To complete the determination of the relationship between expansion coemcientý7 in one

layer to those in the next one we use equation (2.2.11) and equatioD (2.2.13) to write

a( --) r . P+11-) •.(P,1)
(mm) ( )

r+,-)p-) &,2)

(T'_.P %(re,n)

- (P C(p,3)
* (-,m) F(M,-) -(m,-)

•(p.-)P+ • *,) •(K,n)

Now as there are no sources in the core region we have for the simplest structure with a

source in a single shell the relationship

(",+) , a(3,-) I(2,)
0 (3..-) Q(2,2)

0(I)Q(2) (-',n) _ (i) C(-13) (4.3.14)t(,+ " n b(3 --),n "(-.2) €

(m,n) (m,n) (m,n)0(*- 0 •(3,-)(24
-(m,,,) j.,,

where the known field representation coefficients (.• 2)) and n4d) an CP .re given( m ,n (. ,, M ( m •) ,( M,,,, ) ,

by equations (4.3.10), (4.3.9), and (4.3.11) respectively. The general relationship is given

by
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"a(1,+) (N+I,-)

a(mn) a(m,,)L 0 I 
(N+I,-)

,+... Q(+V) (,-)

(mn) (m,n)

0 f (N+ 1,-)

n')

N-I dp,2)
_, Q(I)Q() ... Q(P)S-I (m•') (4.3.15)

(m=?t),(m,n)

.s(m,n)J

As before, if the expansion coeffcients a (,•ll,-) and ,,(,V+,) of the external source are

known, then we have a system of 4 equations in 4 unknowns connecting the e-xpansion

coefficients in the source free core and the expansion coefficients a(,,) and ,(N,,) o

the radiation scattered by the N layer bianisotropic structure.

5 [Energy Balance

5.1 General Considerations

The total power absorbed by a general structure can be deterained by a Poynting

vector analysis on the surface of the body. The total enerd,- absorbed is the total energy
entering the body minus the total ener" scaterd away from the body.

5.2 Bian.isotropy' and E U Coupling

In týis section we consider the unusual energy balance relationsip' iqociatecl with the

interaction of radiation with a binisctrop-ic material ([13]). The energ" balance Fnallysis

for an isotropic sphere is carried out in r.at detail in (Eel [.11). An intercha•.ge of dot

product and cross product in the tri,!e sc,.ý&a product implies that the.total absorbcd
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power P. is given by

P.=(1/2)Rce J1IC({AN)(g l X flN+1)- V~A

=(11'2)Re If [(E-, x 6~) ] dA(52)

where we have used the fact that c~i the spherical boundary r = Rv we have
6 xEN+l=nxEN (5.2.2)

because tangential components of f are assumed to be continuous across boundaries sep-

arating regions of continuity of tensorial electromagnetic propertiesi. We next make use of

the fact that for an impedance bcundary condition on the surface of the scattering body

that

-f)x 0= o,(* - (A~ - -) ) (5.2.3)

where a,. is the impedance sheet conductivity. From equations (5.2.3) and (5.2.1) we see

that

P.= (1/2)Re I./C(,R) (.N xH) i~dA+

(1/2),Re J IC(.RN) [fbN.((~ (2,* d)I iA (5.2.4)

Uaiing this and the fact that

div(E x ii') . curl(E) - E_ curlI(Hls) (5.2.5)

we deriv,- a formula for the internal energy density. For a sweeping b~eam or a stationary

beam interacting with a bianisotropic body or a stationary bea-m interacting with a moving

body (Hebenstreit [29]) there may be unusual couplings of the electromAgnetic energy with

the structure. Foz a general one layer structure covered by an itnpcdance sheet the internal

energy density is given in terms of the bilinear form

b(E,)

1V2 {(+. + + T•/ -i + -)-. dv+

"=• : ' (-ag/) + ( Of A-+,)I)} dv+
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- V( 2 .(~i) + AJ. (iI)}dv~+

J(a: +a.){(E2f; - (22 .i)Cf; - )1da (5.2.6)

where S2 is the bounding surface and V2 is the interior volume. This can be used as a

source term for the heat equation and can be used to predict the response of the structure

to a sweeping beam or the response cf a moving structure to a stationar bean- (Ferencz

[25], Garno [26], Hebenstreit [29], and Shiozawa, [44]). Energy balance coLaputations were

carried out in (Bell, Cohoon, and Penn [10], [11]) for isotropic structures aad in (Cohocn

[15]) for anisotropic structures. These energy balance computations involve compar'ng the

total energy entering the structure minus the total energy reflected from the structure to

the sum of the integrals of the power density distributions in the impedance sheets an' in

the layers themselves.

5.3 Ccmputer Output

Electromagnetic Energy Deposition in a Concentric Layered Sphere.

Frequency a 1.00E+03 MHz.

Field Strength - 1.00 V/M Number of Regions - 2

Core Radius - 1.1 cm Shell Radius - 3.3 cm

Cere Propertiqn

Relativi Pormittivity (Radi1l): ( SO.00, 0.00 )

RelativO Parmittivity (Ang,,lar): ( 50.00, 0.00 )
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Relative Perazability (Radial): C 2.00, 1.00 )

Relative PFra~ability (Angular): ( 2.00, 1.00)

Conductivity (Mho/M) (Radial): ( .600, .600)

Conductivity (M2o/M) (Angular): ( .600, .600)

Impedance Sheet Cond. (Mho/M): ( O.OOE+00, O.OOE+O0)

Surface Boundary (cm) 1.1

Shell Properties

Relative Permittivity (Radial): ( 30.00, 0.00 )
Relative Permittivity (Angular): ( 60.00, 0.00 )

Relative Permeability (Radial): ( 2.00, 1.00 )

Relative Permeability (Angular): ( 5.00, 3.00)

Conductivity (Mho/M) (Radial): ( .200, .600)

Conductivity O(ho/M) (Angular): ( .400, .600)

impedance Sheet Cond. (Mho/M): C O.OOE+00, O.OOE+00)

Surface Boundary (cm) - 3.3

Total Absorbed Power - 9.10716094E-6 Watts

(by Poynting vector analysis on the surfaca

and by 7olui~e integration of the power density

over the interior)

AveraZg Absorbed Power - 6.04906E-2 Watts/Neter**3

The fact that the total absorbed power obtained by a Poynting vector mcthod and the

total absorbed power obtained by volume integration of the power density distribution

nearly coincide represents a cofi-rination of the correctness of the coding implementing

the solution for an anisotropic 3phere. The detetrmination of the total absorbed power by

the Poy-nting vector method is described in (Jcnes [33]) and in fu.ll detail in (Bell, [111).

For the phne wave problem described in Joncs ([33]) we can give exact formulps for the
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total absorbed pow,?r in terms of the total power entering the sphere mfinlus the total power

scattered away from the sphere ([331, page 504, equation 126). We l- (n+ and6(,+

denote the expansion coefficients of the scattered radiation and by -,zrying out an energy

balance book keeping on the boundary we observe that the total za--orbed power is

P. =7 I Eo ['4ERe Z(2n + l)(ar(.,N+I; + Ai.V+ I

7r IEoI12 1o 12 + 1 1
- Z(b n + 1) ((5.3.1) + I/3 f.N1 I

This is the referred to as the Poynting vector method irn the comuter output; the last

nLtmber is the result of numerically integrating the power density distribution over the

ivterior of the sphere. The difficulty of this numerical integraticn is evident from the

following plot of the internal power densitY distribution for an anil-ttropic structure with

2, radial permittivity that is higher than the tangcntial permnittivity.

~77ý

Figure5. ~3.1 The electric and rnrianetic po-'er dens-ity distribution 'on
an equatorial sli'r, of a tw~o layer s;-era- subjected to
a sin'gle plane wayn. The core in this sphere and the
one on the following par- are identical. The difference
is the~ protective naturE- of the shell in the following
fi1gure.
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5.4 Thermal Response to -cladflation

The absorption of radiation results in a temperature increa.st. An energy equation

describing this change of sta. . is given by

De

(-pdiv(v-)) + div(Kgrad(T)) + ., (5.4.1)

where e is equal to cT with T denoting the temperature, and c, denoting the specific

heat at cons-ant volume, e is the viscous dissipation fumction (Anderson, Tannehill and

Pletcher [1], pages 188-189), 6 is the fluid velocity, p is the density, p is the pressure, K is

the tersor thermal conductivity, the term representing the transfer by radiation from one

pai-t of the fluid to another is given by (Siegel and Howell [43], page 689)

(-) Qo•, div 1(aT . grad(T)), (5.4.2)

where the internal radiative conductivity is given by
16a•.T3

k, 6o= , (5.4.3)3aR

where aR is the Rosseland mean absorption coefficient (Siegel [43] , p 504 and Rosseland

[41]) and where a, (Siegel [43], page 25) is the hemispherical total emissive power of a

black surface into vacuum having a value of

o, = 5.6696 x 10-3 Watts / (meier'i2 K ), (5.4.4)

and where if 3(.f,fl) represents the absorbed electromagnetic energy per unit volume,

whose integral is, (afCter conversion from cgs units) equal to the b(E, f) given by equation

(5.2.6) then ( Q BLTi).(..)

In general solving cquation (5,4.1) requires the simultaneous solution of the Maxwell,

continuity, and momentum equations (see Jones [33], p 775). Howeve, for low levels of

radiation the energy equation (5 4.1) reduces to a simp!e heat equation with a 2ource term

which can bc solved by dovetailing ([121, [!41) it to the soluitior. of the M ez l cquations.

The elverification of thc latter proccdure is de1cribed in ([12]) and in ([14]).
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1 Homotopy Methods

We transform the equation,

sin(z) z (1.1)

to an equation in another space by u.in3 e.u,--ik.zy functIons so that the

transformed equation has the form,

•.,i(A(a)z(,)) = (z(3) + B(s)) (1.2)

where
B(d,) = (n,-, ,ri(1 - -9) (.

and
•(o) = -,, (1.4)

and

A(s) = i(1 -q)+ (1.5)

so that when s is equsl to z'-so, cquatkcn (1-1) hbr te fom,

sin(i(-nri;) = iin(na) = (--iri + nid) (1.6)

%hich is true, ard when s is equaw to 1, then an the triv'A equv (.6)1

holds at one end of the homotopy plth and if equn.tioaa (1.2) is prer-.ed

all the way along the path, azd mn tbi. eqution bzs the form

sin,(A(l)z) = z +• (1) (1.7)
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at s equal to one, since

A(1) 1 (1.8)

and

B(1) = 0 (1.9)

we see that we obtain a solution of equatioa (1.1) at the other endi of the

path.

Thun, the problem is finding a scheme fcr rssuzing that the ejuation
(1.2) is preserved all the way along the path. Dientiating both ridea of

equation (1.2) we see that

Z'() + '(.) =

cos(A(s)z(s)) {A'(.) . z(s) + A(s). z'(s)} (1.10)

Collecting terms involving z'(s) we find that

{A(s)cos(A(s)z(a)) - 1 z'(s) =

V(s) - z(s)A'(a)cc.z(A(s)z(s)) (1.11)

which leads, Dfter 9ol,,in3 equation (1.11), to a coupled k o G-.n cf di2tmntirl

equations in z(a) and y(s) with vaorn ,•lurn at sq 0. Thui,

rB'(s) -i'(s) Real A~co(~szs) (1.12)

and B '(s)1- :(•)1t'(.•o.,(A(s)x(.,))}
Irnog { ~ jo'Asz~)-1 j (1.13)
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I. ~where/

(0) (1.14)

The foiiowing grap's give orbits,

s -+ (((1),().15)

representing solutions of the coupled system (1.12) and (1.13) with initini

conditions given by equation (1.14). The orbit itarting at (0, -2ir) is shown

in the followng figure
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The finzl value of the orbit gives the approximate solution

sin(7.49767761 - i 2.76867798) = 7.49767624 - i 2.76867834 (1.16)
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ON USING GDIFFPERENTIAL
EQUATIONS

TO INVERT INTEGltAL EQUATIONS
DESCRI,:BING

ELECTROM1vAG'NET-,,IC S CATTERING
BY

HETE-ROGEN,,E OUS BODIES

D. K. Cohoon
West Chester University

March 7, 19921

We are interested in predicting the. scatterinx of ele.trc'naametic radi-
ation by hetcrcgc-,,=cuis structurce,. We can represent the electromagnetic
fields induced within such a bodly vs the solution of a coupk-d ny"-tcm of
integral equation relzting, the ellectric iuid magnetic vecctcrs of tbesno ficldri to
the elect~ric And mgecve~ctor3 of the stim-ulating electrom:3),rneatic field.
The ideas developed here can be ap:~Iied to bianisotropic structnros, but fo:
simplicity ve re~strict ouv atte-n-tion to t~he case of a non agu-tic body. By
solving a dil'erontial equation, ,,i develop a new inver-ýe interzul equation
where on-ly knovrn functions a,,peer tnde-r the integrals.

1 IN.TIF! 0DUC T I C';I
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When a scattering body has a general shape, there is no exact solution
to the boundary value problem associated with Maxwell's eque.tions. The
probkm is usually formulated in terms of integral equations where the field
quantities E and H being sought appear both under the integral and outside
the integral. The electric field integral equation has the form,

-grad ( div'(iwf + afl - iweof) G(rj)dv(s))

+- grad (iwen +afl-iweao). G(r,a)da(s))

div(o-,(f - (iý E>)i))grad(G(r, s))) da(-9))

-iWO f(iwEf+ aff - iwef)G(r, .s)dv(.s)+

- curt ~j(Iwj +0 13 - iwpoH)1G(r, s)dv(s))(1)

and the magnetic field integral equation for a bianisotropic mraterial i,, given
by

H -

---- grad] (i(iwpI +,3 - iwpofl) )G(r, s)dv(s)

-iwgo j(iw + PE - iwinll)G(r, .)d•( s)+

+ curl ( E(:we. + afl - iwo.E)G(r, s)d, 'a)) (1.2)
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where c, oa, , a, and 3 are tenscrs and the Maxwell equations for time
harmonic radiation with an ezp(iwt) tim3 dependence are given by

curl(f) = iwpo - f, (1.3)

and
curt(fl) = iw , + (1.4)

where
J,= iweE + aH - iwo• 15

and

J,1 =WttH + O - iwpOH (1.6)
To simplify the development we assuae tha.t the integral equation that

we are solving has the form,

E-ff=AL (1.7)
By working with this equation we have developed a rreslvent operator Rx
such that

This resolvent operator RN is given by

RA = j lZA(p, q)• (q)dv(q) (1.9)

and IZ) is the solution of the ordinary, differential e-quation, in the indepen-
dent variable A, given by

-- r-p, q) = (w, q)dz(,)
with

wh--re L (p) = j7 (p, q)L-I(q),,(q) (1.12)

We note that once RA is known, v,,e can predict the interaction of rndia-
ton with different orientations of the !3catern', body simp!y by applying
transformations to ET vnd cE.cttn; E fob each of the transforni.ed vnihuos
of '. This 2lethcd tives us a 16nd of homo;opy between the 3Ucattering
problem for a vacuous scatterer to the more complex sc&atcnng probh .n.
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2 OPERATOR ITERATES

The main theorem of Calderon and Zygmund ([2]) shows that if we
define an operator L on the space L2(S, C3) using the free space Green's
function ! by the rule,

L.F(p) "f .F(q)g(p. q)du(q), (2.1)

then the operator norm of L is finite. The theorem of Cald. i, and Zyg-
mund ([2]) tells us that the integal operators of electromagnetic scatteiing
transform fields producing a finite total power into other fields prod,'icing
a finite total power. Since all tp norms on R' are equivallenit, we may define
the norm of L to be

IL In= iup{ I Lfn: f L2(f0,C"), and f in= 1) (2.2)

where
"f(P) = (Afi(P), f2 (p), f3 (p)) (2.3)

implies that

I f I1= EJ• I f(Y)lj dv(y) (2.4)

It is clear, therefore, that if A is sufficiently small that the operator norm
of AL is smaller than 1. Thus. in ever-ything that follows in this section w-.
shall assume thaý

AL In< 1 (2.5)
It is now easy to derive an exprmssion for I, - A under ths essumption.
Just using concepts associated with the summation of a geometric seris
we find that

S- = -- (fA \ L' (2,G)

We express the right side of equation (2.6) as an inte-gal operator by ;n-
troducing the sought after solution finder or resolvent ker-nel ,'V(p, q) via
the relationshlp

-A 7 ZA(p. q)* if(qldv(q) -A (A-'ý-) (2.7)
A=1
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Combining (2.6) and (2.7) and the basic deinition (2.1) of L in terms of
!(p, q) imply that if we introduce the functions d(k)(p, q) by the relations,

l?-A(p, q) = 9(p, q) + (Akg(!h+1)( q)) (2.8)
k=1

so that it would then follow that

LkEi = 9Q(')(p, q)f (ql)dv(q) (2.9)

and since

Lk-rlf' G (p, w) ( ((,qirqdl))dv(w) (2.10)j

and since an interchange of the order of integraticn in (2.10) implies that
in view of (2.9) and the relationship,

Lk+E1 L(LkEI) - Th(LE$) (2.11)

that9(k+')(p, q) 9 (p, tv0g(tv(,q)dv(u,)

= o)(p, w)g(wv, q)dv(w) (2.12\

it will follow upon substitution of (2.12) into (2.8) that .2

iZA(p, q) 9 (p, q) + Ah 9~(j (p, -w>CjI)(w, q)dv(w))- (2.13)
k= 1

We now resubstitute the oi±ginal represcntation of R) given by (2.8) into
(2.12) making use of the lact that

Qi)(p, q) 9(p, q)

to deduce that. since (2.8) say3 that
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AZ(p, q) = )k ()P, q)-

A' (g 2) A± gkl p ) (2.14) r
and since k ( )'

00

/g(p.w) ( Akg~)w q)) d.;,(tv)=j (p, w)A1-Z,(w, q)dv(w) (2.15)

the relation,

We (p, q) =!;(p, g ) + A 9(f p o, w)T(. )(2!t , (w)) (2.16)

is valid for A with a sufi~ciently small absolute value. Our next objective is
to obtain an expression for - -

A-A A (2.17)

and tak~e the Un'rit as Aapproaches A.
Webei by not-Icing that in view of e.quation.z (2,12) (2.141), and (2.16),

we obtain the relation,

Aj1~~p~~g~wq~d'w) A]~p~w~(wq)dv'w)=

fa-

S(ij+igbj+1)(W, q)g(p, tL,)) }dv(tw) (2.18) "

In wofking with equation (2.!8) we will malke use of the standard idpntity

I-k2; ,

SW'- - - -'-- - -- - - - -- (A ,1



and the fact that (2.12) impLies that

z (Ak ýIkQC(.+2)('p, q)))=

However, in order to proceed we need the following Lemma.

Lcmma 2.1 If!; i.j a dyadic Caldero-a-Zygmund kernel (Calderon and Zyg- j
mund 12j) on the open set fý of R"• and if G(k) ij defined by equction (2.12),
then if j is a nonnegative intege~r,

4 Qp, ~g~~'~wq)dv(q)

/ ~kI)pw~~kI(w, q)dv(q) (2.21)

for all integers k between 0 and j.

Proof of Lemma 2.1. The proo! of the Lemma wvill proceed by induction
on j. If j = 0, then k = 0 and equation (2.21) is a tautology. Thus, we
let P(j + 1) be the sentence that sc.ys that equation (eq: iterat,-dint.SGS-
.Gsupjplusi) is valid for the nonnegvati've integer j. We have just ober-ved •
that 2(1) is true, and we proceed to prove that P(n) im-ý'Ufn that "P(n + 1)
is true. We note that 2P(n) is always true if k = 0 or if k = j, and we
consequently assu,_me that 0 < k < j and proceed by induction on j. The
definition of 9(ý41 )(w, q) and the inductive hypothesis imply that

J9(pi, w)9 (t1'((w, q)d'i(w)

9 O(p, w) j (.(w ,u)g(ý)(u, q)) dv(u)dv(w)=

"4 J

Interchanging the order of integration in equation (2.22.) implies that
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9• (p, w)911(w+l, q)dv(w)=

= j (p, U)gcj-k+l)(u, q)dv(u) (2.23)

and this completes the proof of Lemma 2.1.
We will now use Lemma 2.1, equation (2.21), to rewrite equation (eq:

scriptGrecursion) in the form

/O (A k~j-k g(k+l)( W)(j-k+l dv(w) (2.24)

,/=0

We will now prove the validity of another Lemma. This Lemma will be more
abstract and will treat prcperties of sequences of, possibly, noncommuting
linear transformations {A 1, A2,A,. .A ) and {B 1, B 2, B 3,.. wlere the Ak
map a Banach space Y onto a Banach space Z, and the Bi map a Banach
space X onto the Banach space Y, and the conditions under which one may
define the product of a series of the form,

koo

k=-O

and a series of the form

B = ý j,

WIbile the Lemma which follows may appear to be formally obvious, a proof
is needed because of the interchange of infinite processes.

The Lemma is the following.

Lemma 2.2 Let {A 1,A 2,A 3,.. .} be a sequence of bounded linear tran.,-
formations of the Banach space Y with norm, I ly into the Banach space
Z with norm, I Iz. Let {B, B, B3... } be a sequence of bounded linear
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transformations of the Banach space X with norm, [y, into the Banach
space Y such that if

I Ai1 (yz)= sup{I Aj f z: f E Y and If y= 1)
and

IBk I(XY)= sup {I Bkf IY: f E X and If Ix= 1}

then there are positive real constants CA, CB, RA, and RB with the property
that

I A 1+I h(Y,z) < CARA

and
I Bj+ I(x,y) '- CgRB

for
{j,k} C {1,2,3,..-}.

If A and A are such that ARA < 1 and ARB < 1, tVlen

CEO (MAk~ )) (:ý (jBj+i)) =

E (E (A ~~Ak-+iBi+lk)) (2.25)

and either side of this equation reprcs ennt a bounded linear tranformatior.
of the Banach space X into the Banach space Z.

Proof of Lemma 2.99. Since Bj+,_k maps X into Y and Ai, mapi Y
into Z, it is clear that A,+,By+•_k transforms eleenis of X linearly and
continuously into Z. Also, the hypothesis of Lemma 2.2 guaxantte that both

sides of equation (2.25) define uniformly series of bounded linear operatozs
acting on the Banach space X and that, consequently, any rearrangement
of terms leaves the sum unchanged. Since

AAA~t =.Aj-

if k+e = j, tht- Lemma follows by induction on the products of the number
of terms in finite parial sums aippro.mating the left side of eq',uation (2.25).

We now apply Lemma 2.2 to prove the following.
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Lemma 2.3 If iZx ii defined for complex nurn betr A by equation (2.8) or by
equation (eq: lambdaRsublambda), then the relationohip (2.12) representi
9(j+2) and

J R1(p, w)R.3(w, q)dv(w) =

(j (i-¢+)(p, q)) (2.26)
j=O k--O

Proof of Lemma 2.3. By equation (eq: Rsublambda) we see that

IZ,(P, W) =E('+)(p, W)) (2.27)
k---O

Thus, by Lemma 2.2 it follows that

JRx(p, tv)Rý(w, q)dv'w)

j ~ (Ak9(k+P W))) 9~i (jI(+') (tv q)) dv(w)=

Now u.ing the relation (2.22) and the definition, equation (eq: Gsupkplu-
soneofpandq), of QOj+l)(p, q) we see that

g~j+2 -( j q)=f (k+I)(p, w)g()-k+l)(w, q)dv(w) (2.29)

Thus, Lemma 2.3 and equation (2.26) then follows as a result of substituting
equation (2.29) into equation (2.23). This completes the proof of Lemma
2.3.

We now complete the proof of the final Lemma which will give us an
expression for

f (A,.~ 7Z A(p, q) -lIZý(p, q)

Equation (2.16) then tells us that

I (p, q) - Z(p, q) =
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A 9(p, W)P-A(W, q)dv(w) - 9 (p, w)1Z(w, q)dv(w) (2.30)

Substitution of the power series representation, equation (2.8), of RA(w, q)

into (2.30), we can obtain the relationship,

Z,(p, q) -R(p, q) =

E (A+1 gb4+) (p, q) -3il(p,)( q))-
j=O

Aj / (p, ii) (AigUj+11(w, q))) dv(w)-

Substituting (2.19) into equation (2.31) gives us the foillowing lemma

Lemma 2.4 . If RA(p, q) is given by equation (2.e), where g(k)(p, q) i,

defined by (2.12), then

RA(p, q) - (.-(p, q) =

(A - E)(z( (A kAPkg(7+2)(p, q)) (2.32)

These Lemmas enable one to prove the following theorem.

Theorem 2.1 If TA(p,q) is defined by (2.7) and (2.3), and C@p,q) i/ a

Calderon Zygmund Kernel (Calderon and Zygmund [2L), then

(-3j(p, q) - Z(w, q) (2

(•. RA ) (A, W) "R, X g,(?D) (2.33)

and
G- (,q) Rv, w)IjZx(w, g)dv(wv) (2.34)

wher, ,

ii~,q) = 9(p, q') .(2.35)
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Proof of Theorem 2.1. Equation (2.33) follows by substituting equation
(2.26) into (2.31). Equation (2.34) follows by dividing both sides of (2.33)
by A - A and taking the limit as A approaches A. Equation (2.35) follows
from equation (2.16).

In -olving the initial value problem su iested by this theorem we note
that the Cauchy integral theorem tells us that an integral of RA over a
curve or a path of A values in the complex plane is independent of path if
one path can be deformed into another without crossing a pole of 7Zx.
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UNIQUENESS OF SOLUTIONS OF
ELECTROMAGNETIC INTERACTION

PROBLEMS
ASSOCIATED WITH SCATTERING BY
BIANISOTROPIC BODIES COVERED

WITH
IMPEDANCE SHEETS

D. K. Cohoon

February 14, 1992

Bianisotropic materialsl are more general than either anizotropic or chi-
ral materials. We wrrf.k down the frequency domain Ma•xwell equations
for a bianisotropic material and develop conditions on tenwors appearxing
in these equaticns which gua~rante_ uniqueness of the solution cf the elec-
tromagnetic interaction problem. The prinmxy tools here are the the use
of Silver Mueller radiation conditions identities involving int"Sras of field
quantities over the interior and surface of the scattering! body derived from
impedance sheet boundary conditions, and some theorems of Gauss. The
integral equation fonrulation of the electromagnetic interaction problem is
provided in three and seven dimensional space.

1 INTRODUCTION
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Bianisotropic materials(Kong [7]), because of their greater compiexity,
have greater potential for reliably modeling physical materials whirh re-
spond linearly to stimulating electromagnetic radiation. Chiral properties
are a special case of bianisotropic materials. With chiral materials there is
a special scalar & (Jaggard and Engetta [6]) such that

and
= 4- i(1.2)

With the more general bianisotropic materials there are tensors o and 3
with the property that

D= e + al,/(iw) (1.3)

and
.= 9 + /eE/(iw) (1.4)

where e and /i are ten-ors. Here Maxwell's equations have the form

curl(E' = -iwB (.)

and
curl(H) = +i. (1.6)

Using these notions we make Max-well's equations look Ike the standard
Maxwell equations with complex sources by introducing the generalized
electric and magnetic current densities by the relations,

curl(f) -iw=-•0- fm (1.7)

and
curl(H) = W4,o + J (1.8)

where
S=/ i~ +,H-iw,, (1.9)

and

Jm=iWII + off - iw~l(1.10)

We also a3sume that there is an impedance sheet current density given by

J = a.(E- (i .f)6)
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The formulation of integral equations for bianisotropic materials, therefore,
is carried out by the analysis of the following coupled system of integral
equations based on the notion of electric and magnetic charges defined by
the two continuity equations

div(.) + (1.12)

and d0YJn Pm, (1.13)
i5p

div(,() +--

Having developed this the coupled system of integral equations de-
scribing the interaction of electromagnetic radiation with a bounded bian-
isotropic body 02 is given by the following relations. The electric field
integral equation is given by

+ grad (Ji n)C(ris)da(s))

+ ( _' ) (fj {v(fJ)G(r, s) + div(i,)grad(G(r, s))} dac-s))

-iWPo j fG(r,s)dv(s)+

- curl (j JmG(r,.s)dv(s)) (1.14)

and the magnetic field integral equation may be expressed as
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-grad (I d. mG(r, s)dv(s))
Sgrad ( (mn)G(r, s)da(s))

-f (f.i x (9 rad(G(r,.9)))da(5))

-iwe 0 j iG(r, s)dv~s)±

+ curl (j .G(r, s)dv(.s)) (.5

where G(r,s) is the rotation invaziant, temperate fundamental solution of
the Helmholtz equation,

(A + k•)G=6 (1.16)

given by

G(r,•s) = "p(-iko Ir -, I) (1.17)
4xI r -s

Substituting (1.9) through (1.11) into equations (1.14) and (1.15) we
obtain, the coupled integral equations for bianiaotropic materiab. The
electric field integral equation for a bianisotzopic mateial is given by,

- d i e + crI9I
E1 -wgade

0  G~ ,s)dv(s))

±-~---gad f(iwcf + all -rad E -n)G(r~.s)da~s))

+ (2~~) (j k{02(o. 1CE- - yr Ei~ )~,.)

dvcf- (ri. £f)i))grad(G(r, s))} da(j))

-iWPO jiweE + all - iweoE)G(r, 3)dv(.9)+

-curl Hjuw +l6E+ - iwp.DH-)G(r-, .s)dv(.s) (.8
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The magnetic field integral equation for a bianisotropic material covered
by an impedance sheet is given by

di-wjf +,3 -2flUf
1-H =-grad ~.dvkiwII+..L -iw(•)G(r's)dv(s))

i gradf + (Ef - iw•l0H " n)G(r, s)da(s)

- (a( 1.~ (il . f~)6) x (9 rad(C(r, s)d(q

-iweo (iwf + +f - iwpofl)G(r, s)dv(+s)

+ curl (j(iwef + afl - iw•oE)G(r, s)dv(s)) (1.19)

While we have obtained exact solutions for layered materils, most of the
problems axe so complex that one must formulate the interaction problems
using integral equations. The primary focus of this pap,- is to demonstrate
the equivalence of integral equation and Maxwell equation formuantions
of the problem for suitable function spaces by demonstrating -niquenesa.
Then we can carry out the design of complex materials using an improve-
ment of classical spline methods (Tsai, Massoudi, Durney, and Iskander
[9), pp 1131-1139) and (Li [SI). The Tsai, Massoudi, Durney, and Isinýn-
der paper is unusual in that compaxisons are made between intzernal fields-
predicted from moment method cornput.ifions and blMe soluticn omputz-
tions. In Li [8] this ve.rification was ce'ried out anrlyticEy Ther c .re
several methods of solving coupled integral equation: of the form (1.18)
and (1.19) by approximate methods. However, w- the scattering bodi-a
become more complex the computational requirements become larger and
larger. With exact 'fnite rank integral equation theory (f3]), if one has a
discretization that enables one to closely approximate the solution, then
refinements ca.n be made by a process bened on the concept that the norm
cf the diference between an appro-ximate inteýral operator and the actual
integral operator is simply smaller than or,, not nee.saxily close eough.
to give answe.rs of acceptable accuracy. Tlam the anrvcr is improved by
an iterative process to any desred precision without the usee of additional
computer memory.
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When solving electromagnetic scattering problems for isotropic bodies,
one can proceed in a fairly direct way with the discretization of specializa-
tions of the integral equations (1.18) and (1.19), but in modeling classes
of the more complex materials such as liquid crystals for electron camera
shutters or piezoelectric materials for micromotors, greater care has to be
taken that the model of the interaction has only one solution.

2 UNIQUENESS

If E and H are electric and magnetic-field, n a bianiwotropic material,
then there exist tensors p, e, a, and 3 such that

curl(f) = -iwpll -,022' (2.1)

and ndri() =(iwe + u)E + cgH (2.2)

We assume that if a is a complex tensor that a" denote its complex
conjugate. We assume that a bounded bianisotropic body f2 with a smooth
normal is embedded in three dimensional free space and is subjected to a

remote source of radiation whose elect-ic field is if and whose magnetic

field is H'. If" E denotes the difference between two solutions of the form
E- + I', where E' denotes the scattered radiation, in the exterior of f2, or
simply the difference of two solutions in the interior of £2, then the solution
is unique if we can prove that f is identically zero in the exterior of 11 or
everywhere inside fl.

The starting point for proofs of uniqueness of solutions of electromag-
netic scattering problems is the Silver Mueller radiation conditions which
dema•d that if CR is a sphere of radius R centered at a point in the scat-
terint body, that then

LIM ( curl(E) - ikaE)' (tx curl(E*) + ikor)da = 0 (2.3)

Thus, we note that
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j Ij fix c×r!(f) - i.k0E J2 da =

'R (I tc×urZ-,() +k? Ej)da+

ik0  ((n' xurl(E)) f*)d

-- iko 2 -"-(f x curl(fE'))da (2.4)

Focusing our attention on the la.t two terms in this equation, we see I
iko f. (curl(f) x ,, )dv

=iko div(curl(f) x E9")dv+

+(iko) /ii -(curl~(f) x ff)a(2.5)

In the previous equation $2 is the surface bounding the bianisotropic body

and V, is the region betwe-en the bounded bianisiotropic body and the spherei

CR centered at a point in the bianisotropic material. We will masaume that
V2 represents the bounded bianlsotropic body covered by an impeda•ce

sheet. Continuing our anany~iJ, and replaacng curl(f) by -iWpo. we find
that

iC (il x c-t(•)) • 'd- =

/1. Iiko~ ~~~• di~ulfx-)dv+

kowy~o s g" (fl x •"d.(2.6)

Thus, making use of the impedance shet boundary condition which states

that

we find that
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ik0 fi(n-x c×rl(E)). -7da =

iko f div(curl(E) x f*u)du+

kowpo] (ffl ( x ;da

kOup J{(.-(.E)) f,,- dr. (2.8) K

where f12 and 4 are the electric and ms gnetic fields just inside of the
impedance sheet on the surface S2. First using the Gauss divergence theo-
rem we find that it rl(.ions efda K

ICR div(cvin1(E) x E)v

kowpo fdiv(Hl2 x E-)dv+ '

kow~~o f(n-- E-) ii da(2.9)

We now make use of the vector calculus identity,

div(A- x ff) BY B (curioX) - Af (cuirl(ff)) (2.10)

We find that k
ik j(n- x curl(E)) E-da K

2 J(f-' (mirl(curl(f))) - cttrl(.) - curl(E.*))dv±

kco.'p.g (A. -url(H-2) - H123. cz.,rl(E-,))dv+

kowpo a,, ,{(f 2. - f) - (f, - i)( i!) da (2.11)

Substituting in the co-nstitiitive relatfions vie End that ~
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iko j(6 x curl(.E)). - da =-iko f-. {E At+ Icurl(E) 1}dv

+kowpoJ E. {(iwE + e')f 2 + l 2}dv

-kowpo 1Vf12 .(iwpf1 - /8•)dv+

Considering the conjugate term of this form we observe that

(7 x curl(E)). - da =ik, 0 j {E. + jcurl(E)j}dj

J' i

+kowyoJI t 2 {(-iWC- + a*)E;+ a' ;dv 1

-kOWpO L .(i H Z)dv+

.6.

Adding these eq-,uations we find that the solution is unique provided
* .. iat either a quad-retic form is p~ositive de-3nite or another form is either

negative or posiltive Ie3-nite. Indeed it may be, e-agier to prove uniqueness]
fc~r the more complex =Maerial than whm! the scatterer has a simpler form.
We find that
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j/

K 2R~~~e (iko IC cr()).Eda)=
kwcp• {(f;. (iWe + a)E)+ (E-2 . (-iwE + ')E)} dv+

1V2 g (QA) + (fý (&r)H;,)} dv+

-kowpo f~ H.(iwpIff) + ii;.- (-iwpJ2f 2)} dv+

kowpo f' ( 2  3)+ I );.f3~)1 dv+

kowyoJ (a:+o'.) ((F •) - (a, • i )(E • )}ad (2.14)

Note that i1 the permeability, p, the pei-iittivity, e, and the tensors a
and )3 are scahrs times the identity matrix then sufficient conditions for
uniqueness are that the real part of o" is positive and the imaginary parts
of e and & are negative and that the real part of oa, is positive and that the
quadratic form associat.:d with the matrix Q deined by

0=

A, 0 0 Re(a) 0 0
0 A. 0 0 RR(8,) 0
0 0 A. 0 () (2.05)Re(O) 0 o ,,,M0,) 0 0
0 Re(ý) 0 0 wIrm(p) 00 0 Re(Ol) 0 0 z(,

where
A, = wIm(e) + Re(o), (2.16)

is positive d_.nite. Thus, in part:-ular, if there is enough domination of
the a and 3 terms by th. positive diagonal terms, then this form is positive
definite and we do indeed have a unique solution of the electromagnetic
interaction problem in a variety of naturally irising function spaces if the
impedance sheet conductivity a, has a positive real part.
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The general uniqueness result is therefore derived by observing that

RIcM /c (6 x curl(E) - ikoE) . (6 x cu,'l(Ef) + ikoEf)da =R --'+ oo

LIMR c ( × curl(f ) 2 +k2 I E j2)da+.R -- +* oo R(Iixcul 1E

kawpo J {(• (iwUE + O-f)+ (,E2 (-iwc' + a*)}2 dv+

kow~po 12{;*(Q)Fg2) + (A~ (&)H;)} dv+

-k~o 1V {(1.ý (iw 1A;) + (11. (-iW,,f 2 )} Idv+

kc~owl ./2fu7 2 ~tE)+ (f7Y ~2  ) dv+

The uniqueness is established by observing that upon taking the limit
of all terms as the radius R of CR becomes in5inite that if the difference
between two solutions were a nonze-o function, then we would get effectively
two equations by taking the real a.d imaginary parts of both sides of the
relationship

0 = C'+

kowpoJ {(E;. (iwE + 0)A) + (f,. (-iw- ± e.)J)} ,dv+

kowpi0 j ( -(a)172) + (E-2 (cx)f')} dv+

kopaJ{12 (iwp-fl3) + (fl; -(-iwpff2)} dv,+

k V0 {(Hl2. f3E) + (fl; i3l)} v

a:+ t, -(E. E)- f;)~ )I )da (2.18)

where C' is the real number given by

C= LM J (6 x curl() 12 -4-k I E 11)da (2.19)
R CR 0



Since this is not possible if the electromagnetic parameters are such that
the body is dissipative in the sense that the bilinear form acting on the
"function (E, H) that is defined by

b(E, H)

kowyo {L (iwE + oc)E 2 ) + (Z3 (-iwe- + l) dv+

kowpo 1Vf(f; (c)J + (2(ai)}dv+

-kowpo -~ {g (iWJA'f;2) + (11; (-i,1~fl2)} dv±

kowp J {(V2 L E;) + (112' -OE2)} dv+

0 fs-i (a: + a.) {J(f -E;) - (i • ) •)} da (2.20)

is positive definite.
The proof of uniqueness can now be completed in a variety of naturally

arising function spaces where the integrals are defined. We see that for
an isotropic material that the Silver Mueller radiation conditions, equation
(2.3), and our final relation, which is embodied in equations (2.18) and
(2.19), imply that if E and H denote the difference between two solutions
of the electromagnetic interaction problem that we have the relationship

0 = C2 + 2kpo j {(-"'9 + Re(u)} I E 12 dv

+2kowyo j(wp") H 2 d'+

2k.wpo Re(a,)j (I-- (Ef T)ti) 12I da (2.21)

Since we usually write the permeability in the form

S=p' - i(2.22)

where M" is positive and write the pe.mittivity in the form

= - ie." .(2.23)
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where e" is positive, and assume that the rel parts of a and (7, are not neg-
ative, we see that for normal isotropic physical materials, there is only one
solution of the electromagnetic interaction problem, but that, while there
are many interesting situations in which uniqueness can be established for
bianisotropic materials, there is no such simple separate condition on each
individual tensor by itself which would guarantee uniqueness of the inter-
action problem for bianisotropic materials, in the sense that, for isotropic
materials, (2.21) tells us immediately that the difference between the elec-
tric vectors of the two solutions is identically zero.

3 SEVEN DIMENSIONS

We suggest, here, 7 dimensional theory as a method of solving electro-
magnetic interaction problems. It is clear that any electromagnetic interac-
tion problem in 7 dimensional space translates into a scattering problem in
three dimensional space. Also, problems which are simple in 7 dimensional
space often translate into electromagnetic scattering problems in three di-
mensional space which axe seemingly very complex. What remains open is
a systematic method of going from problems in 3 dimensional space that
we really want to solve into solvable problems in 7 dimensional space. If
we consider a seven dimensional vector field

7 g= E Ei•}(3.1)

j=1

where the components are smooth functions of the spatial variables

X= (Xi) x2 f ., I,. X7) (3.2)

then we have
.curl(E) =

S8z,+i az,+J

aRi,, aEj+2 + '8Ei+ (I ____ (3.3)(x+ zi (IaZ -9+ 5_X1+5)
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where ii is the unit vector in the direction of the ith coordinate axis in 7
dimensional space and

Ei+7 = Ei (3.4)

and
Xi+7 = Xi (3.5)

for all i in {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7}. The main body of the theory which shows
that every vector field in 7 dimensional space is a curl plus a gradient is
the relation

curl(curl(E)) = grad(div(.f)) - AE (3.6)
This follows from the fact that all nonempty open subsets n of R7 are
A - convex in the sense of Hormander ([5], Corollary 3.5.2, page 82) and
that consequently if f is a vector field in C,(2, C'), it follows that there
is another vector field d such that

AG=F (3.7)

Using the previous identity we see that

F = grad(div(G)) + curl(curt(-G)) (3.8)

Some work will show that the uniqueness theory also carries over in a
natural way to 7 dimensional space without the use of exterior diFerentials
to represent curl operations. The self adjointness of the 3 and 7 dimensional
curl on C,(Q, Cn) for n = 3 and n = 7, respectively, permits variational
fcrmulations of the problems and the study of weak solutions of interaction
problems.

4 SUMMAARY

Both complex analysis and embedding of problem_ in algebrmý, such
as the Cartan algebra mentioned above, have the potential of helping us
understand the interaction of electromagnetic waves with ne'; ma• made
materials such as liquid crystals, and the bire.-ingket and piezo electiric ma-
terials that have been a source of fascination for centuries. The uniquene.,s
theorem that we proved brings with it the formula for energy density within

1,'?



a bianisotropic material, including the term involving the product of the
electric and magnetic vector; this provides us with a means of checking com-
puter algorithms whose objective is to describe the interaction of radiation
with complex materials.
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Let P(D) denote a linear partial differential operator with constant
coefficients in n variables, where presumably n • 2. Let Nl, N(11,..., and
N"'-') denote a collection of n - 1 linearly independent vectors in R". Any
prism with a bounded cross section whose axis of symmetry lies along the
direction orthogonal to N), N(2•,..., N("-1 ) can be embedded in a tube of the
form

T(N('), N( 2),.... N(n-1), R) = {x c R" : (<x, N(k))j < R

fork= 1,2,..., n--}.

Conversely, any open prism with bounded cross section whose a2ds of
symmetry lies along the direction N orthogonal to N), N(2),..., N(•-1)

contains some translate of a tube T(N('), N( 2),..., N(t-i), r) for some r > 0.
If any factor of P(D) has the property of admitting a C- solution with

support in a tube, then P(D) also hos this property. Thus, we may without loss
of generality assume that P(D) i3 irreducible in the following sense.

DEINITIoN 1. A partial differential operator P(D) is irreducible if P(D)
cannot be written as

P(D) = P1(D) PF(D),

where both P1(D) and P2(D) have degrees which are strictly less than che
degree of P(D).

Thus, it is sufficient to characterize the linear partial differential operators
P(D) corresponding to which there e:dsts a nontrivial u in Ct°(1:) such that
P(D) u(x) = 0 for all x in RP, and such that the support of u' is contained in
T(N"(),..., NIn-'), R). Thus, let N a nonzero vector which is perpendicular to
N(k' fork = 1, 2,..., n - 1.
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Let us tranzform coordinates according to the rules

Yk xJNJ for k=h ,2,..., n--I
:i-1

and

yn xjNj.
J-1

Thus, we have that I<x, NW>I s< R if, and only if, Yk I < R fork = 1, 2,...,
and n - 1. Thus, if we assume that the transformed operator, the representa-
tion of P(D) in they coordinates, isQ(D), we ask when there exists a nontrivial

v(y) ii C-(R') such that Q(D) v(y) = 0 for all y in R" and such that the
support of. v(y) is contained in {y c R': y I < R for k = 1, 2,..., and
n - 1). We give the complete answer to this question with the following
theorem.

THEOREM 1. Suppose O(D) is an irreducible linear partial differential
operator of positive degree. Then there exists a nontrivial v(y) in C2(RZ) such

that (i) Q(D) v(y) = 0 for all y in R" and (ii) such that the suppc't of v(y) is
contained in {y R' :y I < R for k =,2,..., and n - 1} if, and only if
Q(D) is up to multiplication by a nonzero scalar of the form

Q(D) = Dn + 2 aTh. (3)

Proof. First, suppose that Q(D) has the form (3). By Theorem 3.11 of
Treves [3], there is a function U(4', x,) which is an entire function of ;' in
C- 1 and x,, which satisfies

Q(4', D,) U(;', y.) = 0, (4)

DnU(,',0)=0 for k =0,1,..., m - 2, (5)

D--I U(ý', 0) = 1, (6)

and

"It UG (M eI Y. (7)

for aU •' in C-'- amid all y, in R, where

Q(t', D,) =- a o(ý') Dm- + Dkm. (8)
k-I
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For all •' = , ;..., 4-1) in C"-', let us define

Re4' = (Re C1 , Re ,...., Re4.-), (9)

Im' =(!m II, Im C2,..., Irn M,- 1 ), (10)
and

C, 41 1 ! "lI + 1 ý2 ;q + " •- "T II

for all numbers q > 1. Notice that our hypothesis tell us that the degree of
ak(4') regarded as a polynomial in 4, 2 ... , and . is necessarily of degree
k - I or smaller. But this means that there is a constant B > 0 depending
only on Q(D) such that

< ( < B(I r, y)n-iur (12)
k-i

We have also that for any B1 , n' and any B1' < !1n, where n is a positive
integer and b is a positive number, that

n-I n-lb

k-I k-.i

and

k-1

We will suppose that • is a member of C'(R'-') of class y(s)(R"-1) (see
Hormander [2], p. 146) whose support is contained in

{(y,.y . :n) lykl < R/2 for k= 1,2,..., and n -}.

From the Paley-Wiener Theorem, we deduce that for every C > 0 there is a
KC > 0 such that

•--1

) F.c exp ((R,'2) Im C' :, - C I Re k ") (14)
k-1

Using (13) with b 1 1/3 we deduce that

n-I \ n.I-I

-C ' ReJ (-~ - Re. 1  2C. (S
k-1

Substituting (15) into (14), we deduce that for every C > 0 th-ýre exists a
constant Kc' = exp(BC) K(s such that

e-p((R'2) I -CI C Re (16)
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We introduce the constant K -- K-'cIB1 . We deduce that, conversely,
if (16) is satisfied, then from (13) it follows that (14) is satisfied with Kc
replaced by Ks. Thus, (16) is a necessary and sufficient condition that

S(4') be the Fourier transform of a C- function of Gevry class 8 with support

in {y eR'-1 j: Y. < R•'2 for k = 1, 2,..., and n - 1}. Now we consider

4(C', y.) U(', y,) ).We have that

Q(4', D.) a(4',y,) = 0, (17)

nD',!(ý', 0) = 0, K ----0,1 L.... .m -- 2, (18)

D'-1i4(4', 0) = •(4'). (19)

Combining (7) and (13) we deduce that for some B 2 > 0

B2 Iy,, In,-'
I U(',y ) ( 1)!

x ex !Bz Re •' ,€,n-V/, I

x expy, 2 Re 4 --n y,, B2 Im 4' 1

There is a constant K'C = K~c(B2/(m - 1)!) such that

I y < Ký y f.,f(C',), (20)

where

exp(B Re -1) 2C Re C' !1/) =f(4', x,,) (21)

and
exp( Bv, I TM f' i-1)/rn -.L (R,12) Tm 4' I) g(4', x). (22)

Choose 8 so that I > 1/8 > (m - 1)/m. Then there is a B3 > 0 depending
on yn such that

exp(B2  ( Re ' IRe r' !11) <, - B3 (23)

for all 4' in C"- 1 . Also, there is a constant B, > 0 depending on y, such that

exp(C y7 ' B, Im 4' ' "'" - (R:2) TI 4'') • B 4

Thus, we conclude that for every C > 0 there is a K, > 0 and a ýonstant B. ]
depending on y, such that.:

I u(4, ,)' < KcB. exp(R Im 4' -- C I Re C'./a) (24) ).

for all 4' in C"'-. Using (24) and the Paley-Weiner Theorem (Lemma 5.7.2

of Hdrmander [I]), it follows that v(,v,) is for each y, the Fourier transform
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of an element v,(y1 P..... Y_-i) u(y1 ,...,yn-_ y,,) of C-(RI-') whose
support is contained in {(Yj ,...,Y,-) e R-i Yk < R for k = 1, 2,...,
and n - 1}. For we use the fact that U(G', yn) is an entire function of 0' and
y, and the Cauchy i:.zegral theorem to deduce that

kU(4',y,) <•,('y~l!)- I xp(B 1 ; (I + '[)(m-1)/m) (25)
E(l- 1)! [

Repeating the argument using (25), we easily deduce that all derivatives of
(4', y,) with respect to y, satisfy an inequality of the form (24). This

completes the proof that if 0(D) is of the form (3) then (i) and (ii) are satisfied.
Now we want to show that if (i) and (ii) are satisfied, then 0(D) is necessarily

of the form (3).

LEw.,IA 1. Let O(D) be an irreducible linear partial different;a qperator of
degree m > 0 with constant coefcients. Suppose that there is a nontriialfunctic'n
u in C-(R*) satisfying Q(D) u(y) = Ofor ally in Rn and u(y) = 0 if I Yk R
for k = 1, 2,..., or n - 1. Then Q,(D) is hyperbolic in the direction Nfor evcry
N in R"h which ;s not orthogonal to (0,..., 0,1).

Proof. We consider the plane Z(N) = {x e RW•: <x, N> = 0), where N is
a vector in R" that is not orthogonal to (0,..., 0, 1). Let

B =- {xe-R" :lx[ < Rfork =I2,..., n - }.1

Since NI - 0, it is obvious that (N) r B is compact. We now need only an
application of Theorem 5.7.2 of H6rmander [2] to deduce that unless N is a
hyperbolic direction, u vanishes identically in ((N), and by translations we
deduce that u vansishes identically, which contradicts the hypothesis of the
lemma. This completes the proof of Lemnma I.

LEwMsA 2. Suppose Qm(D) is a homogeneous differential operator qf degree
m which is hyperbolic in the direction N = (N . V,) wheneter NI, 0 0. Then
there does not exist any (• ... , in R"-I such thatfor some nonzero complex
number 4, we have Q,,(•I 4-'I V..., ± .N, 4V )--0 where
(N1, ..... .TV NI X,) = Ri and V_ #_ 0.

Suppose that for some (4i ,..-, ',_) ~ R we could find a nonzero complex
number 4 such :hat

Q ,(C ,+ , * 2 + ,. + 4v,_,, ) 0. (26)

But Theorem 5.3.3 of H~rmandt-r [2] tells us that ý must have been real. But
then we conclude from the hy:pothesis of the lemma that
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is a hyperbolic direction of Qm(D) and, consequently, that

(-27)

This is a contradiction, and the proof of Lemma 2 is complete.

We suppose hypothesis (i) and (ii) are satisfied. Since (0,..., 0, 1) is a

noncharacteristic direction of Qm(D), it follows that

A'k-O .. .. +

where b 0 0. Since Lemma I and Lemma 2 tell us that Q,(•1 ,..., , , ),
regarded as a polynomial in ý, has only [ 0 as a root for all (, ,..., ,- in
Rn-lwe conclude that a(.k) = 0 for all g in N"-1 with m P I - - k for all
k in {0, O,..., m - 1}. Thus, Q,.(D) = bD,,m. This completes the proof of
Theorem 1.

The author was able to prove the following result about systems admitting
a nontrivial vector valued C- solution with support in an open prism with
bounded cross section.

THEoEmm 2. Let L be a p x p matrix, each entry of which is a linear partial
differential operator with constant coefficients. Suppose that det(L) is a partial
differential operator of positive degree. Then (i) there is a nontrivial ff in

l•t 4L) �fl c'or", Cr), and F7 vansishes outside of an open Pris-m with bounded cross section
if, and only if, (ii) there is a nontrivial v in C-(R") such that det(L) vt() = 0
for all x in R' and such that v vanishes outside the same open prism with bounded

cross section.

Proof. That (i) implies (ii) is trivial. Now suppose (ii) holds. In light of
Theorem I there is no loss of generality in assuming that T = det(L) is of the
form (3).

Let l(L) and T denote the Fourier transforms with respect to x, , x2,...,
and x,_- of I(L) ahd T, respectively. Let Y(x,) U(ý', x,,) denote the
fundamental solution of T' described by Theorem 3. 11 of Treves [3]. We can
use techniques similar to those used in proving Theorem 2 of Cohoon [1] to
show that the (j, k)-th entry of F(L) fails to annihilate U("', x,) for some j
and k in {1, 2,..., p'. Thus, if (')is an entire function satisfying (16), the

function 7 F(L) f satisfies condition (i) oL Theorem 2, where v, 0 for
r k, and vk. is the inverse Fourier transform with respect to ' of

(') U(4', x,). This completes the proof of Theorem 2.
In this theorem, I consider p x p matrices, L, each entry of which is a

linear partial differential operator with constant cot6cients in n independent
variables. In addition, I assume that dc*L was a nontrivial partial difcrential

7 I
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number, then the equation

ovta

has no nontrivial solutions in C-(R", C0). On the other hand, it can be shown
by induction on p tbh:t if det L = 0, the equation Lb = 0 has a nontrivial
solution • in C0 •(RI', C0) with support in an arbitrarily small neighborhood
of 0.
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Bodies of revolution are structures, including aerosol particles which are fibers and
flakes, or larger bodies of electromagnetic material which have an axis of symmetry with
the property that if an electromagnetic wav.• interrogates the scattering body before and
after any partial rotation about this axis, this impinging electromagnetic wave can see

no difference. The electromagnetic interaction problem is complicated by the fact that
every portion of this body of revolution as it is stimulated by the impinging radiation com-
municates with every other portion of the body of revolution. Because of the rotational
symmetry, it seems prudent to represent the components of the induced electric and mag-
netic fields as a Fourier series and solve an integral equation formulation of the scattering
problem by solving for Fourier components of piecewise polynoraial approximations of the
field components within each cell of the body. This Fourier analysis involves trigonometric
integrals which when transformed to the complex plane would involve analysis of functions
defined on a Riermann surface. We provide in this paper a new iay of evaluating these
integrals using only infoanation around an essential singularity.

Bodies of revolution also include bodies that have spheres, cylinders, oblate or prolate
spheroids, or a torus as boundaries of a material that responds to the radiation. Analyzing
the latter may have some benefit in the controlled thermonuclear fusion problem ([1]) as
we could then by computer analysis design a material with ultra high absorption efficiency.
The low cost of computer experimentation may also permit one to design an ultraviolet
light absorbing aerosol that will protect man and animals from the high levels of ultra violet
B radiation that they may soon be experiencing as a result of the ozone depletion. The
material within a body of revolution may have tensor properties, but the body, together
with its properties is still unchanged by any partial rotation about the axis of symmetry.
This could include, for example, a tensor material which has one property in the direction of
the axis of rotation and another property in all directions going radially outward from this
axis of symmetry. Here, one might think of cutting a sphere out of a cylinder comprised of
closely packed dielectric needles. Externally using visible light this sphere might look to our
eye like any other round ball, but to electromagnetic waves polarized in the direction of the
axis (and consequently parallel to these soft dielectric needles) and to those electromagnetic
waves polarized in a direction perpendicular to the axis of revolution, the two responres
would be completely different. Materials such am these are used in current liquid crystal
devices, and the full development of the theory may in the future result in a more healthful
renlacement for the present radiating video displays. The details of the connection between
the integrals discussed in this paper and electromagnetic interaction problems are found
in many sources ([21]) but is lucidly explained in Glisson and Wilton ([131).

"We also in this paper describe a method of finding zeros of analytic functions using
homotopy methods. This method has a variety of design applications, including those for
optical computers.

In addition we introduce a type of three dimensional complex analysis that permits one
at low cost to develop a realistic model of the man in an electromagnetic field. This will
make possible the design of a saZe and effective system for killing localized cancer tumors
with microwaves by raising the temperature of the tumor by 4 degrees Centigrade without
raising the temperature of the normal tissue to this level.



1 Exact Evaluation of Integrals

We introduce a function ý which represents the distance between two points, represented
in cylindrical coordinates as (p, 8, z) and (5, 8, i) so that

= /p23+2+Z2+j2 + 2.p.3. cos(O) (1.1)

where tb is the difference between 9 and §. The integral under consideration is

IN 2.,, = , os(mo)dio (1.2)

where
C2 = (A - 2Bcos()) (1.3)

where
A2 > 4B2 (1.4)

where A is positive and m is a nonnegative integer. The function I defined by equation (1.3)
is an algebraic function defined by a Riemann surface if you make the nornal extension to
the complex plane by rewriting equation (1.3) in the form,

ý' = (A -B 3.(C+1) (1.5)

where if C is equal to ezp(iO), then

2. cos(,/) (C + '/C) (1.6)

The rational function ý2 has a simple pole at the origin and one zero inside the unit circle
and another zero outside the unit circle. The algebraic function C is defined by a Riemann
surface with a Branch cut from the orgin to a zero,

=A -, - 3 2 2B (1.7)
2"B A + (A2 - 4B2

of the function Q that is inside the un.it circle

SI¢1 = 1 (1.8)

and a branch cut from cc to the zero,

A + VAI --- 4B2

C2 A 4 2. 4 (1.9)

that is outside the unit circle. If we use the argument function defined by

Arg(x + iy) = 9 (1.10)

where if
r = X +(11



then, 6, the value of the argument function defined by equation (1.10) is such that

rcos(O) + irsin(O) = + iy 0 > 6 < 27. (1.12)

We can use a PRiemann surface to define the square root of the meromorphic function ý2
defined by equation (1.9) to define the algebraic function ý or use the argument function
Arg defined by equations (1.10) and (1.12)

I [ 1/ezp(i(1/2)(Arg(C - (1) + Arg(C - (2) - Arg(C)) (1.13)

Thus, an integral of a holomorphic function of C around the unit circle will be equal to the
integral of the same function around a rectangle inside the unit cizcle which contains the
slit from the origin to (I. We show how information around the essential singularity will
give us an exact formula; our formula will be checked by direct Fourier analysis observing
that

(A -. . os~ P(')2 .2' - cosk(,P) (1.14)(A - 2.- Bcos())112 1A )

where
PMl = (B~k~2.~) (1.15)

which means that we can think in teris of representing powers of co.5(i) as a Fourier
series.

2 Reactive Integrals

An exact formula for the values of the reactive integals has been obtained, and fur-
thermore, the cost of finding the v.lue of the reactive integrals, which were in all other
works (e.g. [21] and [13]) carried out by a numerical integration scheme whose compu-
tation time increases directly vith the rn appeaxing in equation (1.2), is with this exact
formula independent of m. Furthermore, this exact formula depends only on values at
the essential singularity expansion at ( equals 0. These formulas have been validated by
Fourier expansion and by nurn,±rical comparison to 12 or mcre decimal places with the
straightforward numerical integation scheme described in the previou3 section. The first
essential singularity expansion has the form,

•,~ ~ f C +' 1 ' (2.1)

We can expand the function co.(ý) by the series

Cos( ~ n E ( 1 ~~ , +1 (2.2)
ol. (k)! _ =+ (C-.
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We now use th: Cauchy product and equations (2.1) and (2.2) to wvrite

{cos(~Ci)} PA Ae 2 [(1h)P) (C +)] (2.3)

If we define

-d k c_(2.4)
k=O

then equation (2.3) implies that

J__j = [ D + /i ]l
{cos(7) I j (2.5)

There are two expansions of even and odd powers cf cos(o) which enable us to evaluate
these contour integrals. The even powers of cos are given ([171, p 24-26) by

052.1mco.," (¢) -

T2. L ý{ ( 2e .cos (2.-(Ie-k)tk)} +1 .) (2.6)
and the Fouzier expansion of an odd power of the cosine ([17], pp 24-26) is

COS2,"-1(0)=

2.-- 2. 1 "cos((2 2-2k-1M (2.7)

If we assume thi • " is equal to ezp(ifl), then we can use equations (2.6) and (2.7) and the
relationship

[ (e~ + cos(mtp)do~ (2' -cos'(4O)COs(~MIp)) \28= r • od-ýc4 e) t (2.8)

to evaluate the reactive integral3. We consider first the case where j is equal to 2 . t and
use equation (2.8) and equation (2.6) to obtain for poe'itive even integers m not exceeding
2 . I the relationship,

[ + ) (" + 2-r ( 2 -m/2) (2.9)

to evaluate the reactive integrals. In the case where j is equal to 2 t and

- 2k (2.10)

we observe that

k (2.11)
2
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In considering the case where j is equal to 2 'q - 1 wt use the fic•t that in the case wbere
m is an odd integer and j is equal to 2 • q - 1 that

+ ( + 21r ( 2. (2.12)

We conclude that equation (2.5) implies that

jir{cs() .cos(mi,.)dib

,( . r-2<, T (m + 2.j) (2.13)
AI/2 /1. i,.+q•2

We next develop an expression for integrals involving sin(ý)/I by first observing that

•iES, ( s=¢+ (2.14)
J=O

fWe then mrake use of the fact that

A(V _1)/2  
_ E (q ( +] (2.15)

Lq=0

Multiplying the series given by equations (2.14) and (2.11) we see that

si( ) - 1 , [ ~E, ( + 1(2.16)

where

Thus, we conclude that c, 0.3( ,o .
j-sn~) c-g /os~r-,•,,ov, =

t - )/2  ,E m + 2 .2+m' (2.18)

By making use of the identity

.r)/2) ( M)/2
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the formula (2.18) and the formula (2.13) can be given a different look, but several different
numerical checks all agreed to machine precision. These formulas were checked by numer-
ical computation using Gaussian quadrature. In the case where the observation point is
close to the variable of integration or said differently when 2B is very nearly as large as A,
then the .series can converge slowly, but they can still be evaluated accurately if one uses
Euler's method of accelerating convergence of sums ([141, pp 201 - 207). The following
table shows a weakness in the method without the use of accelerated convergence. When
p and /3 are both equal to 1 and when z and i are both equal to 1.1 as in equation (1.1)
and we just use 139 terms for the geometric series and we make use of the fact that cos(ý)
divided by ý2 is meromorphic and use the contribution to the reactive integral from the
simple pole at the zero zeta1 inside the unit circle given by equation (1.7) versus using the
Riemann surface concept with just a small number of terms

Essential Gaussian Pole and Mode
Singularity Quadrature = 0 Index

Contribution Integration Contribution
139 terms

3.724 3.726 3.726 1
2.842 2.844 2.844 2
2.110 2.112 2.112 3
.472 .4739 .4739 8

For the difflcult cases cribed in the above table over 6 thusand terms were used
along with accelerated convergence and 15 decimal place agreement between the three
methods was achieved. The following table -hows the capabilities of the formulae when
augmented by Euler's method for accelerated cunvergence for the case wh-re p is equal to
1, A is equal to 1+ 0.2, z is equal to 1, and 2 is equal to 1+0.2. Using the Riemann surface
concept and carrying out an expansion about the essential mingularity we have

)co3(m?) do

SINGULARITY ENHANCED exp(irnV')
EXPANSION GAUSSIAN MODE

METHOD QUALDRATURE INDEX
3.75346548 -- (1.5112968)i 3.75346548 - (1.511296C)i 1

.382950948 - (.0520636761)i .332950948 - (,0520636761)i 10
.0291669710 - (.00235093482)i .0291669710 - (.00235093483)i 20

Also, the terms of the expansions of sin(ý) and cos(ý) can be determined by exact formulas
by making use of the Jensen Voller's formula, a v?,riant of the Fa,• Di Bruno formula ([9]).
For example the term Co appearing in equation (2.2) is given by

Co = cos(v'7 i) (2.20)

An alternative representation of these integrals in terms cf known special Junctions is
found in a much more general setting in Chapter 7 of (Carlson, [5]), whece )he integral

I(r, m) = (A - 2. Bcos(O))' 2' cos(rn',)db (2.21)
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arises as a special case, and Carlscn's condition for rapid ordina-y convergence of the series
which states that the ratio A-2* (

A+2.B (2.22)

stay away from zero is equivalent to ours.

3 Riemann Surfaces and Electromagnetic Pulses

In this section we treat the interaction of electromagnetic pulses with Lorentz media ([4])

and Debye Media layered materials exactly using a Riemann surf, ace to define the complex
propagation constant of the dispersive material as a function of complex frequency. We
show in an elementary way how one could with nonrmagnetic human tissue estimate how
harmful, in terms of X ray or Gamma ray component contributicn, it would be for humans

to be exposed to radar pulses or laser pulses.

3.1 Lorentz Medium

The propagation constant for a Lorentz medium is defined by the square root of

k2 = k2 1 + _- (3.1)0 -W 2 + w.'g1 + Wý ,

where
ko (3.2)

with c being the vacuum speed of light. If we follow Brillouin ([4]) and introduce the
variables, P g (3.3)

= -+ + ip2 , (3.4)

=- + ipj, (3.3)

W- = +a -p; + ipj, (3.6)

and
0= - ,/"! + a-p, + ip2  (3.7)

We defne branch cuts in the upper half plane from w" to w- in the sec-,nd quadrant and

from w+ to wo+ in quadrant I of the upper hallf plane. The algebraic function k/ko, where

ko =(3.8)
c

is defined in terms of the argument function

Arg(z + iy) = 9 (3.9)
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where 0 is between 0 and 2. -,r and

(X, y) = Z2 + y2 (cos(O), jin(e)) (3.10)

by the relation1/

(k/ko)(w)= 1.1 (w-w+) Jj (w- w) 11/2• •

p(i j{Arg(w - w+) + Arg(w - WO)}/2)].
exp(i {Arg(w - w4) + Arg(w - w-)} /2)(

If we have a sinusoidal electromagnetic pulse with central frequency w0 of duration T
seconds with field strength E0 volts per meter, then the value of the electric vector of the
incoming electromagnetic radiation is has a Fourier transform that is equal to

.F(E') = E0 (3.12)

We can also define, in terms of equation (3.12), the coefficients defining the Fourier trans-
form of the electromagnetic pulse returned from the half space and the electromagnetic
pulse transmitted into the half space by the rule,

C.(W) = ( W)(w) - k(w,)' (3.13)
' ko((w) + k(w)/

and

C =(w) =(.F(Ei) 2 k(u) (3.14)
\ko(w) + k(w))

so that the Fourier transformed electric field vector component inside the half space is

.F(Et )(w, x) = ,(E') -Ct(w), ezp(-ik(w)x) (3.15)

where z is the distance into the half space. The conductivity times the square of the
absolute value of F(E') defined by equation (3.15) would give us the energy density at
frequency w at a depth z into the nonmagnetic half space.

3.2 Debye Medium

A slight modification of the analysis of the previous section will permit one the carry
out the analysis for a Debye medium(Daniel, [ti]), an appropriate model for human tissue
exposed to radar pulses. We define the propagation constant k in terms of its square

k = w Pe - iwp0oa (3.1)

so that previous analysis would be applicable except that the propagation constant for a
Debye medium is completely determined by expr-e:sing the pernmittivity as

S= eo ()6 " (3.2)
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where e' and e.,, are constants and r represents a characteristic relaxation time, and where,
using these constants, the human tissue propagation constant (3.1) is defined in terms of
(3.1) and the Debye medium conductivity a which is defined by the relation,

W ( "")) w3reo (3.3)

The only difference here is that the branch cuts used to represent the propagation constant

on a Riemann surface for a pure Debye medium material are all along the imaginary axis.

4 Surface Intecral Equation Methods

In this section we shall show how in the case where the irracUated structure consists
of homogneous regions which are delimited by difFeomorphisms of the interior of a sphere
or a torus in three dimensional space (in the body of revolution case) to represent the
solution of the scattering problem as the solution of two combined field integral equations
with integral operators formed from from the Green's functions defined on opposite sides of

the separating surfaces. The surface integral equation methods reduce the computational
complexity in the sense that they require discretization electric and magnetic fields defined
on a surface rather than on a region of three dimensional space. In a general nonrotationally
symmetric setting the development which follows is vali;d for regions which are the interior
of diffeomorphisrns of N handled spheres.

4.1 Combined Field Integra! Equations

Consider a set Q2 in R' wvtb boundary surface 892 on which are induced electric and
magnetic surface currents J1 a.d Mj. If we have a simple N + 1 region problem, where we
have N inside and a region outs de al l," bounded homogenous aerosol particles corresponds
to the region index j being equal to 1 and the region inside corresponds to j values ranging
from 2 to N + 1, then if the propagation constant k1 in region j is defined also by a function
k1, naturally dehned on a Riemann surface as the square root of,

k? = w2pe - iW}UOx (4.1)

For a Debye medium (Daniel, [11]) the branch cuts are along the imaginary W axis. For a
Lorentz medium particle (Brillouin, [4], [29]) the branch cuts are in the upper half of the
comolex wu plane parallel to the real axis. where p, e, and a are functions of frequency
that assure causality and that the radiation does not travel faster than the speed of light
in vacuum. There are two Helmholtz equations, one for the interior of the particle and the
other for the exterior, defined by

(A + k')G = 4,r5 (4.2)

.- . . . . . . ..r".



[!Hemotwhere Gj is the temparate, rotationally inva~riant, funda~mental solution ([16]) of theora..Wle, =]=_J(4)i

J1  J = 2 (4.3)
and

M =M = -NM2  (4.4)

where we assume that the surface S(1,2) separates region 1 and region 2. We generaiize
equations (4.3) and (4.4) inductively by saying that for any surface S(,J) separating regon

j from region 3 where
S< (4.5)

we have
J!= J = (4.6)

and
Mj =M (4.7)

We define
2I = {(j,) ) is a separating surface} (4.8)

where j is less than j. We get a single coupled, combined field integral equation which
describes the interact-on of radiation with the conglomerz~te aerosol particle or cluster given
by

iý.XE' = +x U - iJ3((),(F)aG(r,F) + .
-a) 1(47r) Js -,

+ gradJ J(div, -J) j' + C( dcz(F)+4irwlts(J) L JJ • J ..

()curl J ( (r, F) + G;(r, F)) da(F) (4.9)

In addition to equation (4.9) we need equation involving the magnetic vector H"' of the
stimulating electromagnetic field which is given by

(l x 6 x l M) (f i( (r,) + e* G;(rF)) da(.)

± 7r ,(, J(div, .K)G'rr + +j,) ~~

-curl (j Jf(i) (Gj(rF) + GC(r, F)) da(F)} (4.10)

Once the coupled combined field system (4.9) and (4.10) is solved for J and AJ, the surface
electric and magnetic currents respectively and we define the surface electric charge density

by ([131, p 7) e) [ . ]1, i [ v ., ) (4.11) i;:•
y(•) =
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and the surface magnetic charge density

± div,. M7(F)] (4.12)f'(r) = W

where div, is the surface diverge'nce. Now for each region index j we define

j(j) = {j : (j,.) E 11 (4.13)

where -1 is the set of all indices of separating surfaces deqfined by (4.8). We now need to
be able to express the electric and magnetic fields inside and outside the scattering body.
We first define the vector potentials A2 and Fj by the rules, ([13] [21]) (.4

"F 1  = [( ) " G ) (r, r)da(r) (4.14)

E.(j) 4r

The scalar potentials are deflned in terms of the electric charge density (4.11) and magnetic
charge density (4.12) by the rules,

(T )= M /!(F)Gj(r, )da(F)] (4.16)

and 4, .f S]
nd -) = ', J (F)Gi(rJ,)da(F) (4.17)

We now can define the electric and magnetic vectors inside the region j in terms of these
potentials (4.14), (4.15), (4.16), and (4.17) by the rules, [

WA _wA(r) - grad((,(r) + -curl(_,)(r) (4.18)

and

H, -iwfj(r) - grczdQI1'(r) + 'curl(AX)(r) (4.19)

Similar equatious apply outside the body, by there the 6elds represented are the differences
E, and 1t' between the total electric and magnetic vectors and the electric vector En" and
the magnetic vector H"' of the incoming wave that is providing the stimulation. Thus
([13]) we see that outside the body,

= -iwA 1(r) - grad(CI(r) + 1cr-l(Fi)(r) (4.20)

and
IIw = - iwF(r) - grad(,1111(r) + --ciur(Aj)(r) (4.21)

PI~
These equations generalize the formulation of Glisson ([Q13) to a three dimensional struc-
ture who:se re?,ions of homogcneity are diffeornophisms of the interior of the sphere or a
torus in 13. if the scattcring structure is not a body of revolution, then the region may be
a diffeomorph of an N handled sphere.
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6 Zeros of Functions of a Complex Variable

Important design problems can be solved with gocd algorithms for finding zeros of entire
or meromorphic functions of a complex variable. One of the most important problems
attached to Riemann's name was the Riemann hypothesis. in this section we discuss some
novel homotopy methods ([6]) for finding zeros of analytiL functions. The problem of
finding modes of propagation in an anisotropic, magnetically lobsy coating on a perfect
conductor ([10]) is related to the problem of finding complex numbers z such that

cosh(vz-) - A + B = 0 (5.1)

by moving this problem up to a higher algebra where the solution becomes transparent
and then following a homotopy path down to the solutions in the space of interest; this
permitted the authors to track propagation constants as magnetic properties went through
regions of anomalous dispersion and the material thickiess changed.

We consider here the problem of finding complex nimbers z such that sin(z) is equal
to z. Since there are no polynomial functions P(z) and entire functions h(z) such that

-Tp %.'z + ±exp(-iz) - z = P(z)exp(h(z)) (5.2) f
it is clear from the theorem of Ficard that there are an infinite number of solutions of the
equation (5.3)sin(z) - z. = 0 (5.3) -

We transform the equation,

sin(z) =z (5.4)I
to an equation in another space by using auxiliary fumctions so th t the transformed
equation has the form,

sin(A(;)z(.)) = (z(s) + B(s)) (5.5)

where
B(.s) =(n. 7ri)(1 - 3) (5.6)

and :

z(0) = -nri (5.7)

and
A(s) i(1 - s) +s (b.8) :i

so that when s is equal to zero, equation (.5.5) has the form, • j
sin(i(-n-,ri)) = sin(nir) (--niri + nr,:) (5.9)

which is true, and when s is equal to 1, then qs the trivial equation (5.9) holds at one end

of the homotopy path and if equation (5.5) is preserved all the 7wy a1ong the path, and as
this equation has the form

sin(A(l) z) z z+B(1) (5.10)
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at s9 equal to one, since

A(l) i (511

adB(I) =0 (5.12)

we see that we obtain a solution of equation (5.4) at the other end of the path.
Thus, the problem is finding a sche me foi- assuring that the equation (5.5) is preserved

all the way along the path. Differentiating bo-th sides of equation (5.5) we see that[

z'(s) + B'(s)=

cos(A(s)z(.s)) {A'(s) z(s) + A(s) z'(s)} 5.3

Collecting terms involving z'(s) we find that

{A(.s)co.e(A(s)z(s)) - 1} z'(s)=

B'(.s) - z(s)A'(s)co.3(A(s)z(s)) (5.14)

which leads, after solving equation (5.11-), to a coupled system of differentilal equations in
x(s) and y(s) with known values at s =0. Thns,

X'(s) Rea (.5
L A(s)co3(A4(s)z(.s)) - 1

and

y'(s) = 172) al .)o( ()¼)1 (5.16)

where ( x(0) )-( 0)(17

These equations have been computer testedi and orbit3 stzrtirg a+ x(0) + iy(0) equal to

x(0) + iy(0) =0 + 2iri, (.3

for example, end up atl
z 1 .4976--- Q2.7586--- (5.19)

6 Applications
The hometopy method described in the last section provrides us w-ith P. i~owerful design

tool. By decsigning para meters ]u a irradiated toronýd-l pkiaerna that will increase~ its effi-
C.ency of energy absozrption by a Iactor of i,0OO0COO or..- cculd in th4- light of the already
successful F'usion reaction in En7laný desi ,n pra)ctical, convmer-ci-al fusion r:-actors which
wvould replace a!*, other means of generatin, rpower, .bt he Ylobs: vw-err~nf, a2nd give us

a -ens of having7 safc (rinaLun water 10 ye-ars looim ninw.I

....................................... i
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With the careful design of irradiating microwave systems, one could focus microwave

energy in the interior of the body on a cancer tumor; if one could highly locally raise the

temperature of the cancer tumor by just 40 C one would kill the tumor without harming

nearby normal tissue. With the surface integral equation approach described in the previ-

ous section, one could make detailed models of the lungs, spleen, lier, kidneys et cetera

and have the first realistic model which predicts the internal detail of the response of a man

to a complex electromagnetic field. The only exact solutions that have previously been

used to attempt to validate electromagnetic interaction codes have been those for spherical

scatterers. Since half of the effort in solving integral equations )f electromagnetic scattering

involves finding entries in a matrix operator representing the discretization of the integral
equations (4.9) and (4.10), the exact formulas (2.13) and (2.18) for integrals of functions

defined on Riemann surfaces have made it easier to accurately determine the interaction
of electromagnetic radiation with penetrable bodies having rotational symmetry; this will

permit a more rigorous validation of the computer code predicting the detailed internal

response of the human body to a complex radiation field.
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A THEORY OF
HEATING OF VOIGT SOLIDS

AND FLUIDS BY EXTERNAL ENERGY
SOURCES

D. K. Cohoon
43 Skyline

Glen Mills, PA 19342

March 5, 1992

The purpose of this paper is to develop both (i) a theory of laser stimulated vaporization
of droplets and (ii) a theory of internal heating resulting from vibration waves in linearly
responding elastic material. There are applications to sending information through clouds
on laser beams and to the control of temperature in ultrasonic welding.

We develop a theory of thermal excursions resulting from ultrasonic weiding, and inter-
pret it as an elastic interaction with damping in a Voigt solid. It is hypothesizzd that with
good control of temperature, one could achieve strong and uniform welds by this process
and greatly reduce the cost of manufacturc of aircraft, and other liuminum structures. WVe
consider equations describing the conservation of mass, momentum, and energy coupled by
an equation of state, and consider generl mals, momentum, and energ transfer relation-
ships in a compressible body subjected to external stimtli. For the Voi-t solid theory, a
linear elastic theory with damping forces, we shovw how some simple local time averaging
gives us a dovetailed system consisting of the elastic wave equations whose solution provides
the source term for a heat equation. For the more general theory of droplet v"Porization we
illustrate a general nonlinear energy equation which includc2 a radiation energy conductivity
term.
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1 INTRODUCTION

We use this concept of a material derivative and fluxes of mass, momentum, kinetic
energy, internal energy, temperature, and radiation to express the conservation of mass,
momentum, and energy in a Voigt solid that is stimulated by an elastic wave energy source.
Initially there are more dependent variables than there are equations. However, these equa-
tions are coupled by an equation of state which enables one to develop a semigroup for-
mulation which will predict pressure, density, velocity, and temperature distributions in the
interior of the stimulated solid. Local time averaging gives us a heat equation with an elastic
energy source term.

1.1 Vector Analysis

The material derivative of a function f is defined by

Df Of Of OZ f 0Oy 'f OzYt -6F e x + j 5y -5i 5Z + -

Thus, the material derivative is, if we define,

-Ox._, Oy... Oz~
V =-jel + ey + (1.1.2)

given by
D aD O = + (6- grad) (1.1.3)

where 6 is the velocity of a point in the fluid.

1.2 External Energy Sources

Thermal energy is transferred by conductivity and intcrnnl radiation as well ea ridiation
from the surface. We aum-- e i hat the elastic m.ttrial is ceectromagnetically polyaisotropic,
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a material maore general than a bianisotropic material. The nonlinear Faraday Maxwell
equation is given by

cturl(E) F .,,.,()~ ak g 121

while the nonlinear Ampere Maxwell equation has the form

curl(H) a g1'~E ()i.. (1.2.2)

For a general material where we have continuity of tangential components of E and H a.cross

the boundary separating re gior~s of continuity of electromagnetic properties the radiation
source term is

()Q" = (l/2)Re(dIv(f x fl*) (1.2.3)

The radiation source term which provides a thermal energy is for a linearly responding
material given by

(1/2)Re {fW(iW7 + W)E + E--.ar

r . (WU-Il) +fl f+

Xao(r)ua I f~~pn'a 2 (1.2.4)
where if &i2 is the surface coztalning the impedance shtet, then

jf xanca. I .. entinala 13 dv = fmj I~ -ftieto' 12 dA (1.2.5)

defines the cha-racteristic fuzction x,,o of the sur-face supporting the impedance sheet, E is
the perrnittivity, pi -1 the permeabillity, a' denotes -conductivity, and U and ý are coupling
tensors which appeýar ;n the linear Fr.Aday an(' Ampere Matxell eqiuations, resp-rctively.

Another internal --ourc.- term is the Voigct solid da-n-Ping term contribution wFhich will be
derived in the sections whiichi follow. Another source of heat :3 the friction of a mechanical
vibrator on 'the sturface of thealmn .

92 Mass Trar.mser

W;e con-Sideýr thi.t thzouerh mligor mover,-necat of a fluid that nmatter can flwacross
th buazyof a nrheor tllat, in tbs vco-ie of ?an ell'u.t~c mce:im, that it comnot, anrd
eanethe -t en~ nd 1-11~mti Ir~?nair of of these asunintotns.
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2.1 Contiruitv Equation

Assuming that in the Voigt solid or liquid interior that the rate at which mass is created
or destroyed is given by Q., and that the flux of mass across a surface is given by pi3 we see
that O

tha + +div(pv = QM (2.1.1)

or if QM, 0 that
ap,'ii(pVJ - -• (2.1.2)

3 Momentum Equations

The conservation of momentum is our most fundamental law of physics. We examine
the consequences of this for the Voigt solid and for liquids.

3.1 Voigt Solid Momentum Conservation

In this section we derive the conservation of momentu,- by equating the rate of change
of momentum to the work done by the fluid pressure and the viscous forces and the body
forces and the flux of momentum across the boundaries of tes, volumes. We define the
velocity as

=& + V, + W(3.1.1)

An important identity involving the dyadic product of two vectors A and B is
"div(X,,) = div(,)B + (,.grad}! (3.1.2)

Another important quantity is the tensor or dyadic quantity quantity obtained by taking
the gradient of a vector field given by

grad(Aý= (3-1.3)

Using equation (3.1.3) we define the symmetric strain tensor in terms of the displ"cement
U of a point of a solid from its equilibrium position as

S=grad(U) + grad(U)
2

(2ý+ Oi(3.1.4)

and cubical dilatation 9 is given by

S= di,,(U) (3..)
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The Voigt solid elastic stress tensor is de&ned by

2 +A91 +± (3.1.6)

where

7 = (3.1.7)
i=1 j=l

If F is the force per unit mass, and p is the mass per unit volume, then the generalized equa-
tions of elasticity for a stress tensor S by Newton's force is equal to mass times acceleration
law, or

SpF + div(S) (3.1.8)

When the stress tensor S is given by the Voigt solid relationship (3.1.6)

a2a
a au 3•9

(A +,u'grad(9) + pACT + ( + A)jgrad(9) + ,A -5F (3.1.9)

where in Cartesian coordinates the Laplacian A is defined by

n!~2 52

+ + +: Oa ) (3.1.10)

When the material through which the elastic wave is propagating is three or seven
dimensional, the displacement vector U is necessarily a curl plus a gradient given by

UY grad(6) +curl(ý) (3J.1.11)

This is true for any C' function defined on sn open set in R" with values in C" for n equal
to three or seven, and can be seen from the folllowing lemma ([191).

Lemma 3.1 If n is three or seven, then for every open .set 2 in R" and for every vector
field f in C-(Q, C-) t*here is a veý:tor field G in the 5ame space such that

F = grad(div(G)) + curl(curl(-G)) (3.1.12)

where if n ;M equal to sene, the curl i, d4fened by th, rule,

curl(.) =

7 E+3 (9. -i(.i1

where j*4 is the unit ,e'rtr in the direction ' tOe ith coordinate azis in 7 dim e...io'n,-, .-ivtce
and

Ej+7 =E (3.1.14)



If we then substitutc equation (3.1.11) into (3.1.11) we deduce that

grad ( (A + 2p)AO - (A +

curl -+-) (3.1.15

where A is defined by (3.1.10). If we take the dot product of both sides of equation (3.1.15)
with the gradient of any test function P with compact support and integrate over an open
set containing the support of this test function, then the curl term disappears, since the
curl of a gradient is the zero vector. Wejget two wave equations with damping terms and
different wave speeds satisfied by 0 and V,. The 0 wave equation is

- (A+2v)AO - (A+2./)A-- (3.1.16)

and
&t2 +Aa + (3.1.17)

with A being defined by (3.1.10). Note that if we set and A equal to zero, then we get
exactly the wave equations for the two types of observed Earthquake waves. If we Fourier
transform all terms of equations (3.1.16) and (3.1.17) with respect to time we see that the
Fourier transforms of both v and € with respect to time satisfy a Helmholtz equation of the
form,

AV + k2V = 0 (3.1.18)

where A is the Laplacian defined by (3.1.10) and k is a complex constant. Thus, except
for the rather complex boundary conditions these equations might be solved by standard
theories. The boundary conditions are highly mixed and require us to consider

* a region of welded contact between the plates where both the displacement and the
stress tensor are continuous,

* a free surface where all the entries of the stress tensor are zero,

* a region of contact of the vibrator and the surface of the material being welded where
the stress tensor is specifled,

a the nonwelded contact region where the normal components of the stress and displace-
ment are continuous, and

* the rto;on of contact of t we vorkpiece and the clamp, where the norral components
of the stress are specified and the normal component of the displacement is firced -.t
zero.
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3.2 Generalized Navier Stolc Equ,3 itaki

For compressible materials, the momentum conservation equations are nonlinear. The
momentum flux is the dyad p6Vi and using the concept of conserv-ation of mass or equation
(2.1.2) and equation (3.1.2) we see that

div(pv = div(pov) + p(6. grad)t

- t-- v p(. grad)6" (3.2.1)

If p is the pressure, tbhn the total stress tensor II is given by

11= -p(g + 4• E + F.-) .+ T (3.2.2)

The 'iscous stress tensor is given, using equation (3.1.1) for velocity, by the rule,

S2 Jýg + t,•+ g.+

+ + ti + C'TX -5z• + -Y T

"+ -p + +e (3.2.3)

We av sentht h.to.lstes tnor, equation (3.2.2) is given in terms of the pres~sure •
p and the viscous stress (3.2.3). The momentum equation is given by I

8:

pf+ di() (3.2.4) P

Using equation (3.2.1) we see that enuation (3.2.4) a.nd equations (3.2.2) ,•ad (3.2.3) we see
that :,

+.~- + +~.go(3

+ 1 P1 2 F

TZ 3 (TZ Tj -'7ýz

-2P (O av 
,



pf - grad(p) + div(T) (3.2.5)

Using the concept of material derivative, equation (1.1.1) and assuming that Jis the zero
vector, equation (3.2.5) reduces to

DV 1 1
- -grad(p) + -div(T (3.2.6)

4 Energy Conservation

There is internal energy, kinetic energy, work done by the viscous forces (equation 3.2.3),
pressure, and work done by the external body forces. The energy is transferred from one
region of the heated Voigt solid to another by thermal conduction, kinetic energy flux, and
radiation conduction processes, and by the external elastic and thermal energy source. For
boiling liquids we consider viscous dissipation functions and a radiation conductivity term.

4.1 A Heat Equation for Voigt Solids

We begin by considering the Voigt solid stress tensor and then go on to analysis of energy

transfer where viscous dissipations functions are responsible for energy transfer.

We now consider specific energy per unit mass e within a stimulated Voigt solid, "nd we
let the velocity V of a point be defined by

-at

: .... 1 _ OU(4.1.1)

where U is the displacement from equilibrium. Then the total energy within a volume Q is
given by

() j�- {p(e + " VT/2)} dv (4.1.2)

The time derivative c, f En(t) is the rate of energy izput into n by

*body forces,

* the stress system,

o the flux of kinetic energy across the boundaries,

e thermal heat conduction,

* internal heat generation,

* radiative transport, and

o internal energy flux.

8!
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The above means of energy transport are all importa-nt in f.,.d flow, but in eiastic media,tI

many of the terms may be ignored because there :s no gross motion of material across

boundaries. With our periodicity assumption, many of the terms which are conceptually

small will be shown to vanish exactly when they are smoothed by using local time averages.
This mocal smoothing may be thought of as a transistion from a temporally microscopic to
a temporally macroscopic theory.

To get to the final form of the equation that we consider we shall assume that the integral
of the product of a slowly varying function and a highly oscillatory function is nearly zero.
The rigorous energy equation may be expressed in the form,

d- (P(e + f'C/2))dv) =

f(;.=¢ + div(S - (div(p(V -1/2)f))I

+ div(K grad(T)) + -5 + div(q, - epV))dv (4.1.3)

where the terms on the right side of (4.1.3) are respectively

* power transfer by body forces

e rate of kinetic energy transfer across the boundary

o the rate of energy transfer by thermal conduction

* the rate at which energy is created internally

e the rate at which energy is transferred into the body by radiation,

a the rate at which internda energy is transferred across the boundary by material mo-
tion.

From equation (4.1.3) we deduce an energy transfer equation,

(a ) - V _ _ _ 
o f,

(Lat) e ')at2

f f/ + div(=s.V div(p( 2  ý) + div(KR--grad(T))
&tt

%-+ di,(q,) - ed,(pV) - pV . grod) (4.1.4) :

If a slowly ,arying time envelope is riding on a ra-:id-ly vnaryilng oscillation, (e.g. very
rapid vibraticns and a periodic movemcnt of t .kcre of those ,ibrations or a steady
increase in tern7,erature resultin: rom thcse ibz•oional ,hen we can use the local time
averanng operator

=-,f = TOf(r,, (4.1.5)(r)d

then it is c1.- kar that



Lemma 4.1 Iff is periodic with per-iod T' and if PT, is defined b' (4.1.5) then for all real

PT,(f -f'1) =0(4.)

This follows fromn the fact that

(f. f')(t) W d (t) (4.1.7)
dt 2)

and the fact that if f is periodic with pericd Tp that then

f 2(t + T) - f(t) = 0 (4.1.8)

We shall use elementary vector analysis to reduce the energy equation (4.1.4) to a place

where we can use the Lemma and the local time average operation PT, defined by equation

(4.1.5) to get a simplified heat equation.
We shall use the identity,

div((A..)) = (AT..B)div(C) + C.grad(.B1)

(A.5B)div(C) + f. {A x curl(B) + f x curl(A)

+ (A.grad) + (•.grad)A} (4.1.9)

which means that if we let A be equal to B be equal to C be equal to pV to deduce a
simplification of the divergence of p times half of the dot product of V with itself times V.

We see that

(-Vq
div((P f) = k div(pf) + V.grad(V.V) =

( t) div(pV) + pV. { x ,-url(V) +

V x curl(V) + (Vt. grad)V + (V.grad)}f (4.1.10)

But since
V.(V x curl(V)) 0, (4.1.11)

we see that equation (4.1.10) reduces to

- div((p V) = ( j - pV'(('"grad)V) (4.1.12)

The generalized momentum conservation eqvation,
av:

PT - p(V "graoV•" + + div(S) (4.1.13)

Jo



Using the equation (4.1.12), which simplifies the divergence of 'he kinetic energy flux, and

the result

p= - p7. (V. grad)V + V.V + div(S).- (4.1.14)

oE dotting aEl terms generalized momentum equation, (4.1.A3), we deduce from (4.1.3) that

ap Ove _9p( .V7
e + p-5 + +2}

{-pV. ((V- grad)V + PFV + div(S).V}.

F.V +- div(S.-V) +{ (V - P.((V. grad)V +

2• .80
div(K - grad(T)) + - + d&v(q,)

- e(div(pV)) + p7. grad(e) (4.1.15)

where the terms in energy equation (4.1.15) that differ from the original energy equation

(4.1.3) are enclosed in curly brackets. We further simplify equation (4.1.15) by using the

mass conservation equation (2.1.2) and cancelling out terms that appear on both sides of

the equal sign of equation (4.1.15) to obtain,

at + div(s). V div(3.V7) +

= O(I
div(K . grad(T)) + - + div(q,) - pCv. grad(e) (4.1.16)

We now make use of the dyadic identity

div(S • V) - div(S). -V = (S . grad),. 17 (4.1.17)

Substituting equation (4.1.17) into equation (4.1.16) we obtain equation

pT = (S .grad) • V + div(K. g,'ad(T))

+ + divtq,) - pV" .grad(e) (4.1.18)

We assume that p and the conductivity tensor K a:-c time independent and that the internal

energy source Q and the radiative energy source q,. are both identic"lly zero and apply the

local time averaging operator P-r de~med by equation (4.1.5) to F.l terms of the simp]Lhied

energy equation (4.1.18) ([2.3], p 17) to obtin equation

(S grad) .V + div(K T) .pV grad(e) (4.1.19)
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We now use the oscillation theorem which says that if a is smaller than b and if f is
continuous on [a, b] then

LIM ý cos(nt)f(t)dt = 0 (4.1.20)
n2 --+co ,

to say that to a good approximation since V is a rapidly varying function and e is a slowly
varying function we may, in view of (4.1.20), say that to a good approximation,

pV.grad(e) = 0 (4.1.21)

to obtain the first approximate heat equation,

0c = (S grad). V + div(K. grad(T)) (4.1.22)

We now are prepated to exploit equation (4.1.6) Pnd the relation

CT (4.1.23)

where e and T are respectively increases in encrgy density and temperature, and where c is
the specific heat to obtain our final form of the heat equation with an elastic energy power
density source term. WVe write for n equal to three or seven,

E= S~iý;) g ' (4.1.24)
i:l j--I

where

s =1 + + + 92 +

A auk) J) + 2Uh' ) S(ij) (4.1.25)

"We now take the dot product of both sides of equation (4.1.25) vith V obtaining,

(37 -grad).

(n a~c /(4. 1.26)1

W~e appy the locaJ tme avro :e oner'.tioa dc1md by (4.1.5) to atl termfi of equmtion (4.1.26)
rnrOking use of (4.1.6) and ,,ubstiutFe into equation (4.1.22). Thui, from (4.1.4) we derive
the he::xt equation,

0C ( ) (- d ""K. grc," (T))



where the index set is defined by

,)(n) = {(i,/):j i and {i,j} E{1,2,.. (4.1.28)

and the internal energy density increa-se e that appeared in our original energy equation

(4.1.4) is related to temnerature increlase by the relation (4.1.23), where c is the spxecific

heat and T is the temperature increas:e, which means that since the right side source term
of the heat equation (4.1.27) is positive that heat , will be generated by vibrations in a Voigt.
solid.

4.2 Drople&t Explosion by L.,..

We now consider energy tr;ansfsr in a stimulated fluid. Using equatien (3.2.3) we dflne
the viscous dissipation function ) by the rtile,

(D [2{() (f )+()2 2+

( +g•) + (z+ o:)

In th;es ternui the cnery equation ;:s Tgvrn by (Anderson, Tannepfhil, N.nd Plektcher [1], pa>
i1 188-189).

~2J

.-" .. . (. ; ?) ).

d:a' AJ ,,(' )) ' +., (4.2. 2)

\V 'fie {& D I '

W'? th 1 1, 1FS
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To telescope t'.• ter-ms in the ener,, equation we m ..... u~e of the vector identity

grad(A! - ) = ZAx curl(fl) +f
(B .grad)A + (A4- grad)B (4.2.4)

to observe that

p6 I {6 x rur(vj + 6'. grcd(,)- (4.2.5)

Inteicharnging the dot axnd cross product in equation (4,2.,) we see that since for an arbitrary
vector field 6

6 6xcri.j 1 - curly(iv (4.2.6)

it follows that

pv .grad(• ) 2 p6 {(k-. .,-d)(vj} (4.2.7)

We can then collapse terms in equation (4.2.2) by cbýsergin that the momentum equation
implies that

6 . p(6. - rad)6

+ p - grad(p), - + div(QF 6 (4.2.8)

Thus, using equation (1.1.1) and equations (4.2.7) and (4.2.8) the energy equation (4.2.2)
may be rewritten in the form,

Dh Dr

(~ ~+ ( a
0 - d&v(2grac'(T)) (4.2.9)

where (0/c1t) Qj, is ,y.ven by equation (1.2.4) wand ý is the di~s;p,.tcn function representing
the work done by the vis-cous3 forces of the fluid. The ter•Tr.-,r....t,, the ttanrr byr
raeitation from one part of the fluid to ,.Pothe: is givmn by (Siegel ,ýu.d How-- [(5], p 'ge &80)

gr a d,.(T) (4.2.10)

This uatu mayV be intCrpreted m providing a rsV:,ation u:' .•c•cr a s2Tf:ae: d&Flned by

(4.2.11)

where ap is the Rc,:o-eo'-, mcmn absorption [, (, 'A'nd 151s);e!"aud)
and where .1 (Sie.,;i [5], p,.-, 25) is the hemi- pire.i total '.mi.i., power of a bi..c! .,rfv:e
into •tc-uin havgng va ,,! of

a = > . 1tF,, \i- , / (,,metcr) 3X ) (4.2.12)
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Using eluzation (41.2.1P,) wnd eq-,ation (,...2.2) wo scc thnat

De

P ~it + L .z- +

(-pdiv4ý)) - d41v(Kgrad(T)) + 6ý (4.2.13)

where 15 is the viscous d:iaonfun~ction givyen by equation (4.2.1)

4.3 EQ,ýUATICN 02', STATE

In the ener~y equation (4.2.13) the perfcct fLui! ~assumption ([1], p 189) would yield

e= cT, (4.3.1)

where c~, is the specific he~at at constwant vohume, %nd if we def ne

Cr (4.3.2)

where r, is the specific he±tat coinstar.ýt prc sture, thlen the pressure p, the internal ener,,: c
and the density p ax1e related by ([1], p 189)

p = ~-1)p,- (4.3.3)

5SUMMUVA11Y7

Uginz the definitionI Of VC1ocity (Cq¶1:;1finn 03.1.1) and the equation of 3tate (4,.0.3) we sccc
that thae rrnbcshr of -".,1[~ 5, 3 equ'itiors for thae Utmwv' compn; cnnts of the
rnomneriti~i, and wlhi,, tll PJ~ u, V , 1.0, Apt, e, nd Tw seo that sincc
the tensporature T is vic'"4 'u, - d ný"p' (" vi a funYctioGn Of p) %DA C, We ISCe tnat
there ,-rc now ex-ctl-r 5 '1"3 *hcalrithfin th~kc oilid, weC ran
dcscrbe th future statec (-" V* nb4ýý FO '.- 7. p cti-c; on tlhe. ýxdimAt tinme
to. If we want to -•o t'*' n~t lirn- t "in Si :3 ' ed oth o Iirioia "t titeti
gi*efn by S(! - to) ai:;on ah ~2 's t - c' the densitAýy p, the velocity onnc;s
U1 v, and, iv, and the . :, rtr T. The C i'a'nn I P lation,

TV( t)
(,~) '1 (50.1
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1 Introduction.

There are at least two dpproach~s to spheroid sccatt-,rin. Th,:ce uwe ord~inatey spheroidni)
harmnic andthemoregenral spin weighte P-, ng-Jar spheroidal hnrmonico. The iýey

to both methods is the det,-rzmnlation oi the eigem.vriucn of an':r TLz sr'heroidzi harm=,,onics.
We have propoced a Raylei~gh Ritz fiunctional1 approazcb, the cLassi;cýý acl m odl of estima-t-.
ing eigenvalues for ell~iptic boundary vzlue problems, and the solution of a t~sedns
equation involing, conitinucd fractions. The latter requ-ires ane~wient methýod of v--,JUating
continued fractions.

2 Pmylelh I-Ilt

One method is to use separa to-n of vari-able-3 to obtailn a solution of the scalt' l1chm~h.oitz
equation and thon to use -the 'fact, the if wem multiply- the pcs-iticn vcctor by this, -,ingle solution
a-nd repeatedly apply the culopera3tion, -,,e onaly renezatec a basis3 for a Lrite dimnensionald
vector s3aIeM.

AT' + k2'I)I
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+ +

+ ~+ 1 a,,;

+ kV4(0, + T ), = 0 (2.1)

We now seekc solutions of equation (2.1) of the form

Q S( )ez:p(,m;) (2.2)

and substitute equation (2 2) into equation (2.1) and then divide all terms of thi3 equation
by the function 'TI defined by equation (2.2) after mn,--,,m use of the relationshi

2 + t7

W• + 1)(1 - )

1 1 (2.3)

and making the subsitution
C= k2d2/4 (2.4)

we obtain the relaticn,

m 2
M22+ C=2 =1

1- +•2

T12

j + + CT = - .A(,,) (2.5)

From equvtion (2.5) we obtain a kind of. RPayleigh PT.,-z •fnctional for tl'.e v-due of A(,,,).
Equation (2.5) tells us that

A(-,,-) =

_ 1d ) [ + •2 . (-- ) 1- d77 Vd qj (2.6)

VWe notc that when c is equal to zero, we are d.eping vwith a sphere and that the anS-tjar
functions are the .%sociated LLgendre functioni• P'(,) eo it ma-e3 sense that We vwv-t S to
behave like the ftmction P.. () when c is zero. VhW note that either n - -3 even or od,
ar.d we k•ow the initi1 conditions ex;.ctly in e,.ch aee. We uý,e paxtialdertive notation
for functions G(c, q) a.nd note that

LIM &C
D2 (C, o)j 17 -- (2.7)

195
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and define the intial conditions for the socond order ordinar-j differential equation satis.-fcd
by the function: S(c, rý). We flnd that if n - rn is an even integer

$(nf)C0) {(1)(n-m)/.(n + mn)!} {2- (nl - rn) (n+ n) !} (2.8)

and
D2S(.,,.)(cO0) = 0 (2.9)

and when n - m is an odd number that

S(m,,')(C, 0'P 0 (2.10)

and that

(n + r + 2- ), (n +± 2 ±1),}

(2.11)
With these initial conditions we have completely specified S and its partial derivative and
mixed partial derivative as a function of ,7, c, and A and we also know that

A(0) = n(n + 1) (2.12)

This gives us an ',aitia value problem and an ordinar- differestia] equa'ion

A'(c) = F(c,A) (2.13)

where the function F is determined by diffeventiating both sides of equation (2.6) with
respect vo c and collecting terms involving A'(c), and ther dividing -al terms by the coefficient
of A'(c) to get the first order ordL.ary differential equation (2.13). By the uniquene.s of the
Cauchy problem, different initial N-%Iuer cannot lead to the same eigenvalue at

dC = . (2.14)

This is effective if c is real, but if k is complex, then we think of c as being a function of a
paramter s defined by

C(S) = d-k. (2.15)

and with the same initial condition develop an ordinary diferential equation of the form,

A'(s) = G(s,A) (2.16)

We can also use continued fraction relationships to get the "2valut of A Separation of vai-
ables applied to the scalar Helmholtz equation in spheroidal cocrdinates yieledls the ordlinary
differential equation

N (- ~12) -((, r)) + (A c-r12 - 12 S(c, •)= 0 (2.17)
97 )



Ty seck a Solution, S(c, r7) "'oAh~i Ai Smu:nd t.ot q7 cqua to plUZ trmd. rmir,-7s o e co.y f.ra
discrete sct of cig nm;xh: A. We1 obtain them : luhioa mi m~e cf t-w.o o'dd or even p~

orr

or7) M/ t C24 (1~-~2j(.0

We take deri-vativcs writh respect to q~ of the power schie defnned by equation (2.18) and
when ncce~ssary make repeated use cf the tautolog1t

-- A -q'2  (+A) -(I '2 A (2120)

we deduce mfter collectin~ tms tha

00 r.
d 2) M.

-S*0 7)= -r (, C247 [I +m+ 2 I]1

(1 rj Z C2ý [-in - 2k1 ( - ; 2) (211

while
d ,( 2) m/Zt k i'2)i(222

If we subititute in the pow.,er series, we gta meeuaingly inflanite s~et of rec-L=trs.on rehltion:;
* closer e;auiiratien reveal:s that v~e cnui use corntinued £Erctions to eiitethe a prion.r
*nlcnow-n CCoe~ECICNtS A7 k and get a single paramneterized continued fraction exprevsion for A

oft ,M MF(A(S), n'm, C(S)) == 0 (2.23)

C(O) =-0 (2.224)

the equation is that of the fisoccated Legmdre 6unction p2 7 )~heimeans that

A(0) + n4 1) (2.25)

Thus, thL-e cenlu3car. !>e systema-ticaLlly dlteianirazd, since c(s) cculd be. wvrtten ao
time te actualj val'ue propc.:tion-P! to the Nommtaic bctw-ec-en fo-cal points of the Spheroid, A,'3

the solutlion to the initial ,-alue pro'blem

D4 1F(A, n, m, c)c'(8q)(26

VWe simply oNsthe ordin-a-ry df: c'r ation (2.23) to ýýpt to the f-n:en~m~uhe, whniic tlien,
btccauvs of the oijr:.l r~'s''io erdawonm es jkcs aill to alef C'-k; tho r, riT
harmc.'nics are sysemad' caK' te2y'a even when th&r.ta rnrte mcmjy
'!he s?*.a -jmeýhted an7:lz-!r spherCYdal h anmcice- caý,n hce, c~.t,:z-.ined b7 a Simihea me2thod.



A generalization of (2.17) is the ordinary difierentiza exuation for the sp*&n weighted
angu~ar spheroidal functions (r63]) is given by

2( __ n 2__ _ 7)

"We cn osimplthaolvege the reult- inferecurion requationshi2 for sompybsetvinues of eqnave our
boindedouetion (.7. The method of usn thr which we &'h fid angular speodluov ofeqationi
(217 rarcuaigncatueriandg r etrie by solvoisi ý-cusding ([1,) Trhsenentol sequsio in- tA dneoer-

mnto fteeigenvalues .aoitd Wihhe stepin weightd sngular~ speoidequarmonic217 ostifin thefomf

eqatio g 2.3)era equation (2.19). I per tfrtgsc 4h"-eewtl eatrF . Thcde prcseolution.Te,,ds of A sph roidhscatter cuin d rbem l provided~ ontinc-ingf eqatio-
m2.17)far teigeneralue a-Ldrfae or vcrlume intesolvig- rsc~ a equation metAhovolv

3 Continued Fract-ions

The following theorems~ give u-9 a pra-cticrd inewss for cvznurAuaixn continued fractions on,:1a dig-ital comolutni with a mninimumn of -uund -~ rror.

Theor-em 3.1 Le!t b0, bi, 5-, . and ao, 31, a3, be tw.o seqenec.i of coi ptexx rn-uerq.

+ a2

(3.1

I+



V7im definc A,~ cnd D, for -, 1 lor-.-r ; zco by tl7e reczirsion

An= bn~m- 1 +, arA,.-2 (.)

and th.- reo-ion
B?, = 611E,- + Ca$LB,- 2 (.)

Assu,.me that b, III nonzzcro and6%t for every positive Itgrn t

b,. -I-b,, + a~$0 (3.5)

fo'r all pciitive interern i-i. T.',(in for alfl posi.ii.'e iný'igcrs a w e- hav c

A, (3.6)
13,

Proof: We Incc, L i:ndixtion on n. T~h- ,,tatcmcn A (3.6) whiCH We Shalljj Caljl p-o o

P(n) is true tr-iviAhy if T1 i:; cyo:'l, to- Zero and, Fý) n ci coival to 1, since the initiavl ccdi(.~i*),-
(3.2) anl tlheý re.curzioa r~~i~(13.3) ard(3.1) i'laply that

A,_ b,-h)+a -- = I i(3. 7)
B, I b,- 1.+t~ -l 0 g + F

Thu.,, a-,sirne, 0t:t ni is laxrc'r thnone wand that if rn is a pesitive inte ha ? ticl

smtdkcr th-An rn, then :o'stnP(r) or the st An~!t

is '.rue. We, n3-,d,7 n a slmrter ccntin-u~d frct !nriAtcd to, teIV, whi&, is dc-,'Ind ,-)

vzereIa"n(.)b h

whL-rc

n~



and (.3

for all j s,.tisi7ing

Defining, a3 M bore,
A,,,= ,- A*, 2 + an-3 'A*.-33.

and the relation

and rc J~izing tha-,t
A,,2 Aj,,(.7

and
= 03 ~ (3.20)

we sce that by the inductiv'e hypzotlh,'is

*A,, + .A_3.. (1.21)
Dj +

Suhittutn~(3.10) Pnd(.3.) into cquaton (3.21) and colecting, cocffizcints of ., and 6,,w
sce thIat

A,, ,, ,-,) +n, ,_2(3.22)
B'(1_1Z3 + a-.~ B. _) + (, - 3,

Uýing h rf~c,jr-,on rr!%ticmii (3.3) an,! (3.4) fnr A,~ and R, and ~tttih tlv. into

-. ~ -(3,23)

In vie of atkit; (3.23) ui d ou r od hs d rc An i A u (311) t 1: t h ir'. c przrnn by ;*i r~if 1 . "o
Oil 11.

NV~~~~~~~b~ ~ nn fracKY en mA9 oc iby-er'I

a cctm Ondon M~~ '~i f Pah1 mid 11 noma l'vt k' n

hylt'y Af rVi~r''ns of the~n tazon CV "'bt

man n m;KW ý"



iu defined bly the jini;Zi o; 71 ~

(A... 1'Ao,BD1 ,Eo?) =(1, bo, 0, 1) (3.25)

and t.he recur'to,,
A, A,,- + A-,, 2  (1.26)

and
= b .D, 1 + D4- (1.27)

whmr b., and b, - b,-, + I are notwcvo for" ý,l nonni.:2-aivc infegms n. Them if for all nor-
negative. n ii, ,ir~ a mynocrpoami i~ Of a continue~d frivei:on by the n~ton

bo + [ '

ihf-n 04e 2-1, O.21! D, M,7ý '! ;a i tmof1 the.3e cordrfira a c

for oll nonnq n an~i'

fo r all poWi-,i integri n

Prrfq Of T'*r %'V :i> '''t' on n. L,,t P(n) lh, ýv -;<crticn thý2t

then p''() +n,

-~ ~ A [hb 1)

A") A- (3,34)



in view of the initial conditior~s (3,25) and the recuzralon rellation k32) This provez the
,:%Udity of P(I). Now a.-urine that P(mn) is valid fzr -n aot exceeding n auad attempt to
prove P(n + 1). We us~e the recursion relatioiis (3.2ý) to deaene

A,1=b,,-A + A,, (3.35)

It foliow3 &from the inductive hyr othc-ds3 and subst~ituti~ng the syrmbol prodýuct reprczentatmn
(3.29) of A, and A,,- into equation (3.35) that

+ ((b"-7, 0][ 2, 1,. ý1 C,b1 1S) (3.36)
Dividing both side~s of equation (3.336) by the !.=ne quantity, A,-,, ve ste tbat

'b" b,,& + 1 ý?

But bcy the d4eC~nitio~n of continued fraction

b+l + b,~ 1 . , (3.38)

Substituating equi.ation (3.38) into equAtorn (3.371)'~n rit~yn both sidr.ý of this rcwvittciz
equation by the symbol product in the dcnominator of (3.37) wec sen e a

This qhowxi t; 'P(n + 1) iq a con!:qie c~ -'(no:
ývVe no-w procccd to pro-m tlhe volyc; Q'(;), or t~he ai~tio tht (1.,N) is valid 'for

the postive n. Ocrethat cven (0 is treif ým ~sm tlist. % rAc of an
empty skct of iAs I. and the statcm nt Q(1) is ttuI! sincez the roculnrlt (3.27)
22,y1 that1

B, 2 + B-1 (3.40)

which in viý_-nv of tb.ý initial cond~itiorm (3.25) imnu"- thst

01 ~ :3 t ru 71wem~~ ht Q(M.) is trve fur ri- ýnou !iuýn'
and t notoroehat n,7 +.1)i valj (1.Ncthttor rv i (3.)imie

that

?n +r.±1.~. (3.421)
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and that by the ind-uctivi cbaka axthd into '.'I

(3.42) obtajirng0

B.1= (.[Iba] (Zý, bi 1 5] [4 Iq YS, b:-1-21 bi][bI b'., , b2, b2l)
+ ([i ~bJ.[b,- 1 9 bn. 2 ,. .. b27,b1 ) (3.43)

Dividing both sidl-s of equ;ctIoa (3.43) by tlho prcduct of the first n - 1 sy-mbols vwe, have

[b [b2, bi [C"3, ý-, L1 ]. (ýI- I .b 2, b~i)
b.+,[b~, b 1,.-,~,& ) ± 1

Ib*,b1,1,4-+ 1 1,jh6I .,L.1,I 1+) 3.44)

Using the interpretation of the continuied f'-tc:;;C.n in dc:^Mn3,ion (3.28) whlich s-ays that

[b*, b2,52 bi L-,+1 + 1,I b

Stibstitutin- (3.437 into (24)~ ith ýA

which com.plete.1 t~he proof of tbe valEdity of Q(n) for n-U T-ositive integers n. This conaplete3
the proof of the theorem.

'We can u-,: th;Pi to taiste u -:Icomnuptintion of any ccntimicd fr,-.ttion by
rnalcing ta ornto:w' hreduce the i, e fracion to the form where, eac~h a,, is
equal to one by iitrod,(ucine - n-w variablo-:ij.

Theorem 3.3 UndIer th p~A.~ tbat escch 7), anid o, -'s nonzero and

bnIb,4 i~(4 #- 0 (3.47')

if we intrncdur- tle nc-v

and
(3,49)

and

(rp 3) (3.50)

t~en~ V~ ~ ~ <~.C 3:i (1) i t fo Isa~ I~~.
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Proof of TAeornm. We proceed by inductoon on -. Let ?(r.) be the 3t:ý,tement that if
we define 7, by (3.1) then (3.52) is v-iid, wh,•re the b[, -re def.ined by equations (3.31) and
(3.51). The vadii•y of the wsp::tioa P(1) i: s -.1ly the statement that

-, 1
1 b,

1 ++ l (3.53)

which is exactly equation (3.1) for n equal to 1. The as,'ertion that T(2) is vald is, since
the def-intion, (3.50), implies that

(3.5-4)

equivalent to

W2 6+ +[b,] ( +1A2)

(a\1 o+ at1 3.5b+..+a { ((•/a,) + i((fa/a,). -) 5.) + 1 + (,,/b,) (3.5)

whi.-h in Nic,7e- of equation (3.1) is true. We now esume that P(m) is tzue for m less than
or equal to n and then attempt to prove the v-aididy of P(n), thereby complctnn the proof
of the theorem by induction. VWe introduce the tra nforned ",•arietble3 b) d ( that will
help us de~ne the tail of the continued fracticn tbat are defined by the rule.s,

a, (3.56)
a1

&nd
A~1 = a1 (3.57)

We aLo iit'roduce, for this thecrem, the shift•ed sequence va-iablec

a(') a,, (3.58)

and
S ,+, (3.59)

It wili then folluw from the inductive hypotheýiis that

b, + a' ý._ _

bj + I %
b3• +

+ a,

20)



ConsequI-ntlyj by T(2), hchwe have~pov' it fol cl,,s that

b0 +

To complete the prDo'f of the the-orc-in w~ ce of the following ~ma

LemmIIa ~.3. We l6t [CO, C1, . C,., be tile po%~~frCi:On defined by,

[,-o,C1,. - - c,,,] =co + 1c2 .. (3.62)

Then for all nonz.cro conso.hntJ; a we havc

K(a - CO), (c I/a), (a - C2). ... a - c2,"] (3.63)

and

Ict CO c,c/a, (.Y -C2 )~i .. =.l/A(.4

The lemma wilbe proven by induction on n. 7,7c prove (3.63) by ob3 i~rng that by
definition,

a - [CO, C1, 'C2,,]

a cc + [ C. (3.65)

We can then use the2 irnducti-u ynthc2 to :.hc--, th.ý,.

a~c+(1/a) cI,. .*C2,]

FCI C 2', C3 /-. a C2,]

[aco~i/a~~c 2 ,3 /cz(3.66)

which cornTlI.,to3 the prrof of equation (;.3.C) by ih~cinon n.

Next We uce, induction to est:,I'.JLh q<n 2'. by amnjurmn- that n wee quý,I to

2 -rn + 1. Thien byde:.tn

a~ [rcc, C1 c, r- =
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and by the inductive hypothesis we conclude that eqnation (3.67) implia3- that

a[(C0,CiIC2 )-C 2 m+I

actac + 1(3.68)
IC/,a 'C2,Cm+/I

Applying the definition (3,62) to equation (3.63) we conclude that

t* [Col Cl, c2", 'c2m+1]

[a -CO, 1cf?/a, , C3, , C2M+1 /a] (3.69)

which prove3 equiation (3.64) and compI,ýtes the proof of the Lemmra
By applying the lemma to equation (3.61) we see that

an viewi of equations (3.57) anid (3.56). From equation '3.70) and (3.4-3) and it follows that
(3.52) and the theorem are valid.

We can use these theorems to compute vzlues of convcergent continlued fractfions by nu-
merically stable algorithms.
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I n--rochctican

Prolate sphericis3 are ci-:,r3 and. !fotb-1ls anMd ob013te LpllercidS Pre La-Mnj riaindpop ýand
dcorknobs3. A sphero.-id is an ellipse Io~~ b>tan ai.If it is rot~ate-'l about a major
axis it is a prolate spheroid. If it ;s rctate-d about a mnzor a:63, it is an o'blate spheroid.
In the halls of Con,-ress a certain votiure'-.ýatv had Lis desk! iu a rno-st undesirable
location; for some reason, how.2ver, he3 wasr able to rise.t instantly and nive brill-,an-t rebuttals

of the axgumnents of his opposition. it tutrned o-ut tlrit the roof was a qplaeioidl and his desk
was at one of the focal points and th,,e dasc o f fthe oppo s it:icn vas at t e o the zr 'Lo cal p o int.

He could hear t~he vvhispcre-d plaýý:uung- oF t~he oon': -siton long before they ge urp to spea-k.
Unlike,, the edin gi-es-,ecrb 21CC yasv.,rs a-~o, he refAseýCd to mnc'-"' 'up to aplace of
greater 'honor, azd, lhis secrct rear>gwi laeothers were corncnt to chwhim to
remain in his mor2 hu,-ble post.
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Spheroid scattering is important because it provides challenges for genera purpose codes,
and because one is interested in the propagation ef electromagnetic infom-nation though
clouds of sphercids, such as falling raindrops. The computer codes developed may al-,o have
a bearing on the design of liquid crystal devices, such as liquid crystal television sets and
computer monitors which would, as they use natural room light, be far safer for the users,
often young girls, than cathode ray tLbe (CRT) devices currently in use. Young children,
in poor urban settings, often spend hours huddled close to television sets. If they are going
to do this anyway, let us, for the salke of the children, maýke television screens safer with a
liquid crystal design. The ability to remember sight together with sound, may provide a
way to tea-ch and make liteiate a larger segmnent of human society all over the world; we
have many serious problems to solve, and no one knows from where the genius to create a
solution may come.

The Helmholtz equation can be solved in spheroidal coordinates, and using this solution,
we can obtain solutions of the Faraday and Ampere Ma:well equations. Note that if TI is a
solution of the Helmholtz equation, then if Fis the radial vector, then

.M = curl( '. ,) (1.1)

and
N = (1/k)cur1(Mf) (1.2)

can be used to obtain a solution of Maxwell's equations. We proceed to define these com-
putations in spheroidal coordinates.

2 Spheroidal Coordinates

Consider an ellipse with foci at (0, -d/2) and (0, d/2) on the z axis and if

2 = + 3 2 4- Y(2.1)

and (r, z) is a point on the generating curve for the spheroid, then if we define for r1 being
the distance between (r, z and (0, -d/2) and if r2 is the dist•ace t-,et-wt (0, d/2) ).nd (r,)
then if we define ý by the rule,

= (r, + rl)/(2. c) (2.2)

and define • by the relation,
•=(r, - r2)/(2,- c) (2.3))

where c is a constanat. We shall actually use a sEghtly di:erene t set of coor.iimates that are
qualitatively the same We can defi-ne •oints on the sirface of the sphcrcid -3 aoJ1 hcse Points
(77, ,) for which ý is a constant, which since rn ellipse is the locus o points srch that the

sm of the distances from fxed foci is a constant is erbcdied in the eriitica of " , given
by equation, (2.2). The other coordjnate surla.ce deFined by qýttin-,j evr/.eual to a co n.-ttoant

and 0 equal to a constant is a hyperbola, as thi:s sy3 simply 'that the "Leec o. che

distances between two foci is a constant. We sive an er-ative definition of tbc spheroidal
coordinates and show that this deL-ditin is comppaible with the more inluitive dfnitiiis

21]
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of~ cquationsi (202) aud (2.3) The rc~ativrvi~ Latmo~n gpenddd rnmd M ma.up &
gwvzu by

~ ri ~2(~ 4 )J1 co."(sf) (2.4)

~rdd f r l g 5 'i (.

2(

z (2.6)

Gcinie backc to the equmIzon fOr ai Mae sito havd cc Wci tlha+

( + Y)/ 2 +z/1-

~ 7 i/z (d;:2J -(2.7)

andd

FOIr the oblate sphezoid, sve hawv

a- d the foci of the Ripise mrinyW coý' 4 t~o 02 cc z l ocztt-d at

x= C =.=d/7 (2.11)

and oh uzi of h. dista~c3~m 'z a £:i -ic~z on h stwrhwc tc the two frxi iS 2A WhiCh
hnnpcon3 to :De

If we on-,um (2.12) w,ýth ! he ca~h- cI ,micn 1,2.2) v~c 50! ~o e-Mi17 t ccn.mec-lio
a~c nd -i$ ad chat setting oriXz c- , cc Ihzevý c to w ccastant rk.--az a -r-c of

We. nc,,v -.ry io d~vceIp the unit vector., in th 2rccz o ci tlle nrLto '.he cc-ordii-
nate surfann w csnz~rt or Not= e tbhat if wre had a ,~i.r1cocrdirnate

tr~rorrst'cnrelationF'hip

wUv tW (2.13)

- ,.z> ... • .- -



isgiven by

e• =(2.15)

If we imagine an ar. in thre,: dimenional sp•are and try to describe it in Cartesian and
spheroidal coordinate. Assume that the arc R(t) is defined as an orbit defined by a contin-
uous parameter t. Let s(t 2) minus .Wj') denote the arc length between R(t 2 ) and R(t i ) on
this carve so that

(ds\ 2 
-(dz")

2  (A 2 _(dzV 2.7

In order to get v-alus of parameters hb, hn, and ho so that we may express the Lap'acian
and curl operations in spheroidal coorrdinates we observe that equation (2.4) iinplie- that

"'A d 1 - rl)] " (p2 + 1)] cos((•

From equation (2.5) we see that

From equation (2.6) we see that
o- = d (2.20)

Thus, using the unit vector equation (2.15) and equations (2.13) an(I (2.19) and (2.20) we

see that the unit vector F, is given by

+2 V

Q + 1-'T T , ,,in ( ') - + ,j• ', (2 .2 1 )

'IThil, wec S--etha the Icn~t h factors In aIn an~'o~manner wf -mrite do)-vn t unit vcto
c- by th :,I!e

'V'c o-:;.:i. br. n n (12 (2 1) 't- t

, i GrG,0 ,,-,;11

_ -;; -
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C, - d [(1 - )(C2 + j)] c-(•) (.2.24)
a,, 2'•

anda 0 (2.25)

Finally, aia:n use of the equ.:tcrn (2.15) aiid equaticos (2.23) aiiid (2.24-) and (2.25
) we sce that the unit vector ei, is i,., -nby

S= -in() + o, (2.26)

Ih is clear from thp dcfrininon, equation (2.15 :d in c.cat>• cqutio'i (2.21) (2.22).., ant
(2.23) that there are scalar functioýns -,%:, h.and h of and 'I Pht stify

h + , + (2.27)

h , = + ..... + +

and
. -(2.29)

We notice that th'2::: vcc-ors cj,, i,4 et"rc.' pjrv', -cr ,oýna in the -cri-e that

, = "" 0 (2.30)

Vc2 Ca'rl- to r. . , the vector d doncd by ;-qu-Iion (2.16) i
of 6t, r,, .nd . ,e See that

F= (.')g. + (,' 4,, ( g)• (2.3')

-. 4C 0'/ z (232

' 1,.. , "..(2.33)
h,77(R ¾ z ) = - : • . .. . . r ... .

r. n , (l (2. 6, io (2 3)

IIT,

Ox. ...... . -d

(R .• ) ::= /• ,::•. 1 , 3<. i, ' , 5



an~d that __

Equations (2.26), (2.37), ýand (2.4) (2.5), and (2.6) tell us that

-d [1- r~

For a Leneral co)rdl-nale transform~ation frorn an (x,y,z) L-ame to a (u,v,w) fix me we have
the relationshi-,

[()2(~2±(9i)2] (< -z [ )+ ()2 (21' (2
4ý ýx &V )y .y Or 0 du d ((9TI±~T~ ut J- dt

Ox ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~d 2 Jz2.3 x2az7

[a zo 6-y 0-1 a w z j du d~
2 9[ax~aaao - ^

(d ý(,'35.z Oxd$ 1 ;( + 2 .(i (2.41) z h)d

fo~~~io ~ ~ ~ T '-c" v'Aau' I- owz thii (Ait'r~"C sv 21) 21

- i (2-.41)

dtj

(2.20 vv(2.Hi)

2ý -*1 
(2A t)



In. ordcX>.- to eazr': C-t c.c.~ 1i.3L .~ ~c* dýnz,::ý -we need th,!e}~.<

Also, equat~ron., "(2.412), (2.43), and (.)im'rth" -t

h, ~_d (F 2 + 1N (M.4)

Th2 othier 'wo. siirniar renations arp.

I -------- ) (.2.47)

and

TIN, aboý'Vereti a-re nq~fcdd to the znc ot eqt,,ation in ohesp1ierz1dai CC<)r-
Owuaes. in or'A~r to d::nc the cujrt cw n! io in NSA > q sheroidal CO w3acS ene the
product pAirz ds =1f Equabon (2Z42 an~d (2.43 ) hniy that

--h, (2M4)

v,+ 1)(1 -

Equtions (2.42) imd (2.44) iimply that

h4±h 'V r)')(1 - I')..0

Finally, cquntatoni (2.43) and (2 114) imply that1:1

dW
* -~ 7.~ + ( l" +1)(.)

T1he mird np"Wro in a gyp1rOi WhopnA;u cro " a , 5t~na of crthc>,,.,!rd u, v', mW~ -v

cr-:rdnlatc- is~ lo
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siiice (2.53) can used to express ýhs- cuzl of a vector field aq 11he gradient cioss this vector
field. The divcrgeice is given by

( h,,) (h,, E,,) + ( )(h~h,,-E,, (2.54)

It is easya to show that

curl(curl(f) =grad(div(f) - Af(2.55)

where

a (h~wP
a (h,,h,,aiZ) + a~ (LLM))e (2.56)

Th-z rnlationshaip (2.53) implies that

ZA(curl(f)) =-c-arlýcu.rl(curl(.f))) = curl(A(f)) (2.57)

curl(grad(TL)) -(2.58)

Ille Mie solution ja based. on applying the curl three timies in sucvnsicon to the vect~or ftPl

where J r d 2+ i2+ z

which meanis týhat since for a~yvector filld 'P and any scplav function 11 it is true that

curI(Ph'1) = icurl(1) + grad(PT) x F(2.60)

thAt if ft is d&fincd by k2.39) that

curl(Qii) = grad(T) x 1? (2.61)

andiine ~ asohave r-latiorushia,

A ~ {\() + 2 gr.ii 2.62)

3Lb~t zutnorpmatiao (2 32) Into equation (2.157) we( s' ht inCae

AT + VT - 0 (2.63)

thatL, since "--rth thwC1curl c," % -,~nd a the, d*A. -!snce of a cilrl as.

curl( CUrt(c-.ir(P,) tT1-2) +kc1P, (.64.u)



Eqn;tiara (2. C.4) is t~h- b,2ý,i3. of Lh A---z Ycýl~Z--ato V,3i~c (W-CI) 30 wll the h-~-
Iv~e soluition for iozpcm i.Leete lfor a.' irotrooic inatleial v-ie could 11-t the
&&ectic vector be rýiven by ±b,(.5

where

Al c-arl(PT) (2.66)

and where

N .curI(cur.,(R,:7)) (2.67)

with %1' hein- a solution of t~ie scaler Rielmholtz equation (2.O). Then ii the ma., g~.ctic vector
Kis defined by

1i.- -(k-a.N+ , bM (2681)

then the pa.,ir of veýctor faue inciiou:3 (2.633) and (2.3) are so'Autions of bcth, the,. kraxaiv

and Amprner 'MLx-iei equations fo;- i~sotzopic sei~

9The 11elrnhoitz ope.rator in a general orthoj-onf)I q, aj ~nd .~coordinate ys.t..m roa..y b-1
expreirsed in the form is

Aq1 + I.-N/

-)+

0rq h, &

~ndusnj he;~us f h, ,,,~'It f-r~r~ b? sphcroid&A civordinaite yse2wc ha~vc

upon nm tla; th si stit tit oný; o" cquatkon- (2.46), (2 4 h(2.47), aud (2,51) it eq-,mtio-n
(3.1) we deduice t*ha!

+ + z2:

Q+ ff, &I

+f -. (~L - 0 (3.2)

VY'Y, flJw. '': oi, l of e'ain(3.2) of tb orm

IT/ (3.3)
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and substitute equat'on (3.30) into equation (3.2) andl then, diawide all tci-ms of this equation
by the function '11, defined by equation (3.3) aft mr m -Ocng v..gc ol th e relati-onzhip

ý2 + 79

-1- 1 (3.4)
- '12 ~+

and malking the subsitution
C2 k2 &r/4 (3.5)

we o~btaini the relation,

a7 - 77' f

I f I(C 2  I)MC IR(' c"

±T - + r -. 
(3.6)

FRom equation (13.6) we obtain a kind of Thaylcigh lRtit hinct-ional fcr the value of A(m,,).

Equation (3.6) tells us that

{/1 7 [( 9)(s 2 ±S (c9 + 1 dJ . /{ 52,4,71 (3.7)

We note that when c is equal to zero, we tre deain, -%ith a "rhcze- and tlat thte a~nguhla
funct~ions are the associated L-gendirt f'unctione - '2 j so it M'!:,zi Zý"nsz tha't we w"7axt S to
behave IEhe the finction P,-(r) vihen. c is zero.. We note that eihr. - mn ij ev-n or odd,
ax'd wec know thýý inii.Lal conditions exactly in each case. We uýýc prtiz-A de.i-vative notation
for fui -:on~j G.'c,7 and not,- that

D2 G(c, 0) = M L W (3.8)

and &Ilue t'(.e intial conditions for the second orde- ordlinary urtidequationl satisfied
by the E'ractions S(c-, q). We find thit if n - ni.9 an c,'en

and
Dls(",)(C,0,) 0 (3,10)

arnd whena n - -r. is anodd. nu-n'bei thbat

S(mi,)(CJJ) 0 (3.11)
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and that

D2S(mn)(C, 0) - {(-i)(�')'�(n + m + 1)!} / {2" (nm 1)� (fl + + 1)

With these initial conditions we have corn�1etd!y speci�ed S and its partial derivative and
mixed partial derivative as a function of � c, and A and we also know that

A(0) = n(n±1) (3.13)

This gives us an initial value problem and an ordinary di&rential equation Ic

A'(c) = F(c, A) (3.14)

where the f.�nction F is determined by diffsrentiating both sides of equation (3.7) with
respect to c and collecting terms involving A'(c), and then dividing all termg by the coefficient
of A'(c) to get the first order ordinary differential equation (3.14). By the uniqueness of the
Cauchy problem, difeient initial values cannot lead to the saane eigenvalue at

c = k.� (3.1�:

This is effective if c is real, but if k is compieu, then we think of c as being a function of a
pararnter s defined b-;

dc(s) =
2

and with the same initial condition develon an ordinary differential equation of the for-rn,

A'(s) = G(sA) (3.17)

Once these eigcr�functions are known, the step.s for getting an exact solution for N layer
isotropic suheroids is clear, The vector valued functions Al described in the previous section
are proportional to the curl of R�Ii, where

R'i' = RQ S(n )(77)exp(imf$)

7v �2+�2e77)}

All, three ceninonents appear in the Al vvctor r �nte-d in spheroidal � .. �2 �

is given by

- { -�rnr7.�/ +

�
f���7{incV - if�)fl�2±r�)f +

� (3.19)

This i� !� V! and by exnres / in rin� of the curl of Al, we obtain the vector £.Ade.
a corn hinciinn of which. c�n 'r� � �e ;:c� t the electric and ava7etic vectors inside
ax:1 G� �idie t>e cOc�c:ic3. The �c:'�t �crin� w��-nn ic t� en so1�wd by mr;tc>.i:v� the � anzl �hc

ccrnn-�n:i D� the eLe�r:c arid :-:<c �ctCn� acro�i the bO�Lfld:r-�Oi ed �J�e sphf�roidnl
� (' -, t � -, -

�1 ?

�r.":�,fliNfl�.----...�----.--------.-.-.-----..--.-.-.--.-------------'---.-------.-------



4Prolate Spheroid. Scat'rn E xSou

Hlere we consider a tensor material vilose reg-nso co tiit oftrsal electric per-
mattivity anti magnetic pe!,rmeabilit~y are delimited by confocal splieroids. Wie assume that
the foci are on the z-axis at (0, 0, d/2) and (0, 0, -d/2). We assume that the N Confocal
spheroids are defined by equations of the form,

(4.1)

where the relat:.onship between Cartesian and Prolate sphercidal coordinates are given by
equations

X d [(l - ,2)(C2 -1)]3
1/ 2 COS() (4.2)

and

and by equation (2.6) whic,.h is the same in oblate and prolate coordinates, which means
thiat the equation of the ithk sphuroid (4.1~) is, in Cartesiaz coýordlinatesq given by

.Z2 + __2 1 (44

(P/)( - 1) +(d.- ý) 1/4(4)

We use hfe curl operator in a coordinate system wýith the samre angle coordinate q$ of spherical
coordinates that runs fro m 0 to '360 de__rct so that in sphericil, spheraidal, cylindrical, or
toroi-dal coordinates the Faraday Maxr7iei equation is de~ned by

curl(E) =~~ mt~

1 rn.E a J;1

1 a -J-~.7  .sg

- wpH~-iw ',~-7 (4.5)
Wie can Ealve eciuaticn (4.5) or ccpoi~ents of the ~t vec-tor; this; is inmply a statement
of razdzoy'3 1ýl:;w which sy that if ora2 tb4 P , .h r.,,:nentinl ccmnnon,3nt of the elect-ric
vecto:.r arxound the bourd .c' of % lur`i 'a':.ý the V- abý' 1. eol, il to the iv timfe derivati ve
of t~he nomlcomponen of 'the m~rn*pe+1', fli- D. -i i'tJcrnatýd ovrer the - toe

Ampere's, slatc :f wxe inteld? 4ri tan's' ',1 -omo of the ma'.)agct-C ve-V:C
toar ru~nd(1 boe le-ney o a a siaetl-.]A tlý'" -is ffa1 to c nomal crc netof theý

currr~twhic incud~ -n-cmen c'rrnt r,, tn*, tmecciaieOf the -ector D0)s

w-ell Fes cod~i'c ,i~zrt' '~ ~eA~2 Tic A=iperi Mt r equationa
is, t-r,t :o-ee in ta:s coord`=nte 'y3tPM, gi"r by

curlfi) +(h7~) i~H~1 ~ +
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(w + E + (ic~+ u) + (i~+ )(4.6)
Solving equation (4.3) forFl we sze ý tha

= (A; [(hý ,) - imht7-EjJ (4.7)

"quat ing the tý crnpoiaeats of both sides of the Anapere Maxwell equation (4.6) and sub-
stitutiug eq%ýatiori (4. 7) into this equzation. wa deduce that

[(wn+ 17,7) + ; mht 4 - imnh,, E,7=

i (4.8)

We ca-,n introduce functions A, and E17 such that equation (4.3) may be rewritten as

E7= AZý(h.sEo) - E,7 hHý (4.9)

Sirmlarly, it is cle~ar that by equating t~he 17 com~ponents of both sides of (4.5) 6nd soivoir;g
the Ampere Max-ýwell equation (4.6) for Eý we see that wev- can find ftnction-3 1 and G. such,
that

= 9 a
1-77 F17(h G,, - ý (hOE) (4.10)

where if we demfine k-(jp, eý) by the role,

k(p7,, 2  wj.e .Ja) (4.11)

then

F17 (4.12)
771+ kh,,,

We now,, solve equation (4.6) for Ez tbanu he relm :onship

ium + o~~haý h~h~ih~

W~e c:an,:, th7, 'N 3 In teiýTno of -Eý an& Zj~v ca-n -.1.niL11rly exxprer7,1 Ih. If Nwe
a1 M:cn it' -Cc-rn~~ of bfoth 2cidos, of the FaýraclJ,.y and

Ar: 'rý M-x~crU equations, wre -ct I'7 -~-i eqpi-ýtiors, in th~e E.,s and

'I> , we a CFun C;stemi~n of ~* q'~J75~iiur ee i~n the angulor
Lt~~~ o. e lcrce- m: A1 ctiýC . netsOi h electric

c- ~ ~~~ in.n-sG''.O t3
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RAPID MATRIX INVERSION

D. K. Cohoon

February 11, 1992

Con ents

1 INTITIODUCTlON

2 THE MATRIX INVERSION ALGOPITHM

3 RAPID MATRIX INVERSION :31

4 Fields of Positive Characteristic `1

I INTRODUCTION

We consider the problem of solving lnear equations where the coefficients and unknowns
may be members of Q, R, or C. The dramatic difference between an N ' +e matrix inversion

method and the traditional method which reqtires N3 steps to invert an N by N matrix
can be seen by conceiving of a computer that could pw-form ten bi hon operations per
second. Suppose one wanted to solve an integral equation dznscrbing the interaction of a
complex scatterer with a coprolex ele-tromag-etic radiation field. One usually divides the
scatterer into small subunits vithin which one can approdmate the induce-d fields with a
low degree polynoranil. If one bad a model of a man or some other scatterer divided into a

million small subunits in whiich one approximates electric and min'netic failds component'3

by polynomial3 of degee two, then romghly 1CCO numan lictimel wrould be .cquired to solve

for these urnkowns once the matrix was created using the traditional methoa, wherens only
one hour would be needed for the method requiring N7+! stuep3, if c is s-1ciently smal.

We describe an order NJV +alortm- " for :nvertin', a clazi cf dene-e i;atrices. Part of

our algorithm is based on rapid multiplication. The f-st algorithm whZich gave an order

sm&ller than N 3 for mulfiplying m-Itrics was due to Stra;sen ("8]), Thia algorithm ws-,

based on reducing the problem using 2 by 2 submat Mces and the multiplic•tion scheme

a(2,,) a(2,2) b(2,) b(2,2)

c(1,1) c(1,2)

22L
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'A - 11 c~ r er(2

4 i ~ (1.2')

Cm I) + F, (1.4)
C( 2, 2 ) P1 P2 + F3- (1.P)

and the functions pj f,)r

axe de~med by the e-iuations3(1~

p,~ l + O(,)((,)+b(,)

an d

P'.-(a2 1 + (,))(,)(1.7)

P4 =(-a(l, 1) + (,)((l) b 12 )(.

=S (a~l,l) + (1.10)

P6 = ( 2 (bl)+ (z))1.)

P7 a (a1,2) - ap,)(b 2 i +l b(,) 112)

For example, in chccddng equiation (1.2) obEccrve thi~t

p, p - ps + pt c( 1 i + a(ý, 2 ))(5(l~l) + b(3,2)) +

(a(1,2 ) + ~22(~31 -b 2 2 ) 0 ~'~1I + (42.)(1.13)

Here there are 7 multiplincations and 13 adMc:and si.bltractio3. We cx,,-sicdcr a 2 N' by
2 N matrix. For this sizC -,f m-ia!rix, m! su,,i-,,.<c tlh1.t, 'A(N) i:3 the nu-mber of afldi Liors and
tha-t M(N) is the num-ber cf mumitipl~c:at~onm. Thcn th="ucer of mtdýti olications is

M(NV ± 1) I./ 'A"() (1.14)

and the nurubý-x of add.itions is

since there are
4- (Tv)(Tv) (.6

entrices in a fl by 2 "' mat~i.W non'rca u of the,- f(,O1OrLqg 1",m
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Lainmma 1.1 Tie solution of the CI*ffep~ncc epaio12

yný+i A[R~] + Ay.,

Mhat iaife y.0= 0 i-i when R is, diitinct frOm A\ given by,

ovigthe dilffercace ccuation we see that since a Senera solution is

.A(N) = C(7"') -- 6 ( 4 N) (1.17)

since a particular solution is, upon using A =13 rnni A 7 and R 4 in the Lemmna,
given by

P(N) (.8

As a ch-CK' note that
- 6 ( 4 )( 4 ") = 18(4V) + 7(t-,)( 4 NV).(.

Sin-Ce

A(Q) = 0 (1.20)

am no additions are rerjufrcd for multiplyin- 1 by I matri'eg, wc see that

We can then sp<- that thec totai numiber of ojp.ýrzmticns for multiplying a 2N1 by 2 ' n.ýti4 stimatecl iy the'#- ineciuality

A()+IIN)<o + TV (1.22)

Thils, sinoe~ the, niumber of rows la

M! 2 N (1.23)

we seen exponeu tySu th -t

j o~r applyir.-, log,~ to both sides3 of irquh.ý('C s we<' thnIt tkj. ordefr to i4 estlmmýn ld y

aN < iw %(7) +l {to,7,(7)) (1,25)

Or lip-Cm of 1.2i,5( ) by and kttii_: rI- o to in l -1 i ty; s"ot"Iý

';1 -uast:'Iat th'2 ;-1 A 1 of r~~i u f til tvýý. 'A" by mr~~ tr~ccý'. :n

Th~ r)rTJ~c~of S+c.;s r•ird ...... ~ ~~* j*~ *~~ .~~1

to ti'e" r"Im')Yer of op&o:rqrd% : r n tt~ :')



Foodn, 1.] Phte WKWN 21h~ b y N7 marler A cani h~e ezpramd in Wjfomn AI
D - P, wh~ere D ijs an inve-zihc dmi.gon'zl ;ýz hf 'P 1.,, rnoiriz norm~

than 1, then. fQ cver7 nun-ý,r n of if jCa~r, dijit3, i.' ia mcr2.4, i~l~nde;C1at
of' the numbe~r Ai of rowva iziAi mch~ 04u- VsMih ic& of the int'cr.5e A-' of A car.
be deter-mined to at lcast ni ýirTa±'i~ y t.~e ,r

A; = D'9 [1r+ ( 1 )+ (D-'P):' + . (D-?Pj'] (1.27)

uwlich ~nens ihai Whe rnurner of oueraýjoaj, for ec~ap%-n Cie inver,;e ij qu~al io

C,(A'-) =- (M" - J)C",N + {M,,, + 1) N, (1.23)

w~irre CN,- derict,ý die nurn-*)'r of rperrtior, -prs do rrqirclf lmri.z rnulitpkcaion.

Proof. OMserve that si-nco H' r is equal, to th,ý nocni of D-'1' that the norm of the,
rcrfanl~'T~cr carl bc mrad,-e ai.rzysl si;-,;17 b~y -;j4- 'agec ou"1Ih, siaethc
rernm&inc- term-i involve su.ns rof;': o", D-11 1urid

that. B~an ; i - to n WA 'am Wic D) W~ A N" operatiom. nre
re'rufor the compu :Atn of Loi Us t:: Cy npiratic~a~iare r 1ui.rt~il

fo-- a:1-i rnult~plication. Thý'n by PAnn th c"Mo... in . Sucosiom ma Im hn

CXW-tly C ,r~in r re'piijv I 2w ",of th r npu' a (13-111y, (D-'P)1 , *., RMnd

(D -0r' giving a tol~d AT (AL, - 1}CQ T`-n V1 N ,V 'W.4t~io! o(xxtiotls

folllo xrf by N'2 op~ratirs fAr wo :m~~ayno h vu by .1). This a.rg'irelt pcovrs
eqU4 2of (1.2n).

P ro')osidan 1 !1 A ' 6 anyci~ ,'1' oft;ý AýT% t;-rrn i. a

A0 C- C - {O11

R (1.AT

e Iht qn

3hP l AI00 41!Z (m~ )1 (1.3



Proof. We uz,- a cla~sica1 theory of rLesolvents of operfators (e.g. Frie6.nan pp] Ino ic:
195). To find a )o s-uch that -he f,, normi of the matrix AJ1 A ý.s smaýlcr thoan 1 mid ue
the resu~t of the pzaviou~s propoziitioa.

Deffi.,.on 1.1 W~e .,ay that a AcC i,5 in the reiolver.t ie of To if

Rx= (Al - To)`)

I"'ote that we can coi sirlpr thf- comoponent of the coimple! plane C containing- AO suich
that the tnatzix RA defincd by e'2urticn. (1.35) cxri~t3. Wec know that Io i:s hivc~rtible and
tha! if A is in the recolvent set of 21, then

Drt(A - T0) a 0 (.6

and that the set of aR1 sahtisyn; equation (1.36) is, since the deterninmnt functon D t is
continuous, wn open set U contain-uig A,). Wesimply cl'oose Qt to be a convex oP-;n sub Set
of the conuponen! of U cortalinir, o,\. We then wr~te

RA- R, = (A - To)` -il-T)

(AI To)- I Yl - To) - W (1 - To) ` gu

Dividing both sidies of ecmliation (1.37) by A - p u ad t!,Jing, the liriit týn jA Papprcncla(,S A we
sone that equabon (1.33) is v~ld in f2 sinco fOr all cl-nicctof A tind p in SI tlic ntrvight linei
joninlng A and p i7 !i lo contained in !P.. ThIZEI ccMnplE~t(eo thc~ Inoof of the pronpadticr.

IL contour intera~tion roethod u'nalso bly' und to calcultat the immsae of A. (W
method is decscrilbcd by the- fol!o-vinz, timrer.OZC-

i. nareni 1.1 LfCisn a I'T.pW>. closc curse in the. comla C ?an.. t uhi.A AO out
does, not cross. or coraain i' iinrericr any~ of the points A lJc~RA doe.z not ezi,sf

2Kr Je A -- X

A ;iety of ikn 0i.c Oin%'.~ lo !1 c'ý'ti (L*371z' oni in Colicon ([111). `WV
note that (PI) iR we intro':: the oprLr

'we canj systcniaticsllv caie ordi:nary (%f'runMcq'' u ~'a 'eni of th Icnn



Witcre f~)i ny rmý:,ber of C-c(Q. k MYht% of the gcneral noonoi~La
ordinryr iL~zretial eq~uation (1.40 with constan', c,"i-cicats is given by

Ut;x) = ...R R~] f (x) (1-41)

wheie the latter iteratedi intý,,ýral eý:rp;-2sion cam becdu~xd to a jur of singkIc iatc-,rals 'by
realizing, that the identity RR A R

is identical1 to the exp~insion by partial fracticns relF.tion

wbcre X,\ and X~, are de~ln.2d by

1. (1.44)

Iterative mnethods have been sngg(!Stedý b)y TUany L'XthCýS cr:froero~ cornputationaiý
conap;cxity in el--dctrmngn~ec Kracticn corep itc)i -i and inost of r:d.;n~
recui.-ed that the s':3tterin: body be ~csor hive nearly thý ý te of L-e
spNeC. licwecver, a MMY Of oak WMrit AMWOc~ ;Uion that use lWer ordetr inatrncc- and v.-3r-
manipulations uf tlwc :atrc to improv e thn ccuracy of th, -ýolutiou hw.,f bet-n dc-cl-
aped bV Cohoon ([PP; thij ;anp.'r d~c a comp'utenvblsa `.Iiite rin-k intc,-'xaI eqliation
WhOSC 1olutiona i,9 ex~atV the PrOkCctio1 onto th~e SPCC Of aze~m of ti'e soiuf'Oo of
the orignial i,-Zin~ie rank integral utx-'- r of Obmt'Aini & dre1.~izations of
integral equations tha~t, upon :otn v cu i"''iOnof SCatt,ý-irý7 Fr blfrm-, couj-
pled, with the potentially raphi rnetho&~ of in'ti'r x~ad invertin.,, matinicef.3v sonae
promahe of being abl to develop rKMs>eetr vn.i raýdiation dcoiznetry mcyrX'lr
well as nolving muchi larger inatri:' m iclirug probm? of a]i type-i.,

2 Tl- E PAr'ý TI'T n1 " A G RJI

Me now produce a methad of Hrdn~n the i::'ewc of a gorncral =ttri:.- A usi.,! thc,

T hý-oreni 2.1 Iff A ani aumma Uam of CN or 0'' n-i A ii a compb~tIcz r

RA ". () -

czi~itWi tler i n An~d gL rwcr I, nw C~2Own .Sel t~ COR9 An and A =:0 vuicLW

if L% iýd'aT .by C'v:Mi (W.) &A Wnic can Watin .4" by son h ordhwr

S2ony a nurwu



joining A = 0 to A = NO where

F(0) = = (-To)-' (2.3)

is the initi.l coi--,:6in for (1 ).

Proof. We just have to pick a curve A = A(s) which does not pass through any points

of the spectrum, wherc
Det(AI - To) = 0 (2.4)

and since there are only a finite number of these points, we could with the proper choice

of Ao find a strhr!,,. line
( = SAO (2.5)

which has thi3 prepcrty. Then the diFierential cqumticn (2.1) has the form,

F =dRx d) R'o (2.6)
F'(s) ~dA ds

This cotrpletes the proof of the theorem.
A variant of the ideas of this theorem. can be used to tr,:%t a cr.s of in-5.rite matrices

arising .n several areas, including ekz:tromanetic scattering theory.

Theorem 2.2 If L i6 a Fredholm irneqrarl oyeratnr given by

LE(q) J p, q)E(q)dv(q) (2.7)

a.isociated with the Fredolnm iniegral equationo

E(p) - 1'(p) = A(LE)(p) (2.8)

where E' is kno.rn and we are see,'ing the fj.neion E, and RA is the resolvent kerin_
define.d b,

with the initid! condition ,
7,.0 = 9(p, •) (2.10)

then the golution of eqizaVi (2.8) i.s GiVn by

E = E£ + \R.E' (2.11)

Rj(p) , q)Z'(q)-1i(,p (2.12)

Proof: The diffr,.n..al 'tion (2.9) i! 3er:d by c ; theintrA
op.!rat,"r it BaTorn 'eris r-mriuin[ that A iq suEn.Ul ;:d then nnalyice~ly cou.inuin. the
solution.



3 RAPID~ NIAR'' ENTV72:IIG7 'T

In the previous sections we have related matrix invcrsion speed to matrix mnultiplica-
tion fp~:or a clmss of dense ilatnicc3. NWe sh-all useý the lincs for extending thle ma~tzix
multp'iication speed improvement for 2 by 2 Lmat~rce!s in our introductor-v section.

Assume that we have deve'loped, a matrix multiplication method for t-wo m by mn ma-
trices that uses p multiplications and q additions.

Theorem 3.1 (Fas~t AMatrizz Multiplication) Suppose that A i~s a mratrix with If= ron?
rows and the jarrte nlkmnbr of columrns.. Suý)po.e thet A4(N) Ms the numi~'er of addition.j anid
M(N) is the nvurn~er of multiplicoatiorA requir'cd for muntllip lying two matrices of tli.z lizC.
Then

M (N + 1) = P'4f(N) (3. 1')

and
.A(NV + 1) = q(mN)(mN) + p.A(N) (3.2)

and if a~ is an exponent s3uch that the mctri7 mu 1-lca4tion requires JVC , e ei sfo- rrin-A 'Yrg

two J! by Mrnatriccej, then

which mnean~s to get the de.,ised re.3ult the numrner of multiplications required for the me.,'riz
multiplication juit has5 to get doivr to

P (3.4)

proof- To derivfe the differeýnce equations for the numb-er of multipl;CICAInS and adldi-
tions, we simiply sulbdivide two rns~l by mN~l matrice3 in.'.o m Eub~raa.,tiiccs i-,ch of w-,hich
are mn' by iripl matrices. Treating the subimtricfns -,). menm~b~ert of an zalgeibra, We 2ee that
the number of adlditions required to cairry out Lh 0utniains, iuoth h un

of cntries, rn2N' plus the numrber of tnultikrliee~tionF. p of oE iubmr,,ýticee tnc the- numrber
A4(N) of additions used in each of th~ ~tpiain.Tho numbeor of~~ctn tosi
simply p times the numnbe2r M()of rltpctin eiedfcr rnlbyntoof the
subruatrices. Tlies ~rixumczzits constitute a, derirition of the difrne '4tos 31 n
(3.2).

We nowJve the solution of the ii.rerinc.- equ,-tions2 (3.1) ind ('3.2) zznd a~u ectirnatc 3f

.4(N ) + 'v((N) T. 1,.,"n"": '! OfL p:,r i C') t SOilut'io-s p-3 Pi ra 11luiF, of the, homo -co-us
equatiotx a,ýuociated mith eeux~t'cn (3.2), we! tee thit oone Solution of eq-uttion (3.2) is Din.2 8'
,Ind thnt slbijstution into equiation (3.2) islista

Dm2n l - PDrný (1M (3.5)

wvhi ch inll rus ;hat
rn D- qj- 0 (3.6)

D P.-



Thus, the most general soliation of equa:tion (3.2) is

A(N)=CN (m2~p r 21 (3.8)

We can -solive for the consthnt C by consiidsrin, a mnaý.x with one row and collum-n, the
case N = 0, which wouldd since no additions arc- requircid, tell us that

0 = A(N) C= C (M 2  P) (3.9)

or that

p (3.10)

As a check on thiz wor!<, wve also conmider the situa~tion where the number of rows igl = =n

which mean-s that N =1. We knowi that in this czs~e

q = A.(1) =:Cp +(2 ) m2 (3.11)

which implies that

C q -- ;n (3.12)
P1 [q + (p Tn2/j

which after soame manipi-lation is see-n to be identic-l to thp.t giveý,n by equrttion (3.10).
The number Of =uiiplication3 i$0 ea~ly Seen to b4-

M (I-)= pN (3.13)

Yve now estirnaiýe the total number of operations required to c:Lnry out the matrix
muoltiplication. Obseýrve that3.

A(N) + (N -. P) rnflPI + PN (3.14)

From equ-at'oa (3.14) we sec that

A(N) + M(Nl) < [. q +1 '(315)

Observe thatf ilýA =I int is the n=Cler Of row'S -Rnd if thC nubrOf opcr7!ntIOn3 fo~r mZatriX
mrultiplicztion is Mc, then cquation (3.I-) implies3 that

11a= rN< [-q + 1]P'(..0

Taking the log~arithm to the base mn of both sid es of eqiation (3.10) w'e dc~tho't

aNLogrl(in') Log, 1 + +No>j~ 03.1

L 3 -



Dividing~ all teiras of Louqvatjon (3.17) by N End tak-in, the lim-it as N' approaches n~nt
we see that as-ym7ptotiAcoly wenced

cc < Log,,1 (p) (.~

If we could carry out the operations wit-h p = m 2+', then we w.,ould have

= MV2 +1 3.w

as an estiAmate- of the namber of operations requi.red to multiply two Mf by 11 matrices.
The number of additions used in the multiplication of the subrnatrices apparently mai-Ce-s
no difference the the asymptotic computational coam-ple.xýity of the matrix mu-ltiplication of
the large matrice-s. Our discussion -in the pre-A ou: section then gives us a class of dense
matrices that can also be inverted in this number of opora.,tioa3.

4 Fieldis of -Positive ve

For faelds of positive- chaiacteristi c whicha d'o not hDe . transcen'eý,ntal ele-ment t~he
following the-orem, shcws that matrix inesscan be systecmatically ohandby repeated
multipl 1ication, and pick ing the fiLst two 4~cntmatrixpoer winch are id~entical. W/e
characterize the f eld-s for which thais ispoibe

Theorem 4.1 if a ficid F has characier-ij~ic zero, tk on there i3 an inr i~ unrc moti
Alhavji- the piroýerty that for eve-ry osi ir.!c•'er r and ev~ery nonnegalive in-"g 'j

A' 7- (4.1)

if th-efietld F ha., poslitite Chalactrc?-Ltie equal '10 a trm pr an c~hnai o-ne, ln3rtn.scendt.tl
eiernent x, then we can atic fird a,!, inzrgis riar-- m~rntiz AZ fiIled vi4iA ecm cnt.3 of
F such, tMat f,)r every positive, vi-tegr r cad every ooe sv integer 03 inteq-iclýiy (0.1)
i-- valid. For the rem cdaina case whereth (;Aeeiv inflie fie 1 ha 73raeri .

and every CC7-cnt of F 13 algcbraiC Over, !the ~r~dj~Fp contzinirg p c~7 ci hnif

a .iql.sare matrix ,AI over F eortaiiL; a finaite umý')cr 'If rows, tMen woe cas in a pstv
integer r anti a noriacgetive integer s iv'Th iJ~Itt

.?roof of the tlncoern. To Zee- th-e valiclity of iueocqmai ty (4. 1) for the car.trstic ý:cro
ca-sC we simply conside1r the in-vertible one by onr. matiix,

M = (2) (4.3)

and observe- thiht d~stIct powecrs of 2 zare not ep1.Thje vaiiyof ineisu:sfjity (4.1) when
the field, contins run 7 ,Iwhicch is trosn~ lover the g nd field -W, otnn
a F, "rI nII.Ya-tcr P ee~ is seen- by onis. theI one by OnCe matzrix

A! = (4.4)



and observing that if it were true that for some positive integer r and some nonnegative
integer j we had

X7+* = X8 (4.5)

then z would be algebraic and not transcenrdental, a contradiction.
To take care of the final case where all elements of the field are algebraic over the p

element ground field FP and M is a square matrix with m rows, we let K1 be the smallest

algebraic extension of the finite Fp which contains all elements of the matrix M. We let n

be the number of elements of the finite field K. Then

cardinality {If : M(i,j)EK, ijE {1, 2,..,m}} = M2 (4.6)

Hence, as all powers of the matrix A! belong to a finite set of matrices, twe of these pcwers,
say the sth power and the tth power whez-e t > s must be the same which means that

M = M (4.7)

We then let r = t - q. obtaining equation (4.2).
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An E~atSolution Of MIC 'Tyv,2 for Sat Zligb

a Mlultillayezr Anisotropic Sph11rzl

D. K. Cohooa

Depaitmenert of Math~matics 033-163
Temple UnIverlity
Phila~deIphi., PA 19122, USAý

Abstract- The pu--pose of tl:- p;oper i3 to daC~IZSC% MCetbd Of e 3 0 V LA p;S : .fl&'
bet~n~~ir~r~1observationz cif bct~itb ~dh pzxticlei k-,,d ;tm;3to

be describcdý by thheuýe of tc~ai. vud r'c' o ParrzIttivity. Col+ ItviZy! anod
perinecab~ity. We± can dMv-lopi coupb'~led .'z~n c m~t.' n rin
deaeromal'nedtc Mzato w'ith a hwuoq=003, penswable, dipri ;0 rmropic vcal.
terer a-nd caai u:3e 5sVŽwA nhod., of soking thux W ar~zca: eqyuon%. T2 salriion of rN
problern of denahibng 3catt izg by an r~nctopic sf.,r czz be nb iothý- &-a
tegral euation to cWheck the itagnl tqato knzar,-ion cf the probkta. -niiton are
given f~or the =:iuvnn of the2 soiuton of the as;ochwad tranrabs~ion pzbeLNsz
of the mnultiule propagation conztant3 inan ,x,, :i rtrjU tL-P~~'
argimxents Maid for isotropic sca: rerar do not hznw- a ýjiazanteý!d n:c7-q uýad~~ad
the rrare cormp1ý7. izite:ac--1o-¶ phnomen2=.ý
An e-xaCt anVic1 ie-he solutioa has 4iOn otazdfor fields indueA J~cnd s:tnered
by &n S 1,%yo. spherc, --hcre eacil layl: hýn-I too cornStituti"(6. ral-%2:C,7,1 "VV": ?b.ow
that ai tha tanoor pa imters chanye to thzst wSt layer beýCoec isotropie-, thanr thle
distinct radial ffunction3 usned in rpŽe t'n h orcad ito~d n&m

the stziicturi both conver:Ze to the !n-= ip1,T;icaiB1~e and fi-=~ ~,crtiould a)-i the,
propagation cong lt= in Sach layer con'vwgl to tha pwpastlon Con~ans §71-n by

and thý! zolutioa c.ppro~-ic -'-, tha 0Oýiwa s ovatiof for aa ~~ ~ce T'He
anisotronic r's!"a'e corzpn= co , O~r the wv; A rolai losne:, dinhazti;: 1ones, and
Issinnative 5=pvdanc? :ko" Len ~rpdn,-'ý'jctl or p tnuýtvahbeinn crt:>ý haz bý,ýn

va-Uid a: by ý dsJ~- bo'tt~to yv~W , Jý -C.0 thedf-'r.2 ~ t~ the
total, c~air'"Y t.-,.- rni,11 t,ý: to'" ? -nJ7C7 ~±'d . ith Zhoiý :ulof theý
ett lace3 iatl I -7. '' --pz~vn;± lm du! to Jlwhpioy ~impe1~dance 31=3e inpowting th
laylr3 Pldus th' 1.n -o ."l tr"i, in C77L thý 1,ký; ib"Q- 'In~lue repr,.nent
and di1--i.eti lcs2 t~a an'vn ' -u'c -ricr ~rh L1

TVv o B i: 1 n'--T , i .'o a w.- i L t oCf-lIt cCC, ',ý 1n.n,'' r! din v or. r~to C ,ft, n ia
and r~ad2 -% ?7?ri~ r'-o-'- ' 'Aatios of Vla.1i~ T 1 ~'
repcyy pn-jwps1or "-- ".i ~Zby th~ sa,? -~'

N aninai oi c ivam o ca (Hi) Y oft I'vu-' z~.,..- Cc' C'-:,:-- or
iniedzanw ca..d (AU) a pe::mtt' cantduzA.: wrc b~ uz~ y

The utmonyberc of thoe2~ y-1"" ir hŽŽd 'ýt ýA J~c!2ýJl at)L1ZOtOa'tc Ma~tsms. It iA ina-
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portant to understan~d the nature of the sc:atte:ing,. of light for individual aerosol

particles, 4o de',eriine prccise!y how a cloud in'cludIng there particles mig%-t imn-

pede the progiess of '6the sunlight or lasler comm-unication. These anisotropic scat.

terers have many sources includi~ing volcannic eruptions and human- activity. The

term anisotropic, here refers to the constitutive relations between 13 and H and

between D and .E, and J1 and TE which are tensorial; in isotropic pat-ticles the

Fourier transforms A~ith respect t:) time of these quantities are r-lated by scalJars.
We will use :C to denote tht ternsor permittivity of the ar-isotropic particle, and we

let eo denote the permittivity of free space. We let I denote the 3 by 3 idleatity
InatýH-x. The tensor maonetic poermeability is denoted by-~ We consider timt!.

harmonic radiation with frequlency (-. By lumping togbther the frequency timtes
the imagina~ry part of the permittivityý, tensor and the realI part of the usuall co-1
ductivity tensor we get a re:al tensor =(7. The 'Maxwell tquations for anisotropir.
materials, therefore. ha'ie the farrm--

Vx~i. 1  + iw* (.1

and

'U01)(1.2)

Equ-ations (1.1) andi (11.2) together vwith the fact that the diverGence of a curl is

zero tell us that 7 7-z'Fw

CO

Simi~ly, .h fact that
V.~H'=0 (1.4)

inplies that

Thus;, thinking in terms ojlf the trLditional ficce slpace "Ma-x'vvefl '-'lun.ticns wi t h
electric and ruagnotic currents T. anmd 7, and electrical azd magnetic charge-'
densities 'p, and pm -7e scie that (1.1) ýinc (1.2) m-ay be re-expr.ýzed in thfzz,

Vx ~iW0 + 16

where 7, is g) iveri by.

.LjeC (1. 7)

and the Mxelequation driven by the ma--ne?,ic ctirrent sourc-e tczm i~s -ivCen b,

where the mazunetic current deý,nsit- 7mn is givien by

The freec zpace isotropic re-iations )ield

an d
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v. =PO 111
which, resv<ectively,, provide! us with an operational definition of stirriulatzd ellctri-
cal and magnetic ch ar-c density. Using a pill box concept andi the fact that there

is no currcnt dlensitv in the e:xterior of ',he scatterer, we can in addition introduce

the fiotion of sur-fac el&ectric anid ma-netic charge densities which we denote by il,

4 ~and T/, , respectiveli. The surface electrical charge density is derived through the

notion of picking a point on the bounding: f~urface of the scatterer whose normal
is iz and placing a thin volume around thspoint so that the exterior and inte-

rta ). ortions of the bouzdary have areas equal to A excetfraprino h
bounding surfaice writh a very smanl area whos-e normnal is nearly perpendicular to
the normal 7ý andl so that if J.ý is the current density at this point just outside
the scatterer and J- denotes -the rurzrent denisity at this pcint Just inside the
scatterer, ihen conlsezratkion of charge on tha- surface is defined approrzmately by
the re-lation

A-[7( 77 (t)] _ _ 7+- f,) - (7-.. i)] o (1.12)

which meani since
J+ = o 1.3

that the surface cnar-e density, electrical or magnetic, is given by

Thu:,, the electnical surface charge density is j-veu by equation

77c = -- (Yi (.5

and the magnetic surface cnarge density is given by

77m -iw [ o(T.I - 4=1 - (1.16)

To full y analIyze these- equationo and relate them to the orignal trnansmissioa
problem for ana anisol-ropic htrgnuspenctrable scatterez, r, w nee--d to con-I
s~ruct epiantso-urce!s. WVewil ee to considzr potentialls due to volume and

sur~face electri-c an-d meiccharges and potentlials due to volunner electric and
magnetic currents. Frojm thec :ontinuity equation, the electricnl char~ge density

saItisfies the: relat;On (.7

where in our zzase .7, is 7,,vc-n by (1.74). A sim-ila,.r relaticasEhip for ma- ne.tic chaargze
d cn s ity i s de--v elopDe d Lrom a c or=' inzntic' or-of ecmluat ic o a 11) and (1.29) and the ba-sic

equation( 2~ Thecontinuiy equa fonfr maitnetic Charg z- t a
e~ractlythe righ form-i theses th,-t -a valiUd eq~uation is obtaidbyrelain

Cb y rn i n (1.17). By definir- eletrc nd mnei s=rFace chte sn th

re I I;r: t

i jand

j g37
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ilr. i= 1) A(1.19) ,-

we complete all' we need to derive a coupled set of integral equations in the electric f
and magnetic field vectors involving both surf-ace and volume integrals. With

these definitlon-s w repre-sent the diH~erencz between the ambien-t and total electric

vectors in terms of gradi-ents of the potentials of the electric volume and surface
charge densities, the electr-ic vector potential, and the curl of the magnetic vector
potential. VWe simuiarly represent the differenice between the total and a mbient
magnetic field intensity in terms of the gradients of the potentials of the volume
and surface magnetic charge densities, the magn-tic vector potenitial, and the curl
of tLe electric Vzctorr potential. A coupled electric vector magnetic vector integral
equation is immediately d~efived from the relationships

1ý,!Vqf - iA, -V A,(1.20)

and

For scatterers with a general shape th~e set of equations implied by (1.20) and
(1.21) are not solvable in closed form. We therefore assume- that the scattering r
body has spherical symmetry and assumie a special form of a tensor relIatio~ns'-p
between e anid B and between thie magnetic current density J1rn and the M0ag-/
netic field intensity H in each layer of the structure. This will enablte us' to 7et
an extension of the usual MI'ie solution. Specif cally we assumne that the Ecatter-
ing body C1 consists of 2V regions delimiteid by sphzres deflntd by the, cquiatiorD, '
r = R, for i = 1,,. Nwhere the -th region is bounicd by r = Rp and
r =R-Iif p is 2, 3,. .. , or N and the core region is boun de- by r 1  In,
the simplest solution, discusstd in this paper we assume thAt -,v-- have an~sotroo~c
constitutivr relaticoni. defined in terms of the unit vectorni ý,, a,, and i4ý, perpen-
dicular to the. radil,-I 6, and 6 coo-rdiinatý. planes, respectively. For time har-,omic
radiation if D is tht: dieleictric displacemcnt and J is the ordin,-zy elcctiic field
current density, th~en tber2 are constants E, and a-, in tlhe rzdial. clirefCt16on andl

constazits t and o- for rclaý;ons along th,: su:face so that

-4 J7=(~e + O)Er (i + o,)(PI3  +E )(22

FurthLermore, there exist consta~nts related to the m-agnetic p:openrties or the -

teria] dn-noted by p" and p± so that if B is the magnetic- flu7. density, and theC
impingng radation- is time harmonic, th~en

-wH,~ +W iP (He ±ý, (1.22)

If yesimnly rq' ire th~at tangtential comnponenrts of z nd q r cHinoi
,-cross f,h hou.Je1.rie2s r R th-n exnansion coeýffcE~t zib eadb

by 2 matric-s a~s in (sell, ochoon, and Penn [1]). If we al111ow thinr UýIrir!cancf
sheets betwe=, th~e layers, then the cxpan-sion coe~cien-ts are also rcalate-d- by b
2 mat-iccs
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Norma~~~~y Ac on alo sakn y a the Spherical B,ýsrz anld

Neumann furictic'ii cc~ze to mndjic. In our probleiza we wlI makc lure of tw,,o
Bessel functions:- witn a complecx ordcr and winl raju~r their evaluition at cornpl;:c
argumentsi. YA :u~ethat v is ccupl2cx and dcanc a special function TL by
the rule

~r 1 /J~ 1 1(:)(1.24)

- 21/2:1/2

where if we alow IVv to democtc the ze function with index equal to V. 1/2
or speci.calUy

this inezý,rs thaýt the2 function 17 sadsnan~' cht Bcesel diiTetrcnt1ial equatioa

2d-1V dI Wi~2
z +z +[2 + W=O0 (1.26)

and then t1_- fu~iction, 'T', dc~lnud by (1.24) thzouý-, (1.26) at±sthý2e tuatior.

IP 0 (1.27)

'We will need in, order to implcmmct our !olutioa on the computer a
of the- WronsL-.=n of the indenendent anhticna of the Bant!~ differentical coquatzon
(1.26). :L is k-nown that

d d2

and this is fnnou7,: to enable- us to cvaduate 02 ap e m zons involving Vjrons am S of
Linearl independen~t ofu¶ :g ctAeetc .os satis% by radial functions

ne~ecdd to repzescnt thac !ct-nic and fia~etld's in, the ZAncstranic materials.

'We ne-Rced two types of di~z'crtal equations, ca MEt a term tla ** t.--
of tangential to radial paa~tcDrz:2eYilities ar.d thE,- otHer in~olviz:y - raioo
tangential to rac'Ezcd p,--, nodtic-,i. TL2~cia f-nnction,..i asccdzte'd -with a ratio of

mgne!tic properties are de.otc-d b7 Th 77-0nhsi=ndtriat hc
ve denoie! ',Y A is -"Of trefztin ;'nby tZhe' e.tp-,:ssion

whelc týý supc:z-sCit .3 r to a r7c,- :'rctic cn wci~ s sirns'llaýr Zt theý o- a.
&And 02r> Sec:int 1 refers to a raAY 771USch ".I riulu ZZt 1 10, i 7 thej

liategrabiL~y 3case, ind wrhere th Mal c1ca M c .Mtnso h
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where the complexz constant k is when ris in the Fth layer givcn by

k2 = (1.31)C(

The cther radlal functions 121(b3) satisfy the diffe~rential1 equation
(na'

(k 2 (r (n,p) np

where +(1.33)

(: ) {p) , I

We remazk that th' etir'e theory7 Could be made com pletely syI-=metrPc by
iidroducirg a rna-nctic charge condu'ctivitly so that the Maxwell equ ations wvould
havc the form

iVto £' , -, EIWoZ -- t 0) + (1.74

With thcse formuhat'Ions, of th,ýMaxe equations, wc can use thec potmt.ial r-.p-U resentation of the cle-ctric and imazneic f-irl vectors to wrntt a suifacc volune.
integral e:--ation systema ccupli::!:g the clcztric and magne~tic vectors in the form,
described by Gra.,lia and Uslenghj [61 in their ptper on elcrmg~tcs,7atteriTI7
by aniýsotropic materials wiha completely, gencr~.I Shape.

As a part of this forniulation we- make- ilse! f the tem perate rotzktionally in-
variant. fundamental solution of the Helnilholt:z oper-ator of fztc sp-ace derivedii
Treve:s [31] usin- the Hlaar m ea-sure, on thc: :o~a~tion grcun, g`ivn b

G(r, .9) "Li~ i 1.36)4-,r r -&

The coupled elecct-ic vf-.ctor ntcvr,-tor ine ýra quatons dcii. h
interact2(or. of radiatiou vvith &L manhotropic materi:ýl are- given

7 x iwý - , 71 ,1)

and
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-. .~ ,u~) + 7. A)) G(r,.5) dav(c )

- j.~ 0 / iw u1o. A)i; .i) (r,S) dv , ds

Jwf j, +FJ vj

-v < J [ (~~Y'~ 127'(G)(r, s) dvs)(3)

We Cn mký:use of La enc.-vý lbal-zrice r,-laticnrhIp dtsý, ed in (11 to e-Kpress

the totxl. absorbod powv- in t!rns, of C2in u3&!d to erxpr ess thý- radiation
scattered away fzozn the spanhz: -.nd tht'*l,;,:io cocfficierzt3 of ta incidz!nt rza-
d~iaticia TIY-l u-i* , ttp ý: tinctijýn and- mmtt:vn c~.i tOr f i;i~r nph-trical
structurý! T'-n samn muls aze r~cconswin' obtncc by intg;atiom. of the po.w:r
density (a]-Ptiution ov#',r the irteriO: of0,~ l nhere This h.-i be-m done for a

vaiey f aakstrOpk Structures a , chic ou our ccmput~r pmrun. The triple
imanter aud the for-mula in B3!11 et al 'I' r11 ve n -zn~Agzring to at Lt-ýt 7 Elcc-

iwal pia.ccs w-ý-cn 12-point Cau~ q in nzel for itraiwith r,-fpcct
to 9, l nrd r in rmcl layar of t'v- sp-P',rc- Tlhc agc~-c"t pern-t5ts 'k

di~ertnt rtios of r~Jand izra.,Jina-', ~-r; of radilal mad tzan~eitia1~ tVly
i..nd conductivity arc used. Tlie- possbily of zpur'ý!y aamsotropic losi c:ap 1,
s!cen by cb'i' h n "- conl x'r-:r 2 tio'a (c f. 1-omn? (13!) for a
ariisotrot)ic F0,- I £0 O:ýoic mat !,r--ds t!1 Situation is cýIff nr~tn in tlhat, fo-r
cxaxnp 1ý, to h:ýY a - -- I'm'!; in'- v 'ny ain' rnatt:i-Il cme Mizt a'

Fro an zi omu mate~rial ~p -~q-.A
2  ~jrIhap te t~ae~ of

computing An~ inaato it ma arm kznldaY Yo. b7 tht
use~ of the maa of Coi-xo-. ý3] i~ -maci th ayvnt rct'h-oi pzr'z:cntýr1 by W;

auithor at ths Ainit Codcren,-o c -I -uaio. held a)t X T n~b~
Q eriyin Ils-e Te'-nn"- - on A':oYb: 23-24, A2 Q7 on e cmn dc iop a

Murm nthl of Q r the cou' lc~d iyitwn i by (1.137) i2.n& (1. 33'), that

dorn not* r o'......:' crm

2~. ..N G F (1,',r,,D

NA ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ * asot oOvi A wrcvrtrro:7=11 M of Vi Niavl

z-, inor r-, z:c~oi o4t~

;ýh:1r of the~: :?44w Q= fumctionmr , ~~'

An Anti vmo T* of a Swavaro tlhat fortn.
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(Cn
771 -9(Cos 9)

+ - -P t

n~ (cosCo 0)~7t+ b~inT) (i~r) [j(n..)(A[i

Pn~co CC P, (o 9

SinG
W ew il suppo e that the m atfe -J- wthip tlfz layers satjs~ cs ti e (on tit ti )

relations &d-sczibcd ;n the introcduction, VWc dce.e fingular vector fitds on the
eby flac ruics

A i. PIIcs P - pt m  0) C1&? (2.2)
(mn' 0,s~.

P;'(COSO) ei~h (2.3)

ard

BPm'7 C) 54~ o 6) +ir ~ 2 m]a" (2.4)

We now rnaX'Okn of t fc~l ONMIng Lcm-.ma to simpinhfy Oth cornputatilox 04" IL
curl of ;crctor fields and e-spiciallly V x F.

Lernrcme.!.. 1! A777) is a di~Ttzý-.utiablo furncion of r ,.zd U6

A.

FU* (2)-5)~)(0? ~ r ~~c3'.)
ann

77u F(r) j 9, (ccý) .=? 0 ± P(Cc'ý9 1

a.-.

(v 7-1 (2 0)



Proof. This folows,,- "f-om the fact !h: it Lcpb.,icz cc-or-dinaft~s if

V;- + V + ; (2.11)

+

and the relation

si sind6 ~6 d co, 6) + 2-Po )93
=n(r. --t 1)P,',(co3

which is simnply the Le-eadlrc ta equation which i3 u'J13-y c-:rcssid in
the fozra

W (l- z) -4 n~ + W= 0(2. 14)

wherc z =cos .
We now use the definition of F::, (2.11, tla, deriiition of the thrme S(-ctions,

(2.2)-(2.4), in the tangent, and the noumUl bundle of the sphecr and L.nmama 2.1
to r.-prvzcnt T

(mi, n) E A

+ ýem,n) A \ M .

(2. 15)

Zf4 ~r) ' s)(1)

(b),

w~re im f'uctj'ri:: ~ ~z\oli) h::a (2.13) ar,ý cinzd 'by (.0

1 "'
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+a(m,.)7• [rz$,)(r)~ B(rn,)(o,¢) + C(m,n) ---
+ (Z~m~n) itkr 2  n)

Nb(~) 19 \2 .9

Equation (2.19), the Maxwell equation (1.2) aind (1.23) therefore imply that the

magnetic ficed intensity is given by

S I Z (a)

+1 • n Hro•+,' - 1) (9)

____E 11
+ a( fz (aA 1 )I ~~)Oq~) Z0

We now will get the final Malzvit-.. equation rclating the crl of the magnetic

field intensity to the electric ficld v.!ztor th,,ough, a tensor relaticnship. W•e find

that (2.2)-(2.10) and (2.20) and the Mawcll equation (1.1) wrld thc original
represcntation, (2.), of E imply that

(m, ) E I

r / (a) () n±1n ' +

U)r r2• wýL

+at,,, + I(•,,) (M, ))

r WAI ic "(=n + - ), (m,n ) r(, ( )

of the vec~tor fbI~ I ( ,• on both "" • of (2.21 d isr:vnb

(,; e,( + -) a( 2$ A ;,

++ (2.21)

7-'



Wecan do this because of ,h.- orh 2 cýJ yLions I-,

= 0 (2.23)

and
A(-n, n) - (^,,) 0 B3(-,n) 'C(m~n) (2.24)

Notice that the diffIerential equation rnalv b-, zewritten in the form

r~ (ý ) (rZ ~(r)) + Z ( )- 2 )I(2.25)

where
UC - idC(2Z.96)

Wt: note that the ordin-ary splhericaýl P~;.J fmaction satizfiez the relationship

(8 2 [r(fkl) I 0- (2.27)

wh~ich shoxi tbhat -rhcen the tvz'o pc:l.t"-2 'a0,oroach one an~otbpr, the' radial
function becouazs simply a shl~ci,:, f~si fvLr~ction 7-rith, an intge idcx.

The nexit radial diffe-entiz-l cqur..*ic-a c-,n bec obtained by equ ating coeffficicnts
of i, on both sides of (2.21) and b~y tnk~~use of the propertiks of tl--- tradi-
tionald scaar spherical harmonics 02co 1 (.E2J, Cohoon, wad Penn [2]). These,
considerations giVe US the! relationsh"ip

(MWn + 1) IC~ (r)
b ýrnl (r

W~A?2 +b ,mr)

(2.23)

The final radiall JifEr-nntiai1 ecqu-tica iý;obaiý± by equatizg ca;:cf-nnzt3 Off the,
vector E.cld, 27(-,, ,)(90, 0) dcflacd by (2.4) --1 both 5ides of (2.21). This d~ifferetial1
equation has3 the form

i II(LC

rrIr n),n (2.22) ]

W ac onsir.-:racy bD~t'.I...:ýzt' tientie~utos (2.23) _Zl(2.219),

1) r

We liý, ( thCA t Wc se. f tVery znr-ien ':lon Ofz~ tif~ rif" silnpl It lt

-~ '3 1
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and assume that
-n(n + 1)(w +C(m,n) = (iw. + •) b(,n,,) (.2

Under our simple hypothesis w! derive two disnct radial differential equations.

As in the traditional Mie solution (Bell, Cohoon, and Penn [I]) we have multipliers

of the A vector fields which are of the same type that one gets by computing the

curl of the product of a solution of the scalar Eelmeholtz equation by the uuit

vector i and vector fields which have the same form as the cur) of a vector fi-ld

of this type. In the traditional solution [1] the coeffcients multiplyinrg the termas

involving regular and singular radial functions times the first type of vector field

are labeled with a and a , respectively, and the coefficients multiplying the terms

involving the regular and singular functions times the second type of vector field
are labeled with b and /, respectively.

Combining (2.28) and (2.29) and making use of the assumptions embodied in
(2.30)-(2.32) give us the differential equation

2 ( ' ) (6Zbr) + [k n(n + 1) (iwE + a ~1Z 1 r 0 (2.33)(r )~g _'• ,. )] Zk-;+ ,I
Making use of this second radial differential equation, and malting use of the
relationships between the coecients, equationz (2.30) through (2.32), we will get
a new representation of the magnetic field intensity H that wa-s originally given
by (2.20). Specifically, we need to first look at the term involving the A vector

in (2.20). The relevant observation, using (2.28), is that

Z(b)(r)n ( )
" + 1)(iw, + 7) z)(r)) i 9 ) (IL bs

i•*)r + ar r2 r

= -:w,,;(i.c,? + •.,)/,c)( )/ ] m,,
[ n(n + 1)] (n)

= ,2z k)(r) b(mn) (2.34)

Combining thcse equations W obtain a greatly simplified exprec:3ion for H of
the form

r 1 (a) n(1 I+ 1-,

+ [-a~~~m , ') b ~ r}j mn(,~
t (6), , - ,•

The l irole relatonships (2.15) and (2.35) give us easy mratri•;. r.l.t.onshops
bctween expansion coefRcients ucetd to represent the ehld in. one layer to those

24! ý
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used to represent the field in anotheZ~lyr Deta*ls concerning theseý intral2.yz:
relationships are discussed in the aec Sections of' the paper. We wvill discuss
sphe-ricznl structures w~ith a metallic core!, die! ectric aul tilayer s where the layers
may have ncntri-viaJ mnagnctic prope)ýrties, and structurc.5 where the lavers are
separ-atcd by cha~rgc sheets or very thin- lay-rs, referred to in the literature, a-s
impedaace sbeen-s.

,3. INTRALiYER. RELATIONSEIPS

The purpose of this section is to de2velop natic quations which relate the ex-
pansion cecsnsin one layer ', those in adjac,ýt layers and aitinmatcl,ý,, to be
able to express the excpansion coeý--clcats of the1,_ ý%1,d in any laycr to the expansionl
coefficients of the incid~eat racdiaj.on. Thec pzrjý,eanawll treat both structures iwith
raetallic cores a.nd diele!ctric mlltilayer:: wIith coat~rivizl magzneric properties. We

wilcooie fosrf expansion coe~c'cents 'or tených laytr. The-e expazsiol coefa~citnts

vdill b- ana 2 md
The electric vector in layer 2 i s -j~a by

+ ~ n n) (- :P)~ £ (m, n)(

+ M n~) E I ~ ~j;r

b(p), n~) 777 n) ( ,b,)

+2~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~Z Z ,(9 .,(r) 2 ~r)t( 7 . 2 (,~

+'0 n }n4 )ZtEP P)bp n
It~~~~~~~ isnw'6)ayi iw fterlto~is~vni ecn21 hr

the~~( vvtr n~ (~~ r ie y(.2) 2,ad(.)

// At,)0 (a, 3Km)( (17sn@ ,~

n) y (nO~5).im,)O?)pdd)=01

t+a v +ys~nl eatosisr~ 7!27, C~ttanetlco onrtif6
and~ 1 (3,~ .ebuda-e;

ihe na~nticintesit vecor . is~i :. b

It. isnwI~yex mv- .v fE ie nLnný21
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(m(Pm) n) Z (mTbn) t

1 mdd)())B)En(6

+ a~) r Z~ (rd M) Cm n)('9)

(mp) 2. (n.~a1 L. -

+ (rn P) 1r tr) B(rn)~O

L;Z () (m n) (n~) n(r) -r m~)~

+ h 9(m~) ;p n) (9

+ z (3.3)

Making use of this and the orthogonality relationships we deduce that if we let

=~~j z-(rZ~ r= (3.4)

and

W=~j (,! (r( fa j))(r)) _(3.5)

an d if we let

pp~ + (3-6)

then the e.tpansiZon COCfnICients az rtllted. by a riatHix equiation

Z* (a, 2
1W'' )( a3)

(n(rn n)

Z~ 1)n~ (C 3) .,r,',



Am -ael Sclu4.ioua of 2lAic Týp, C),ifl

We obtained the matrix- rclationship (3.17) by equating tange ntial, cornpojnzits
of P and F across the boundary of the spheic-cAl sur~face separ-ating the layers,
taking the intrproduct of both ias of thlis equation wiith respect to A(m~n)
and thcn int-g~ating over thec suzface of th--s sphere.r

A second ma~.rix relationshaip is obtalnzd by equating tangential co~mpinenrts
of T and gf across the- scp,=atIng spheri.calJ boundary, takýing the inner product
of both sides of these equations vriýh resperct to the vector functions L? (m~ "IIand
then integrating over the surfacc of the sphere; this second matrix equa tionrlae

th(epnso cefiiet and 37!tl)tý those in layer p + 1, and is given

TP (p Z(RP) (P ; = 3.0

(P)

p = ~nm(Rp) PP (A (311

(3.9)

(n' P ý,(I inn)

Thus, mtif relaton r.is hep r(3.9)ma b rtovrit he- inpaerided for a.3zetaa N1

(m~n =ýPn)n

T (RP) T (RP+) (310

Dhefie tew matrince ' s by th yru.12

) ... (3.12)

Thus,.. ifrgo A h-r:-oT h!shr-77 1a

a~n d b are aL comn~' cl , mo m.T 1 '
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The m;atrix relationship (3.14) yiclds tw.;o equations in two unknowns which. in

turn imply that
(1) = (m~1) (JN+I) '+ (m -~ 1) (.6

a.m~ (1Q1 a + Q) (1 , 2 ) C4rnn)

and
0 Q(2,) (n) ) QI2) -n

Thus, we see that 0-(,)(~)+ (~)(+)(.7
Q(m'n) (N +1)

a(N÷1) (2,1 ) a(mr,n) (3.18)
(n, n) Q(m~n)

and Qmn

(mn Q (tn (2,) 1 (L1

a (1,2) a Qran) (3.19

Similarly, we see that

- R(Mjl)(N)f
(2,1 (mn

and '
b(mn) (n,1n) + -n n~~) (2,I~) 'i b )( . 1

R(ta, n) )IL (2,2) /.
whrre

From thkcse relaýtionships the c~cpan~sion coeiflcients in -lM iav=rs ca~a be deter=mined

from the exoansion coeffcencrts 'n the i~nner core of the nauJLtilaycz struclxzn. The
S basic rclat'On"asips r

((2) 1(.3

and /()~ ( ~

0 / (3.24)

From (32)and (3.214) we,,- '.'Me t all the cotfmRcicr.ýts inlaU ;I2 ar'01o7 corn-
pletely knovvn. By ittrating, tohese re-s':1ts we Cx-- gt' zu1 t h c 0 flnI t in
an3 i thro:eaN Seion of ca- reeoi l exrpa-nsov co-Tluc-ts~ iz Iis I tatd 2
an3nth~o~N i e kcino macs-0new i t1he pllac stut'Iný ser2 tht and
rna!in; j:s: of the fornaulaz (3.1) P-nd (3.2) wc l gt, th coxponn.t z oI t I 1 el cti

and rnnaý.-nctic Afie-d 'vectcrs in eahlayer of' tfre !tr-ucturc zdI Iin the4L rzegicn of free--
space surrnuiLcling the st.ructlure-.
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4. IN1TIi L-AYEFt RELATIGN31.-M5PS T~ PZR.FCTLY COINDUCTE'I H
CORZ

Let us suppiose that th-e inner cove of an N-layer structure is pcrfý-ct!.y conducting
whicH mneans that on tL~s inner layer defined In spherical coordinates by

r = (4 . 1)

the electric vec'. -r T defined by (3.1) is idcntically z!.ro which means, in vidw. of

the orthogonalitv r.-lationships described in Sec'ion 3, that 1
a (m ) Z(-:2)(Ri) +a (2') zOa: 3)(IR) = 0 (4.2)

and

whe!re the Z functioon appe-aring- in (4.2) is deFined by (2.16) a:nd (1.30), and
the W function' appearing in (4.3) is defineod by (1.32), (1.33), (1-17Y), and (3.5).
The Z' azd W functions associat.!d tvith, layci 2 are eva~luated at thz! bound-ary
sepaxa~ing the core from the firrst coating,.

If as before we define Q~m) by 'he r--le

=~nn(p 5'ýYnMURP (m~, n)(RP) (4.4)

where

S5 (Re,) I (P)nnf) - ( (" *) [a- ) A~'~ (4.5)

and'

S (RP) (i~ (4.6)

use thcs raatvicer to for= the prod-uct natra m

( Rn,r) (,nm (4.7

Pm)n +

Thus, uring (42)and (4.3l)'e s.e tliat. for cea7h 7-r(i~) of in.2s hr

coef~icintsa,(. ar to be nin: hs if t~he dt er.:inaz.Zt o f t h
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S matrix is defined by the rule

A ~mn)-S(-9 2 ,). S(mi) S (n, n) S (rn~) (4.9)

then the solution of the system of equation.s is given 'by

(2) (n,2) (,2

(2 -, [ (_4.10))_~:~;R1

(mn,n) - ('n~n (s, 1) Z (a, +) ( (yNi)(4 .)

(1.24~) (n,2) (2,2) (n,2) ?)

and the expansion. coef.-Iient Gf tht, scattered wa-je in the Mediumn surrounding0
the sphe!re is given by

(N+1)~~~ - 5Sým)Zc4 (R)~Z a,3) P
(m,n) - _ (m,1) (a2 (2.1) 'a:2(3) I(N1) (.2j* S1Z)..(RI~) + S'2,) Z ' (Rl) I(mn

The remrnar~ng expansion ccef~ichicts are derived in an aun-,2ogons imann-cr. By
deFining P- rat.-:, T, by the rule

T ~nn(~)I~r~)R~ .(,~.)Rl)(4.13)

where the R -matrices ap~ n(4.13) rc deIned b-, (3.9), (3it),md (3.12),
we sell, that whaethe *caln;:ý itwc the expam-ioa cfiirt in tlae fi:rst

effilcients in the rcgion of free, :pace- "urd"'"4itLt mltil~n~yc spheric--, stri.:.Cture-
given by

rnVn ( 1; +1) (4.14)

For e-.,cry paii (in; ni) thue equ7atIc- (1 ) ,andý the relation-;1ncp (4.3) demandcd
by tlhc ,--ssrtiona that th1- E nii ono,' ff]~h on 11h--rndr of
the SeateZ gz.esus s eor, hwee tiin in th;z rznr~. The solutiorn

o f thi, ,s sys t~ C,-,aCf Q u -atIO2 mss

1) n (.) 04 (.15)
*( 2.. ~7' (R I'
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b
(mn) T(n') (") i+ 7,11 J)11A (rn, n)

(^,2) (n:2)')

and the exzpansion cce~cent of the scattercd via',e in thc mcdiurn zurroundi;r.ý'
the sphere is given by

T (n, ) ) [RI + T(Y4<) W(bl<3 ) ] (4

(1,) (n,2) + ( 2 (n '2) (

where the On~raminant (A ( is )) v j by *

This enalysis enables us to sessm the iftvecsof cr.sting-. on rnate-a1s in
irnpediv.ý or tra-,rsrnitin mJiation to L. conducting cii:. e irour~dedby, pzatO31
but anisotropic mterimis KJA. both ncmlti-i'ciad d.1cirica1 a-nd n-ontrivil ra--vittic
propcrtes. We can adso calcu~atc the abýh.orbtd. and sc~mtetd ia-ciatioa by using~
the exzpansiou coeflicients for the scattered rdainin the outez 1-iy-,Tr. Thec
electric vector of thn incident radi1.ation is, emnre~sze- in tcr== of known e=xposison

coe ffcients by the relation I

= (n,ra)EI 1~ (~+)r

I ,(Q Z 1 )

n r(n + 1) bN1 i+(r~(.9
where the sutpersrript 'eor~o the. Z Eunct~ons andthiz d mtvus tanz that
th-s e fu-nc-,ions arr! sol-,-ions of t.he COrdlmaz7ý t~ i quntion (412.,7) .V~ith 'I .C

All othz: e'ncoa?-enct a.e- in -cri~ f tlhe * )CoEicients

a pp e ari z -, in. (.9).

S. LAYETIS SEPARATE Z Y 3E=2DAC 7:3 c0? T'Y'R

Th,- Lcndn-i he clationshJp statel3 tha7. at t~!nu:n-

7:') (5.1)

whun~ thie quan.tity 0-( ). i: a U =/UMN fantylcný!.- lcsh

boumndLS the p th in'yeq ii her Onz =712 cw 1C O7. qlx::cti ccverath indiaes
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the level of thef loss a~ssociated ;,ilh moving electrons alc,-ng1 this sufface., and the

imaginary par, of 0*()denotes a-n indiuctiv.- or a rcactive effecct of th-L sheet,
depending upon itssi.

The developr~ent of intra-layer relationshnips through, the use of cquation (5.2)

is enhanced if Ne simply us-. the de-naitions (2.5), (2.6), and, (2.7) and observe

that
Sx C (rn)(,~ 0 (S.3)

an e x Bm?(9~)= mn(O)(.4)

Making useý of the above relationsh-ips, (5.03) thr ough (5.05) and (3.2-) which gi ves
a represýentation

x ~ - H p) (p-i ral ikp (i,)

-- - -{(I Mfj) (yp 1

+ (p1) ;,A a :3) (P2 It ( r 1 )~
C , 1 ) 6(rn ,,- "P

0
yn~n w' ýt 14 r

f r

.rn -I

Jb I
'~.i .(5.7)



+' +. w ,n (n,p,

In ordcr to0 sirmplfy mh vt: r1at o r.3 ip s C)-- e t:C- -ion c.ef'Cien-rs

in lay"ýz p to Uhcse in la-,er p +± 1 -ve vnto anc C 1ome neW functtions by the

-v (R2 ' ) (.

Which ii ~c a. (05.9).

Ma~in uz~eof the 6cl~nmtions5 in (5.10) azd 15.11) we re irodc sein im'r

to ?ih: hat ofScctioný3 3 oZ 9Slc"On ~ ln.di~on weLi or not the inrCZ

coi 3 pec~c'ralnl Ov perfcctly ccaduý-:tin ý, r,~ tie Týae rzatri~zrclationsap

IN!' ()
~ (at) (p)(I~~ (I' '

(Rp) I2(R

PpWp ' RPp~~('))(.2

a~nd

72 rlr 7.. p+

,2.~ (' +

tha F, (3',
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The continuity of tangtntial cornponents of E Across the surface defined by (5.15)
may be expresseýd az

ie.x EP ex E"+ (5116)

Equation (5.16) which holds at the separating surface decned by (5.15) is reduced
through the use of ortHogonsaity to the relationss

W (ma ~(,p ZCl 3) (P)(.7
n ) M (mnP) (n--) '

b ()~ (n'p(R2 ) + 'hm, (w((b:3 -(R)
b mm) 1' P) +, (b~ b)(R)(.8

*n) n,,>-; 1)(Mn) (np±1)

In the! com~puter program we chcck the boundary conditions after the system of
eouations involving the expansion cocfcicnts is solved. Another chcck that is;
znaae is the energy balance relationshaip. This is deýscribed in the next section.

The sclution of the systern of equations relating the -_xpaxision coefMcients is
therefore thc samt as the solution given in Section 3 andl Ssection 4 aad that the
Wýronskian relationship hw that the deterrnanant of the new coefficient matrices
on the left sideýs of (5.12) and (5.13) are resrscctively equal to the determinant of
the coefficient matrices of the left sides of (0.7) -nd (3.3). The inveýrses needed to
define thic analogue of the matrices defined 'by (3.11) and (3,12) have to c.-dst.

0. EINEP.GY DALANCZ RLELATIIONSzEIP

In this section Of Our uap,_r we de'monstrate a powerful mcans of vallidating
computetr codes for des;cribing the interaction of elezragnc adation with
anisotzooic structurss Yvoose rencans of continuity of tensorizil Alctromagnetc
prope.~rtiea ~rz dcl--atrcu by spherical reactive and iosisy im,2pcd:ancc shcets w~ith a
common center. This war) importnant since no prvosworlrt en have published
any data regording scatttrin,, by~ aais.otropic sphert!-. We have! found data con-
cerning Sea 2 rug b isotropi sphere with either a pcneýtr-able or a. perfectly con-

ducingcore, but the anac rex ncso not .-~~ cdaaion of bintatic
cro~s sectiol of 1an%!%ticaily ics;y sphercdcal structiurc cvcri vwhen= the layers are
iPotropic, 00d no =Wlry haane omputation5 for tb> 'icici lss struc-
turcs se to hlavn beea ubised Thii,-s !tiofl pro,;i'c! &bta for mnagneýtically

loss anotrpirstr*'icturen'. VWe krrp track of th, ecng ga ~rt 7ing o our structure
and:r the ra~ianioa scatterel awayx from ovur p~inl sym''t:ic. ie struc-
turn. This cin' Qe earz::d out by a *unt,,, ve.ctor ~' 1

" ov~er the oute"cost
sufc o-f the scattarnr or by in rair th, dcw r i ~ty ovar the int''or of

the lacr 'er- Vic 4n rf~xce of loi-y '-r'npt ý '. r Incee a ;implc

Kvt'/ 00'" rn''"'c and On~cal loss TV i "on IittivT relnn3 arc , w a)oi

Ins wh f oif it to a tonsor then Qv is h ten_-(r forrysed"' by cornpu''<,,.
ter"cL i of COXch ntry and IM(ci) A~ tha Qnsor ior: ed by cornpiitinb th
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amag~nary part of each' entry, Whea therc are- off-diagonal ele ets it Is possIbl
to have losses, for example, f.-rom a peýrnittiviit., tensor which ham only real1 cntrijs.
If ale, and /.;, are rcspectively the conduactivity, permittivitY, and permeability
tensors, then losses azrise, for diazgonal tensors, from, the real paxt of the coniduc-
tivity tensor, the i=5-lnaryý part of the eritivt tensor, and the irroa~pnary

part, lm(A;) , of the pe.,meabihity teýnsor.
The sum of the surface intcgrals of the energy per unit area PC.r unit time

deposited in the imnpedaace sheets separating tae regions of continuity of the-,
tensorial elect ro magneti c propertits of Ithe mate!rial plus the triple i-ntegral ofth
power density ovoer the inter-ior of an ardsotroncnutlye peia structurI.

Is related to the expansion coeHcient:3 a.,nd. 3 (rv1 fte ctee

radiation by theC eQUatio 11,

.I-{~ j [izc(a")) (IL."~ +, 6~2( 2 )' do sin 9d4l

+ 'Y2~ wr(~ I~ + + r m~)I~~ sin 0 d,ýdr)dr

+ jRjry2r [Ra(ý) (IEm,12 + 1, ) ey,)Irý r- sin~a c?6 9

[-) Re (,-) E, 1)ýr)J, r

) I' ( ) Z(ý ) I) fa~,~) + Q~N~ 6

k- ý ýju, r =1

The Constitutive rcl~ations t v; OD/&3-4 + J and E, f'or teciasc Of time

harmonlic radiatiorn arce b.1 (1.22), and the-- cons tit u tivo reltiosbe

i9!/10 and the manei d%1d h ', .ed by ( 1. 23').
Thec above comuiutatioo-s havo ý'?-abl,, us to pzo-,ridc a reli able jtof eqjua-iolns

for the expa2:;ion cei3of, lbr),,'a th' cate and induccd ltrnaec

fie.ldsi. If there! w,!re., an !.rror in tXhfc-~'a th-tt pzroduce~d incotrect etra-
nottic fields;, one ccould bf co nrqd^n tta-'t inertn nincorrect-lz powe(-r densitv

ove-r one of thc layers or over or--- oft ~dl zitin itopedjanrc Sheeýtl "wold aot
have- given a 7 to 10 diith,-:en a compua- n fth oe b

sorbed po,;err uig~ cnricry >~'c -omputati ou by n erclyintogr-ating`
the! o7wrdz sW a~ ' '* ad ove-r ti -'csof the loss",

imnsd~ne ~ '"- co'' --. c-r-i -. 011n the,- POyrtiw ; Vncto-r 7,C,"11A.

-.5. OM . Tv ' -npua

Onen of the. ucIouc ftl ire of ou ns~rpcs~cu~wna th' Ueuirbhv
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i-l of the fields near the center- of thc spher-e. It turns out that if we have only
an anisotropy in the real part o! the permittivity and if the radial component ex-
cecds the angular component, then thcre is an integrable singularity in the power
dlz ýity at the center and if the radial permittivity is smaller than the angular

tvtthen the electric fielid vector goes to zero atl the origin. Further-more
;(~radial permitti-vity is larger tha-.n the angular per-mittivity, no combination

of ib- two linearly independcnt solutions will yield a solution which is bounded

In pite of the cornple.;:ties of the! interaction of radiation with anisotropic struc-
ture-. we found that we could' achieve the 9 digit agreement in the two methods of
corn~u~ing the totall absorbed pov:er with a tensor product of Gaussian quadra-
ture -cnemes and for the rncst part making use of only 1723 function evaluations
per la-yer. We checked the Gaussian quadrature by using in addition scheme whi"ch
usedi 4095 function eva~luaticns per layer. We checked the Gaussian quadrature
by us;izng in- addition a schceme which usznl 4096 functi~on evailuations per layer and

raesure tha-t the two methods gave- the same ans-we'r. We also checked the
cump tatons y ertificin.ally adding extra layers. In making the- computations we

alSo made certaoia that the exact fonrmula for the incoming radiation 2and our series
expanasion in -.p~aerical 'haxrmonics gave numnercalll' identical -answers on the sum-
fFace of the sphere, and had' checcking. subroutines wh)ich calculated the tangential1
components of the elect-ric and mý.gnctijc vectors on, both sidecs of the delimiting0
surface. When the d'illirciin; surfce happened to be an impe-dance sheet we not
only matie sure -hvat t-'c impedanmce sheet boundary condition wa-ý)s satisfied, wt

alsoc checked to make surt that the spiiericJ, harmonic expansion of thfe internal
fields had converged. Asr dP-rDltt ma .lorpcSh:-

2.



APPENDIX

The absorption of electromnagretlc radiation by amnisotropic sphezic~a structures is

strikingly diffferent fro m that Olt isotropic st~rictlures. To illustrate this we consider
the computzr calculaticas carr-ied out for a. singlc 'layer nonriagnetic spherical

structure with a relativ~e radial pcri:=ittiv-ity of 40 and a rclitive tangential per-

inittivity of 20 and a slight loss of .005 riihos pen' imiter sabjecteci to 1 Gigahcrtz-

radiation and wit'h a radius of 3 centimmeter-s; the structure was, exposed to plane
wave rad~iation with a stre-g-th of 1 volt pe!.rnteter, and the radliation was travel-

ing in the dlirection of the positivme z -ams. Fig-ure 1 shows an absorption, pealk in1
the ccut.?r of the spher-ical structu~rc; the tliree, dirnension-. Y-Iot was smooth~ed by

allowing thc power density 'to graduailly 27o to zero on the ed&ge of a circle -Tith a

radius of 3.3 cenotimeters usnglnezr interpolation, Lrom. the value nat 3 centimeters.
The values in the interior of thec 3 centimctcer SPhev arC;e CýXac+, FiT-ure 2 shows theý
saLme power density distlribution vvhen the ril-ative! radial piermiittivity is 20 and

the rellative tangenti -, pe-raitti-rty i.S 40C; in thijs c treis a niill in the powmer
density distribution in the- ce~nte:r of the! s-pherical, stru,_cture; the aXISOtrOfy a.ct.
as a type of energýy shield for the poiizt at theý center of t1his ztructuzz-, -while in the
situation depicted in Fig. 1, it servei to focus the eiectromagnetic energy. These

compu-,tations were validated by the, ene;'-y balance computationsi suggestec1 by
equation (6.1). in this equation the: R shc-in in tCie integral is actua"lly R~y,
the radius of the N th --nd last spherical shacll, the radial permoittivity i- e.r and
the tangenitial permittivity is e ; the tamscatial per~meability is ps, and the radiaol
permtabilty is P, . Wie also rrna~. USC Of A compien-- conductivity wlliose r-adial.' a~nd
tangen-tial values are ar and 7 , respectively. The impedanct shz!-rt coinductivity

EL EC7:C:AAuG>'E7IC PAPYE77ER REAL PART [,1AGINARY PART

Padipl (emtvt relative) i . Co 5.00
Tanqential Pe-nitt4!,ty (liv)15.00 . 7.00
Radial 1areai ty Irclati 9.Žl 21.00 2.00
Tancentital c~r-e.mI Hit'.' (rslsca~vni 11.00 3,00
Radial conductivit,, z)Uses rer 3.00 1.01)
7ancential cocnucti,,ity (,-e.s Per mi',ter) 2.00 2.00

Imcecan~ce sý-?ct renuctivi tj ard
reactivity at a rasivs of 3 1.00 3.20
c en t vine t~s

TOT2.L A35OR5ZOP~E

BY 7CL'YE ýND 3Lm .E TTE-P. C2i Y A POYNTING VECT171
7 ? -- -:1 0LcCTR!C. ",A2:1NUIC. ANALYSIS; THE EBTFIZNG

-,.* S IPEA51HET P0jEP. MIINUS THIE SCAITERED
LSSES FCIWE.R

with a ralius of3 r)[ tre~r j-,cte~d to 1 Gigý,i: -,,IatMo
aY 2CJ. S r nth n oI f 1 vol t ' rrtep
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arated by regioni rf L-re spa~ce. An axea of future± rcsearch includes,. the invzst:-.
gation of radiative 'ýentims- of -U c~r,'OOir sph:!icl structur'CS when the thermal

conuciviy 3 dffrcnt in radiallo aad tzn-cntial -4irectionis, Another applýic,,io

of the code i:3 the- investi-atioa of the, range of Yaidity of impe~danc.e boundary
con~tio~s by aking Plot~s of theý ratio of the norm ci* the tangential corrionn

of theC electric Ve!Ctor to tLIfý ncorm of theL tlaz3etial comnponen--t of the mabgnICtic
vector along curves orn the oute!r su,:facz of the sphere
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D et err nre na i on o ' f ,Ef ect o If1 Ta, nsie iit

Spaticaly Heterogeneous FIJ~c tromagnetic Radiation

on a Realisti Modccel of MaI

D. K. Cohocri

M arch 1, 1992

We consider in this paper powerful genceral rntcsfrr sol-vig Jeectromne.Znet,-z scat-

tering problems tht would with presently umcd unethads require ION0 hvxan life timcrs of

time on an advanced computer. A'Vterz iinlementation of th~e adv-anced ne-thods proposed

in this paper only one hour would beý, required on the sa-me computer.

We cousider first dernonstra:e the ca abili~y of moeigthe interaction. of rzadiation.

with a bounded three dinru:lbody, covered withmpedAnnce sheects and having fa-ll

tensor bismnisOtropy (e.g. a mno-ving zustronauit w~ezkiZ z, prcotective device) vudug a volume jjc
integral equation approhclh th&-, -vzU permit m -ngl of tismie heeoeete.The EFWE,

exact finite rank integrajl aain pproadh is umcd which 011l permit machinem 'cso

results once a reasonabily d2ose apyrmn~Jaton in obtained.

As a pecific and ( 3sily understood exarap,>, (to illus:trate the new EFRIiEi methodl)

we consder the d-iscretization of the inte~ral equation of e ton nti cttlering for a1

imagnetic, but penetrzlble structure delimited by par sle planes.

The volume integral equation approach would -till tax even the most a-dvn~cdcon

puters if a classicald methord of momcnts (weak tonoloqy convergence) apnrowdch were used,

and neither the sponsor or the p 2rme of the rewr 7 ouljd know the nccuracy of the

internalI fileds, and comn qiwn-Ly wepropcse thwe use of a znrfac integral qainpuov

by using a combined Sied irlequation apzproash to calc-alatce lectricalI and ma.rnetic
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current3 and electrical and magnetic charges on the siu-face3 bounding the extezior of the

human body and the inte.-na orgoas, the heart, lungs, liver, spleen, kidneys and their

cavit.es under the -sumption that these individual or&-ans ".,ave homoeneous permittiv-

ity, conductivity, and permeability. Since we are carrying out a discretization of a surface

rather than a volumne this should greatly reduce the co-nputational complexity and give us

the potentia, when irnplernented with the EFRiE apprcich, for obtaining highly accurate

results. We could mcodel a complex of tissue components or open spaces wilth the pioperty

that each region of hcrn omo.n'zty or ti-sue compronents may be am general as a diil'e• oocphm

of the interior of arn N handled sphcre.
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We shaffi in this paper ccnuider power-Fii r-vi mzethods3 for for-mula~ting and solvingJ

integral eqjuations des-cribimg thq~ '-ntertn of eie'symeyr~etc ra~3ation with complex

im~aterls. Sud interaction problemis, for current~Y us=c Iethods, suc as the m-ethod of

moment3, &re beyoýnd the capab~iiity offe~tn cmue2

1.1 Integrail S quain uc

'Ranmsotropic m aterials, becausec of their gr-eatcr wro:,nt'kty, hls~e Sm~ater potential

for creating mateddaL with prw>=rbhd or des3ired a'c,,orption, transmiciom, anad rcEfectiorn

propertices. Cbiral propertim' are a spocial ca.-;e of bianiaotro-pic mat-miza. VWit,.h ch-,iraJ-

m~teiia there is a spmAcial ~alr (jaj,-ard 7and, !.,rhcta, p 173) eadi that

and

With tht: more general biambakopcic rnntoripL tlhere- axe tnc -s ,nd fwth,ý thpr,)lYr,,ty

that

1) EEi + W~i?/(40)(1.3
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where c andI u Pre tensOrs. Here MNowcvves equatioun have the form

=vIE -iwB 115

and

curl(H) = iwD + oaZ (1.1.6)

Using these, notions wie roaLe Maxwell's equmticons look 1i~the s~audard Maxwtell equation:;

with com-ciex sources by introducin- the gencralized electric Lnd magnetic current der±"itiel-

by the relation3,

curl(E) =iw1pR.H - Jy. (1.1.7)

and

where

and

The formulation of integall equations lor b-ianis-otr.czic rnateri-ols the-refore, is carried out.f

by the analysis of the follo-ming coupled system of Ainteegal equations bvmiý&d on the notion

of electric and m egntic charg,,s deI'ýod by theý two continuity ef-,tiations

div(J,) +(..1

and
ap,

div(J,.)+ , 2 (11)

Having, de-,--cmed tb½s t'Ie cou-,led s:7stemio xtga equations 6dc~cvr~b'ng thzntr

action of eltrnneýti .aclaion with H b~omctndd biaa:-otro~i:c b>ody 2 is givcn by the

foloi3 relations. T' lltn fl itg~al equ,7.tion is gn byl

260
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-i(4po 'JCrat()
-curl(fJm@(.r 3 ~s>(.s))(1.)

and te mg-efic Ecld in'62.ral equat.ion mný,y be e:tudc

- iwfa/J' G(r, S)dv( q) +1

c-arl (j. G(r, s,)4.v(s))(.1)

whe2re G(r,s) is the rotlation inv-ariant., ternper--e f~ ~mi2solution of the H~elmholtz

equation,t

(A + k2)G - 1..5

given by

G~,) exp(-i!,O r i-~(..6
4-rIr - s

Substituting, (1.1.9) and (1.1.10)) int-o equi.ýtiomj (1.1.3.ý3) and (1.1.14) we obtain, theI

coupled in-tc-r:l ýýuatiorns for bianisotropic rxtormals. The ei,.,ctric field Integral equation

for a b,:a.nisotrop.*c matr.ria1 is3 ,,jvcn by,

- g r a d -( , -)-v-- -

(t

- z:1, ( i,, cE r, s ido.(r . v(j)+

-ciuri (J biiJ.T + /2- Gr 6ý(.) 1..7

ar-d the P,~i A it~ ~:~: o bI0l2'o :o ';rr("cz• trn 11 ;-en by7

H - l ;- /~i~I~!L~i1c2L by*

crT, c'k~
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-- -grad 4iji{-i OE' - ivo;tnGr ~vs
wpr, J6011

Curl (jiwEE +1 a H - i-ý)oL'G(r, .s)dv(s))(..)

In tbc subscýqut'nt sc-ctions %ve shall expLc, mcthocis of ne-solving these integrzil equations

on existing, computers using novel, powcrful analyticalj methkods cf solution.

2 EFRIE Nlethods-

While %1.1 e Se2c Astsluions for la~dmateriaJs, rnmo,3t of the problems

axe SO C01TJnle:( r~ .WnSt fonenulate the interaction problerm u-sirg int--gral equ.ations.

The priinizry ,': iKi rezcrt ii to dcscrilx tIhe (>;f fcml~nRe~is ~

an improverient of cdansioa1 splint raxohoda (TsA, ixod, Durney, Enid Iskander, pp

1131-113J). Thio p;noer is unY3 A .lin. that; oprsn art! made- bcetwe-.m internal fieolds

predicted froni morneit etn{1iAt> and Nile sol-,uttion co~n-putat ions. Succes!,fxl

coinpamiic~rý3 h%-;- been mae rin;r barn, furcticnýrm vithout en.mccmenift by EFREB

theory. Hwo; mr, as the sc:mttring bode!.. !,.corre more conmplex the compoutaonmi rc-

qij-ain-cnfs become ,mj~ ad lar i:. -h EFRIF thccory if onc hm it discrret, ,tor th-t,

enabksw or-, to cl5Wt)sly approin)X-.~te thc 1 ht 0, -,!,n refintmients carn bc niI by '. con-

;'errent itf~ertivc pmccen Osedrn tlzcencu that the, "ootnn of thc dilfemenceý bew -. ,Tl

approximnate ivtcgml o'p:x ~r andi the nctual intecral cjx.-.A~or is- %imply ma>: than (-re.,,

not noccss-rily c!%.•c erno-,,h to) '~;,, an~esm of accpabe ciirary. Then the ,vvnsver is

im-roved byV Ge it erati~e pre'-c~n to 'uny MW~re pvT 5own w; tout thte 1'rae of altoa

corn pu t or n-memory.

NMI'n the Aclymnl~no t:r#aC U mnP<:m(tpr~ol':: by, M0 voluion oCl :'l M0. vP

eqio A :n wd: .1 nide a ownfrabia swn T w' n -; W1fýw e h0'



radiation conditions re 1i~c5 functions on a contmuiuM, the problem Ic frona a practical

point of view a discrete one and involves estirnatio~n of the values of induced and sce~t-

oined elKAri and ruagnetic vectors in the ianteior and the exterior of the scattering body.

Thmis, it i3 iportant to undeistand rnetho~ds of, detcrininin,,, the accuracy with which a

solution of a discrete approximation of wan integral equation foranulation -ý an electromag-

*Aetic interaction probliem caý.n be obtaine&. Wie specifically need to formulate -, space of

approxirnates and a poeton r.eratot onto this space of approximrates and forme.-late

P int rank approxi~rnnýtion of the original in.:!aite rankl integral equations (1.1.17) and

'1.1.1.3) such that the precise solution of this uppro~ximate equation is exactly the projec-

tion onto the space of ap~ointsof th'F. soluticn. of the orrnlinfinite ranký iintegra~l

equation. We~ futher need to develop a rneans of cwrrcctiný-' o'o solution so that we mnay

exctly determine Q~ P oratn the Ri:'Tr-nce f Pf L-etwoen the solution. f of thc original

ecuatin andl SheC cZJ~i: f Alths soi~on onto the space 01 apporanctes, possibly

by an iterativc schemea or a series expansin. Kn tAs section we illustrate (i) pulSe WASi

function Whtods, ()An eyhiu, (iii) ilororder spline inepltoand (iv)

a comnpieKNtty novel L-~ norm method cf app or s:ing the fold cornponents with corn-

binations-. of tri,,pomnomotri': Aunctions. of tb e localc al v; aniabiecs using carefully selected

froriuCnces.

WV now exydan Anar inzarpoldationi. A cormmonm c: mp>.; wouid be to approxminate the

space V of flimotions w hich arc conltm nix~ous on 1), ] !)Y rnrm~crg of n2et

wh~ee

".o dIn h :Qor krsor of iirw'r p !or, for the c rii~idmdb

wpuAtion (MA1.) by the rdr>,,

0190.1{, ) PO4- +1 (2.1.4)



and since

(Pf)(zi) = 0+ f(x,).1 (2.1.5)

it follows from: equatioi'9 (2.1.3), (2.1.4), and (2.1.5) that

P^f = Pf (2.1.6)

Another simple example is Fourier ".eries or an ei-enfunction expansion in the spatial

variables. Suppose that V is a set of functions de.Sned on R" which are squ-are intf-grable

with respect to Lebesgue measure v multiphed by a positive function p and valued in a

Hilbert space X with norm I - Ix with two meaasurable and square interable functions f

and g being equivalent on an open set,

n C R", (2.1.7)

if and only if

'I (f - g)() I!,) p(x)dz(z) = 0 (2.1.8)

and where the square integr ability with respect to the ordin.-y LTbesue mev.sure multi-

plied by p mean3 that

J (I f(x) I') p(z)dv.) < c(

We say that two Hilbert space valued functions f aund g are orthcgonal if and only if

J {fiz)•. g(x)} p(z>(:) = 0 (2.1.10)

where
(f(x), g(x))x - f(x).y(z) (2.1.11)

is the inner product of the Hui!be.rt spac e; _ f(::) and 3(:7) so th't the s.lýl:re of the

norm of the function f is

F = :i "•(2. 1.13



is a. inite Set of aiwr orthczoual funictionz in the sp-axc V of functions fro 2 into the

Hilbert space X, then

Pf (X) f 1opyd y f (x) (2.1.14)

The projection operator delimed by equation (9.1.14) yields a generalized Fourier series

approxi mat~on of functions; which is the basis of 2d~ie Nike solutions of ellectromagletic.

problems.

The next approximation schemne that is o-ften used in elcctromagzetic analysis is the

pulse basqis function method. The pulse ba-sis function method has bee-n used by Guru

and Chen [121, ~agMann and Gandhi [10"], Hazman and Levine ri5j, and Livesay and

Chen [22] to predict the resulAts of elcrm~ntcradi~tiion Nrith complex strulctures by

decomposin~g the body into cells within cach of wihthe induced electric vector is assum-ed

to be a constant anld cha-rge denshies are also assumed to be.: piece-wise constant. The pulse

b;3.is fuinction methiod inal~ies uso of the concept of the p.artition of an opern set Q2 of P".

We have dcfinecd for eaých z *in ýW and each positivc! numoer r > 0 the set

B(x, r) z,~J < r} 2i.)

to be the baljl of radius~ r cerntcrid at z. Weo let 02 be an op:en set in R' wbhose, cloiture is

hojndf!d.

Ue n '3 . 1 A ;e ictof i 3t ?P(Q) (".,xi) wher-e iE and Vi~e &oU,1

P3x~ ) 0. ro-t omtId :7. V, fqr somsrosn ; o -,)sr

=7 ~ ( ¼k (2.L17)

vc~t e ( (. -,,td (Y c .,"- '''- I of 2'ý 7 2an

2 .(2.1. 3)j



anid we define the ehr a ractcir-,.stic frc ýor-5,

0 x i not. a member of Vi

to be the characteristic f unioni or pi2.ec fr-nctior,3 a.,.ociated w1*01 thec set'3 T'i in PMf)J.

The set; Vj are called ceWL, in, !; cel.har decorryosition of ft.

Next we de.6-re the projectinn opcrators zmsociated with thie3 partition of an open set

in Euclidcan n dimnensionall space.

* Deflnition 2.2 We define the p¶-ojection operator P aesociaird withý the parti-,ion.,

P(S) ={(,xj zEVj , i~l, Vi P)~2 (2.1.20)

* by, the role,I

Pf (X) E [x V.(Z) f f(X;) (2.1.21)

for adlfonetionzs,

f £2.*C t  (2.1.22)

where C" denotes complez m dimen~sional i;ace.

'We prove the following.

Propositicn 2.1 If 7F(Q, C"') ii a~iy topolog-*cal vector seacc? Of fr-arltio~m from Q2 into Ctm

*which incbude"S all fo-nctlionri Of th.e form,

X - v(Z) 1 (2.1.23)

V' E PALS {Wf (TW,2)EP} (2.L-2 4)

C, Ctm  (2.1.25')

th 17 ~i deýjncd by efetj~in (2.1-91) 1i1 in of t.'*--i

p p -- p2.1.2 ýi)



Kun Mu Chen (Livesay and Chen [22], Gu71u_ and Chen [12], and [25]) meticulously

anallyzed the electric field volume integral equation in the work he directed en.,d assisted

and correctly formulated thle electric field volumme integjral equation for a nonragnetic body

as,
W2 a 60) - n- :0/wI

wher E" w) K Cj q) E(oq)dv(q) (2.2.1)

I + j gra,(grad) ((2.2.q2)

What is dotne in practice is to a-pply the p~rojection operator to the a priori un~knownV

field f that appears undcr 'the integral and 'to al1-o apply it al~so to both sideýs of the integ-rfal

equation (2.2.1) to obtain the approxicrnate equation

77]-ý - j-E Ph(Z' Y) (P"E)dv(y) (2.2.3)

w h ere .67 is defined by equation (2.2.2). The so caldmcthod of momeutj wias dev/eloped

in the early 19003i by ma-themnaticians and is si~mply the- woak topclogy approximation; as

cur1rently appliedq~ it is aýn atptto do0 a bettrjbo eti;amr cetal 'u~na

the clearly non-optimall wpproximation rcprc.:cnteýd by eqain(2.2.3). With tlhe rmethod

ofr moment3 one obta3ins 3N equatio7's, for th~e 317u~'vn rpcetn the el-ctric vco

in the N cells into which thec sca-ttering. body D? is c~crnipcsed by s=-ply mutitlyin- both

sidez of equation (2.2.3) by a fimction of X, o-L'' a 1 c-hF-ractcI-istic function cof the ccl.1/Vj,

whe~re Z' ranges from 1 to N, an-d irterain ýýuc-z of thae new. equation '7'itl r-csaect

to x

O't4



We show,, in this section a method of creating a computer-izn~le appro.-dmate to the

original infinite ran!1 integral equation. After multiplying -Il terms of the integ-ral equation

by the samne invertible matrix, if necessary, we can reduce the coupled E and H- integaral

equation-to one of the form descTribed in the following section.

3.1 Machine PrecL-ion in Inte'r-,al B uaý'ion Mvleth!Iods

We show in this section how to correct our error., in an intlegralj equation method, so

that we can obtain, by doing in ore proce-ssing but not using exc~esarve mcnmory, an answer

whose precision is close to that of the par-ticular computing ma~chine bigused. Letting

f be a vector valued function defined on an open set Q~ of R~' and having, values beloniging

to a Bwaach space, X, which represents the set of values of the elvctric and magnaetic field

vector w-ithin the scattering body wand having enough regul~arity that boundary values are

defined. Suppose that the functions f that -we consider all satisfy the Condition,

f E E(2, X),(.1)

that they b-elong to a Danach space of functions from n~ inDto X. We fur-ther suppose that

we deane a projection operator,

We let h,() denote a flanach sp7ac. :-I operators niapping X into it ,% nd le-t X be a

function,

K Q x. f2 .6(X) (3.1.3)

which in or7actice wilreonresent the integral. o-perator acting- on thae vcd :es of the- electric .

and mag7n-tic fileld vectors in the interior --ad on the su-rface of the 2cnttein body. One

waý.y thl ,3 c.i Ice havl is to rssui.=e enou01LIýS rcl.71rInty in t,,e s~?'-ý Of

in which-l' are s-:igthe solutionr (adIn the splacea of a nV'~ itr-~n -vhkda

w;e iere at-ýirn7)i to "i-d a, solution thlat is, r sD nav tli to !ctw'l -utic~n), that th;e

requredhaind,-.ry vilues are! dcfh'ned. Irielted to t4113 'asi OCI'(!-w ~ c, hc

2.



may be delfinedc ;in onc of ýI-e wav-,d3~cibc in th- prervious ýcioa or in othýir way,;, wve

define the opcratov Qrv oil functio~ns from Q, into Xby the rule',

P /K(x, y)(Pf)(y)dv(I)' J ~ (z, y)(Pf)(y)dv(y) (3-1.4)

We can redi ice our origirnal problem to that of solving an integral equation of tne form,

f(x) -g(x) A- Nx (3.1.5)

where

and f may represent a two tuple con-sisting of the electric and magneatic vectoro a-ndyrep-

resents the result of applying an inveartible linear taufrn tv/ to a two tuple conoisting

of the electric and m;3-rnetic vectors of the incozaing; rzadiationa. Wre de~ue t~he operat'or L

by the r-ule

L =PT~fJ(z) (3.1.7)

where P is a projection ope.,ator onto a spa.ce of apponats rd de~ne the c-o'r~rction

operator N by the rule,

Nf (x) =Tf (x) - LJ"':)(31)

Normally we require that P is a good enough prcnmt that solving the. equation

(2.2.3) will give us a Satisfactory solu-tion. ow-rwith E~~Q~the-Otr necd onaly

assume that P is good enough so- that ;f N i3 definedý by (3.1.3) that then the op-eýrator

norm inequality,

max{lA~ k A illI(P--)JIn} < "I(31)

Thus, it follows that

T =L + N.(7V10

Th~usul aproimae ito'ralecuation aI- the forra

where f~stsis~ conditi)io,



What is usually done is to assume that f, is close enoug,,h to f to accurately rer~~tthe

solution of the original infinite ran~k integ-al equation (3.1.5). We czan, if inequali1ty (3.1.9)

is satis-Eed, deilne the bounded linear operator]

GA = Ak-lNk (3.1.13)

so that it will follow that since formally and in fact,

(I -AN) -(I +AN±+A2 V2 +...)f =f (3.1.14')

that by combining equations (3,1.13) and (3.1.14) that

(I A ;\)(I + AGA)f =f(3.1.15)

in view of the the geometric series relationship and the identity

(I + AGA) =(I + AN + A"PO +*) (3.1.16) l

for all functions f satisfying the relationship (3.1.1). TLus, wie can in vriew of the relation-

ship (3.1.10) deduce, thar

AT AN + AL (3. 1.17)

Equation (3.1.17) then means that we can expnress the ori~pna31i t egrzal equzation (3.1.5) in

the form

f g g+ANf +ALf (3.1.18)

Rearaningterms in equation (3.1.18) we see thart

(I -. AN)f g + AL! 31.9

Co-mbining equations. (3.1.19) a-ad M31.15) and equatlion (3.1.13) we cic that

f =g + ALf + AGCA(g + ALf +) (..0

Now if we sipycmie eqatdon (33.1.20) and equaticon (3.1.1.3) we dedruc.:e tnmt,

AN! = AG.\(g + ALV) (..1

27."



We would no-; li':- to a7p7p1, t1~c proj~ticc.n q rzo P to botla sides of ecquation (3.1.20)

making- use of the fact t:tP is idmoet cfuailir it5s square, and equation (3.1.7)

P L=L (3.1.22)

to obtain the rellation

Pf Pg +ALfAP(Gý,(g + AUr) (3.1.23)

Substituting,, equation (3.1.21) into equation (3.1.23) we see that

Pf -Pg + )ALf + )APPf (3.1.24) *
Thus, if wve defjjne

L(K,P) =PT (3.1.25)

then in view, of equatioii (:.1,1.7) zPd (3.1.23) -we see th-at

U = L;"K,P)-Pf (3.1.26)

Now we see that equations (3.1.24) and (13.1.22G) imply that

Pf =Pg + APL(IK,p)Pf + API'f (..7

While equation (3.1.27) is ota finite rank integral equattion, it suget that anapprcifx-

mate Ffmte ran-. integral equation

P Pg + APL!-(IK,p)PfA + APNPf8  31.,

mhtgiv e:c prul,4matinu to the solutiontantetdiiol przmingin

by equation (3.1.11). she l g o mu~ch a~b~ hL cvr nd re-ucc thc equation

(3.1.24) to a truc flzite- r2ýný' ntr equs-tion whcvolution Will, be the projec-tion Pf of

the e:Mcac s,3lution of oi tn crL, no-. in,'-uue rzaaklle, a (.1.5) onto tiae vsrce

of apprecmimates. ThLd wilI pemi u2 to ahe olr ultfira~te ojctv of czseug4

.so!uticon f eacactvi;-I tin r'v of PJ and1 tbhe sia3tn iU -b necc c~ua G-i-i-

bakt a =i 7L,ý rf(N( 2 - AýLl) (3.10)



Flý

Operating on both sides of equation (3.1.29) with N and then applying AP to bcth sides

of this equation, we ~ee that

APNf = jj[(AN) (.g + ALf)j (3. 1.30)

Now, simply substituting equation (3.1.030) into equation (3.1.27) we get the, finite rank

Integral equation,

Pf = Pg +

APL(K,P)Pf + APN LZ(NT)k (g + AL(K,,p)Pf)l (3.1.31)

Now coll~ecting, terms in. equiation (3.1.31) involvin~g Pf and those involving g and Pg we

obtain the relatioiaship

Pf F1 Pg + APNV[t (AN)kg] +

A? (L(KP) + NV (~Am AL(K~p)) Pf (3.132)

Our first objective is now achieved since equation (3.1.32) is a truly finitc rank integral

equation in the unknmowvn mrember Pf of a flnite- d.mensional vector space. Thc computer

program giving a solution of ea uation (3. 1.32) would p, ovide us with cc~efficients of thoe basis

vectors of this finite dirnension~a vector spmac that are needed to represent the solution. Pf

of equation (3.1.32). In other words, the i~near- com~bination of baslis vectorz of the vector

space whi':,h is the image of the projector P is, the exact value, Pf, of tLe projectiorn of the

exact value of the solution, f, of the oiginl n&Thit,- ranlc integral equtvlton, (3.1Z$). Fromn

this point on we asmethat P F is :know-.i.

To finish ot-t this section.w use ourz ex~act'"; detcrmined value of PJ thit wsObtae-ined

by solv--ing eq.ain(3.1.32) uonde-r tha ~nte that I -AL is invc-tbl on. the Qr ' of
the projection operator P, Where L is de'ned by eoiuation (3.1.7). Wye beg-inyuratn

the right sidle- of equazions (3.1.18) andý (3.1.24) obtaining the eainbi

(f - f) =(g - g) +A(I - P)Nf (3. 1. 33))

Co~llecting- the t,ýsfraý involvil-z f in cqun!tion (3.1.=3 ant 'n th korwn, fiunctionm PJ

over on he it ie wf! obt-] t--, e!<or

[I- .V- ?)Y7f 0 g Pg + Pf. (1.4'

VX



The ivcqumahty (3.1.0) then. ea!hks us to ii th-e oper-a.tor actin- on the f in the lft-n

--ide cf equation (3.1.341) 1v a-p-lying tl'' 'egcc n-ticerecpra

S ID)' 3..5
k.-O

to both sid'es of equatIion (3.1.3-1). Thus, unce wesolve equatio-a (3.1.32) for PJ we cam

*correct ou-rsclves by expicessing the exact vzalue of f ej

Zcx(I -P)N) k {g - Pg + Ph 31.6
k-=O

Thus, without usin- auxil~ary rme-oir-y we cemn with a good enough start and enoug-h

it~eration correct our solution to wvithin com-putle: accu=:cy.

4 ýq-.~"~-

We have formulated some on,- diraensioral sctattering problerns c~itdwith inag-

netic materialOs, and solutions obtained .4'-o= the dill~e-ential equation. forimiJlatif-our; have

be~en 3ubstitiuted into the in-,egral equatlons and have bcven sho-wn to atsytheme exactly.H

For magnetic materiaLd, Pa sinlgle iateegrl equalion. was obtaized anud the si gý6caneme of

Slnrface vvLueS of' the derivative of the electr-ic vector werec shorn to be iraportaDnt. For

higher order splines all term,.s a-riing in- a viatrix- rcpr,ý,~ase iln c,' "eizl(.z tuto

ftxmnulat~om of the problern-, -and all itrteof the itrascou~d be coanpu td eaty

Usina distrihuticon theory conce2pts, we naave combjiied the electýric azd mz-ý-netic £.l.in-

tegral eovation2 for the cpase of a Dla~e 71cý--t' tat i3 inlcidenl It ormally onM the mgzi

slab.

4.1 -T712 JA7 T"7.

~27h~L,>SIY2! >.>~* . '.~, ;;vde't e a 222'~ti '!ah,;:.dr~sisA

t;- ýr a I.)

t7
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so that the nma- etic viccor of the incidc-zt rdi --tion, defincd by tlhe M=-xr) quatijcn,

-iwpol'carl(Et)

-e E'O&ý.rp-ik-oz)

is after dividing both sides of eqliatiou (4.1.2) by -iiis given by

1-, z(-K".e (4.1.3)1

Within the roaguetic slab, where the permnitti,.vity 4E, the pem~eability p, and the condiuc-

tivýity a are dignltei;Ors *a Cartcsizan coordlnnit,ýs thc first Ma-xwcU equation haoi .,be

forM,,

curl(F) (iwe, -1- CT..)Exe + (iwe:, + Gc4E,:ie,1

+ (he Z;' + ,)~ ~(4.1.4)

Ho-.mver, if the stimulating electric vector laa-1 only an x component, then the sanm,: is tru)e

of the reflected, induced, and trans-mitte rac!dciatlion, and, thus, ve may as!'ume that -within

the slab that thig is ?-!so true. Hence., we assume that vvithin the slab,

E g~z)cxp(-iwt)e, Ee4..5

Sin~ce then 1

we conclujde thaýt

Hv (4.1.7)

Using~ (3.4) -7vc coarclude Ul .1

cur,(T e: (4)- (4.1.8)

ez r'-- 7
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Thus, multiplying Al terms of tADLtaq~to by iwt~we see that

E2  Wl)(z) aR'

+ z i.()~ (4.1.10)

INe are, thezefore, smcung an impu!..:ý respcuýýe of the? eqni-atioi,

+

V/c. introduckn the~aia~

.r I2 Pe= I-.PC - L.)23 /OE, (..2

where we agrce th1Ž~t d, yi, and a* t;el thair f-Lec spacc -valuezs ou'sidc the slab, and a~umc

that Z~- E' has the form,

E -EF =cfrE~erp(- ik(o Iz - iJ)di

+ b l-k zp( i,!o I - z) I -7(4.1.133)

where wfe vrt the glblmagýnctic per-mea-bility Nria the rela.'tion-SEhin

Pz (,(z) - Ylz - L))(7ý,, - p)+ p~(4.1.14)

where

1 if z 0

~stne ifavia5Žfction and,

is the Dirac Icl~ta, fuci.n'ti7. '-ad wici- e thiakh ci p m the v,)y.iay pcain~t and

th~ink'" of, ý as thc -;Aale Of peinmmwbI~ty inside the AN~b Thus, wri~athLion~t an~d

recrr2:in tz tr~at ca1 mpon,.nt of tlaý- :naýýmct;. :Lkd as .3~ rcx~nx to) the

0 231



r-czc-ect to z in iicw of the r

BE=

and see!-, a representation of the form,

E.- E= cj~cp(-k z 5. A d

+ -1 Lj'(2 I z - J)dz-

+b -P,(O)) -$az(-i~z

Thearema 4.1 If E- 3atiifics (.'1.1.17,) and E',. ijs itwic coniinz~ouzl ag poi ,, an;

ou~tside th~e s!4b, then (a) out.3iale V.- 314T .E -PL hms~ 17CTC27--s

'1 fCexp(iko7) for z < 0

~~Ctezp(-ibzoz) for z > L41.8

iw~re 7 i te Qedt~n co~cin cand C1 ecc,7in ýi,

I 
IL

+ cx--Q- QWI,-v J A, a,: -

I 4 ~ ~LJL( Q

+ Cý2t?



+ ( I j?() I(L)e z(i oz)ezp(-ikoL) (4.1.19)

and H - Hi ij con~ir.uoij- across the boundariei of tAe magnetic slab. harlhermore, the

classical solution-i of the integral equation (4.1.17) are solution. of Maxwell'., equation-
provided tha-t

b =(4.1.20)

and

c= (4.1.21)
2k0

Proof. Equations (4.1.20) and (4.1.21), which represent the evaluation of the pa.rame-.

ters in the interal equation (4.1.17) follows by substituting (4.1.17) into ?M[axwell's equa-

tions. We begin by computing the first ,mnd s•cond partial derivatives of E, with respect to

z from the integral equations and we then use the expres.sions to show that (4.1.20) and

(4.1.21) are needed in order that NMaxwell's equations be satis-ied. We find, upon breakinzg

up the integral from 0 to L into the integral from 0 to z plus the iategral from z to L and

differentiating, that

N

2 3



C(-iko) r Z-c!zp(-ik 0 (z +

c(ika) -j"rEez -(iko(2 -Z)d2 +

(-iko)j' ~L ex;p( - iýk(z - j)4i

-ýý -vO -,)di

( (14.1 )b

We n~,3F takce the derivative of b`o" sides Of th!3 iaý-t c a~~'zt~r zto z cbtlninv,

aZ2  TzT

c- -iko1f 7,%

-(ik,)C7rE: + c(ik13' Lr~(( - +

(i~)6 ~l);) r~ i~~j ~M( )/ *

flo(0) c x v

meI h ,Ir



+ L OE (-I oZ-J)d.;

+ b (i - ýýO) e,(Q)'j( ik )

-b 1 p),L) "(L)exp(ik-oz)e.=F{-ikciL)} (4.1.24)

and substitute it into our equation for the dilfference between the second partial deriva-

tives of the stimulated and incident electzic fi~1d vectors. Re-;.riting (2.24) to make this

substitution traITISOarý-nt we seý- that

49E 2 E OL

-(k0 )2  Z {c j E 2p-k~

+ ciL ExexpI~jL (Z~ _-

+ bC f,- z))d

+ bf (IV - ~ ~!Oep-ik

- b (1 - O)) a

)pv,(z) Oz

Simphfym.-, the abovo!e equa~tion we find tha~t

Pv(z) az

+ 2 T



pIM(z)z(4L)

Wec now- iiecd to sc--ect c and b in the sbove equation so that the equation i.3 identica)l

to equzaýion (4.1.11) v:helre 7 is Sgweý 'Cy

22 (21.

Vie czsý nh w nacz only to rcolvii:r t~hd:

- 2ikob =1 (4.3.3)

and

In ordcr to defaIne the- operatuori we noto hcerc that, while it i, i,-ua tha~t wie ca-ruot in

gec-Irnulltt'.;Iy dii'ýtrlutiorus, ccrtainm Orcle'z of d~trilbutioan" czwa aet u~p<'n e lr-cn ý r

than the ir•3nit~ny clfernibi 1nctiorns. FG7 e:zarnple, orcir- 0 ih~oscan act on

the conti~uomn fnumctic'n1 with comp arý't 3.support, Zand Ord"2r one t: o. cnn amct oil the

(Ii- rcntivab!: :Iimclic3 "ihcomrpa'ct SUP?04r, cQ cetcra wllivc 1.v7'bb w to dlethe

prndluct of an cr(7,r 0 d!St7.jbIUtkva 1- an.d r.ý Contiuous fun.z'ctin f bOY t~erle,

(uf, ) = (, f~)(.1.32)

where :,is. tc~t function. tlhe hunntion uf is nct a :nmral Whiuticn, but iA

a cctjn~'ehermr nctional an the Ppmr of conminosc rý on A- ewc :"

The inonpal cqution is than dAu±;d b:y nrecopk~ing tb '~t inI'wo)(.I) "

61 h z
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By convolving the fundamental solution of the left side of tEs equation with the right

side we obtain the integral equation. Since, as we have shown ([71, [211), every solution

of the integral equation is a solution of Maxwell'3 equations and the solutions of the inte-

gral equation satis.y automatically the Silver MuelKr radiation conditions and tangential

components of the electric and magnetic vectors are automatically continuous across the

boundaries, the solution of the integral equation is necessarily the solution of Maxwell's

equations. Since the solution to this electromag-netic interac-tion problem is unique, the

function space uneer consideration is the space of functions which are along with their

derivatives continuous up to the boundaries. V/hen the slab is nonmagnetic, then unique-

ness may be proven -n the function spice ([21], pp 69-130) consisting of all vector valued

functions 0 such that

II + curl() [2 d < (.

5 DISCR"TIZATION

To approximate the integral equations on a computer with a f•nite m.emory, we divide

the slab with which the radiation is interacting into thin wafers separated by planes whose

normais ate perpendicular to the plaues de!qning the bounda.ri of the slab.

5.1 PIE C WIS 3 LINEA11 AlPLII AT N

We consider approximate integrl equation3 of the form

f(z) - ( (.).)

S A 7 + I ,
j=1 -

297



% wh;sn- x-u'--o thi at th2ý. nL7 ;b

and that wi-thin the subinto-rval (zj- 1 , zj), the eleactric vectorý is appzro-,rmat-d by

=(Aj~ + E1(z - (5.1.3).

where the conzstants Aj and Ej contain the ezp(* t) time &ndce=zncc. 'We have a sapraxte

equation -,or eacxh value of z. At' this stage there are evrlmetliods t-- obtain a matrix

equation fzor thiis cont-inuuma of approZm-ate equaticna. Ojaz ob,7,iotvs raoth-od is point

matching by s~elccctin- t-,wo points, (2j ad in th e subintervxn z..ý zj. Thaii gwas usa

system of 2N equations in 2N un novrno, which have the fo~rm.

At + - z;) -=

; J Ai + B2(y - )}KCe+,yd +

N

D eflai ng

Wle now uze,. the delta func-Tion no~iuto rewv.rite theý prev;Ioi-s,ý;o to reit c

lil-e a cart-.eqation. We Land thaý,t

Z (~t AU j {A+ (-2D q -ze1

j=1

2933



We now represent this last equatioa in the matrix form

Oýýo 5)-
0,ý l )ý, zzOlrzj'o~

W H 01 , U,1,TA

OIL7t

r T O IL 'f1U7§1 '71 1J

7-7TT 71TATI' D\E 77,"1



A1  (
AJ EV(C2)
A2  j E 3

B2  E;(C4)
T = •= (5.1.7)T

SAN EV2(0-)

BN VI

We- now de-cria the entries of the matrix T. Note that if vwe dfInle

j =o (5.1.p)

-• p=1

that then the sytem of equcations may be e:pressed more com:pactly in the form

where p- {O, 1}. If p =0, then for each q; {0, 11 we have -

T(x1+q,j.-l+i) --"7, - -(5.1.10)

On the other bamd if p 1, thl.t e;:-m for each qc {0, I} we h..V

- 4) +

- L/ + ,y)c'

-+ i

- ]LI, K(¢2+._. 1~,+y )d+

- I ,•),y's._ ,. ii

+ Sc(J,)G((,•_•i) (5.1.11) !I
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Therefore, the solution of the matrix equation (5.1.7)

S= (5.1.12)

then gives parameters in an appro-dnate reprcsentation of the electric vector of the induced

electromagnetic field.

6 Surface Integral Equation Methods

In this section we shall show how in the case where the irradiated structure consists of

homogneous regions which are delimited by diFleomorphisms of the interior of spheres in

three dimensional space to represent the solution of the scattering problem as the solution

of two combined field integral equations with integal operators formed from from the

Green's ftunctions defined on opposite sides of the sepwrating surXIaIce3. The surf'ace inte-ral

equation methods reduce the computational comple:xty in the sense that they require

discretization electric and magnetic fields defined on a surface rather than on a reion of

three dimensional space.

6.1 Combined Field Integ:ral Equations

Consider a set 0 in R3 with boundary surýace 8fa on which are induced electric and

magnetic surface currents J, and M11j. If we have a simple N + 1 region problem, whore we

have N inside and a region outside -1l N bo'ni 'zd hcmoge.nous a.rocýol p p-tic•e3 correnpond3

to the region indcx: j being equal to 1 nnd tlhe region ir' I'" co-rc-41pond2 to j "aluco ran-:ng

from 2 to N -L 1, than it the pr-n t,, 7ioa co"-., .-nt ,j in "isdc.ined-Jobyafu-ctio

kj, naturally defned on a emann stur-•ce 73s the squz.re root 0o,

•c= w ,.. - /wp. (6,1.1)

For a Debye rnemih (DDnIe!, [) thc b ;onch cuts urx alo- g the) izu"ir . ax.N. For

Lorentz medm. pv,,ticle (iilouin, [2], [(1]) th,ý, bro,. c7ý:; I e in the u eTr hanlf o! t ,e



Complex W pzr"T- to tL-Z'ý 'rcX-" . vA".: it, C, and oae '"n3 of L£~qv.'cy

that e~ec~iunollty andl Ithý-t thae &c2:'tn,3 not travel fa~tcr, tha-)n the- spzeed of 1hjt'

in vazcuttar. There lre twvo '1ý2In±holt'7 C".ucftlcnm one for thec in-terlor of the particle wad the

other for the ex,-te-rior, dczned by

(A + kP)G? 4-; (.1.S

where G1 is the tempa-rate, roainfyinvariant, fundair ental solution ([131) of the

Helmholtz oc'era-tor. We let

J, =J -J 2  (6.1.3)

and

where wea asmure that the surlace, S(ilý) Ecpara-tes re-jan 1 and re,-ion 2. We generalizeH
equation!3 (6.1.3) and (6.1.4) induct-i'vely by saying that for Pany surfe,,Ce Sul seTMZating,

regi on j fi-om region jwhere
< (6.1.5)

we have

and

= M =-Al3 (6.1.7)

We deane

where J' is le-7i ýhenn j. We -ct a tirl cnid cozbifmcd I42.2 ira ermiu-ntnwic

dericribec th;e inter,---ctiom ot radiýatien r:hthe' cos. mac zc:'Oi C~t2 r c m'trzveci

by

n x I" - iý x {+)J J J()(p, G#(, F) + p ~(,F)ceF

3, (r, )_G(,)
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,cur( f ,(F). (Gi(r, F) + G;(r, F)) ) (z, 1. 9)

In addition to equation (6.1.9) we need equation involving the m..gnc" '- : -r ?r of the

stimulating electromagnetic field which is given by

jX i ) ). G (riv, i[ G 2(r' F) + e2 • a())

+ ( grad { (div, M G/r, F) + G;(r, da(F)

1 curl (I Tf JJ(). (G1 (r, F) + G; (r, F)) da (F)) (6.1.10)

Once the coupled combined field system (6.1.9) and (6.1.10) is solved for Jand R, the

surface electric and magnetic currents respectively and we define IQhe surface electric charge

density by ([10], p 7)
V fdiv, -(F)] (6.1.11)

and the surface magnetic charge density

p,(f) = i[divo..M(F) (6.1.12)

where div, is the surface divergence. Now for each region index j we define

(j) W 5 (j,j') E Z}(6.1.13)

where I is the set of all indices of separating surfac2.cs defined by (6.1.8). We now need to

be able to express the electric and magnetic fields inside and outside the scattering body.

We first define the vector potentials Tj and Pj by the rules, ([101 [23]) ýVt

A =(F) Gtr,) (6.1.14)

E.7(jJ

_9j ~ i Aj) (F G r F 1

The scal2,r poten-ials axe defined in tcrmi of the electriz charge density (6.1.11) and ma.g-

netic chzage density (6.1.12) by the ries,

2"?3



We now czan de 'no thc eiect -,z'c and magetic vect-ors inside the region .jin terms of these

potetias(61.1), G.1.5),(6.. 1~ and (6.1.17) by the rulles,

-ii-jr grad(C'1~)+ ul(j(r) (6.1.18

Hi - w~i(r) - grad(T~ + -curlky)(r) (..9

Similar equations apply outside_ the body, by there the frielc'ls represscnt,ýd are the di:17rences

El and El bet-weeýn the total electric and ma-netic vectors and the electric vector E` and

the m' guetic. vector H"~ of the incoming wavec that is providing the stimuJation. Thus

3 ([10]) we see that outside the bo~dy,

El - -~r grad(91(r) + curl(i4)(r) (6.1.20)
el

K and

- ~F1r) gad(P1 ~'+ -curl(,?1 )(r) (6.1.21)

L Th.3 These equations gcncrallz.e the form-ulation of G~l:s<,.on ([10]) to a three chmc-asionA struc-

ture whose, regionr, of bomogeneity of electrormarnetic prope-risi aze dL '0.nO JaorI~jms of

''A the interior of the sphere o- a tozu in . 19. the sc~atteringr structuxe is not a bodly of

V, ~revolution, then the ýreýSjnn may bz! ai gc-neral 7,3 a dirleomovph of au N hdldsphcre.

Thec.e_ st-vactuxes will be patch-ed together to rep--asenti the orpans of the body.
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7' Contract Deliverab.1a-

The contractor shall deliver

* A program which uses EERIE on a tissue slab to permit easy comparison of accuracy

with the exact solution anid with a weak topology convergence or mnethodI of moments

analysis.

eA general volume integral equation formulation that will permit modeling of tissue

heterogeneities, and an augmentation of the School of Aerospace Medicine Biomath-

ematics.3dode.-ng Branch computer model of man with the moment method; this will

just lavolve gretting a- different linear equation by multiplyinglboth sides of the approx-

imate equation by basis functions and integrating over the mod-l of man numerically.

The result will be a linear equation whose unknowAns are parameters representing the

electric field in each of the subunits into which the man was decomposedý.

9 A general surface integral equation formula.tion and computer implementation using
the larger organs of the body, including the lunrs herlveale, h ao

bones, and the stomach.

e A benclimarkirj'; of the surface integralI equation approach with exact two layer sphere

models with dIf~erent tissue regions.

e A bencbrnarking of the sutiace integral eqivation approach -with a program which d!-

scri'les the irizertction of radiatioa with a structure delixziitcd by N conrocal .Sphroidis

* The COrntrzictor shall dIelive: a best clft.I~t Ptzsmpt to diiscovzzr aa rlgOrithma for invert-

ing, N by N matriczs in IV'* steps

Pr-.ý, corta shall be deivte.-ed as proi-js ;is nind : wltlh alIl tlleory and ideo~s

cr ea-Lt ed by the contractor that --re relelian~t ta tlhi3 tI:Jsrt t>'.Tz csrzeated #3r)cth
contract purýod. It is Dl~Lebcueo he prec~ent u 1e 3?~i ~cdP oti

1s srz-ted bn we do the work on a 4ý36 PC it a cionzcctus.z-,- chip and a huýh den.sity



drive P-nd to dyErl- the 13 PC Q% nu' nawlctd ca nztJdrnd dyto rnn to

the lrnoohsý AFB spone;or -at th-,e end Of tS11 &Lr6.t; -.t tlhe t;,orzor's opticn this a'cor, may
be done at the ~oolks AFE site and waay be cc-,er ateýd withl aCtivitic-3 01' or tb2 -scope of

the eff"ort may be augmented by tie aid of reg"ui:roh AFB perzooinel.

A major portion oi the EJcr* irv-ollve the tazn fcryi'otte eal f h ufc

integral equation fo=mulýAtion of a detailed modlel off man by deOi~nin stul'aces to ron resenlt

the lungs, i-eart, liver, spleen, kidlnr:ys Fand oither organ:s by ossuminZ a th,:suc hotxiugcn!ýty

wi thi n e aeh s ep ar at e o r Zan o r op e n spac. cW -e t he-,r eby r cdýu ce t he c o mputo aicsl (c. aapIe,6 t y
from an N' problemn to an N' problem by requiring thaweb abl tou ts t v ratos

in magnetic and electric surface current within diffornorphic imaages of triangular patches

onL the surfaCe bounding the organ. We plan to u~se at leazst a polynomia oI Lgetoi

the sur:ace vniablos, inearing that there will be 40 nro.nzper Hel 1w a uwe 1COO
cells, we shall have, 40 thousand equations. PAther thaan inicrtin,, 1 -.1ix ;v~c, olI ~~~tax machine timre, wve shall.1 skaply use a quuadraicaly conver~jng it.- tive, hen (.g
Newton's meth.od) to solvc the nsyst-em of eq.uaatio as. Thc sblution complc-dty stenol

N w vhere f7 is, the wunvmer of eqtations. Thz! coding, sh-ll be! c.-rr.,ed out on a PC and

rýc&-clred out for a tvro layer sphere, wh-e tlc1)ir aeý,cn r'xris -n-
the fuwl prga bcl s r-an on- a Eovce:'rnr-nirt inaiaframme ThM nnrne soiutiou PfI ~ ~shall he obtain.cd ;and corre-tedl to mcneprccizion ucin's 7R'EM ehnqesdoecZ

by the PF.

The key to 9p-srd scte i:-,i to get the oifnalc ~tith anguý-lnr zybe.ooidal har-

moniks end thane off the moare [7enra1 u ' h np*d,- asp;-Jnr c:idVs h ariunnca.

new noval approech to t'h-3 prcbferaln Oei alath rbllo'n' r'i Sri-P

method bx:c-l enm a TTR.-ayli ,--h, MAs functicnal. The sueend is a homnoten-ýy bzth C'cosd

on acont'.Inued m-ectun e ratios Of thC CJý wliclh e!3 ee oer anI 1s~.rlteset of recursion rchtieas dclcin"~; h ~UPC e :;luiano h nndcohri
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harmonics ordinary diferential equation !verything except the a priori un1rnown eigenvalue

which permits a series repr --entation of the form

5 7 S -_ 72)m/1 7 c,.k (I - .72
k=O

that goes from an a.-c, ciated Legendre fanction representation to the angular spheroidal

harmonic representation, since the the result o separating variables in spheroidal coordi-

nates in the scalar H~elnholtz equation yields the relationship

{' ((I 12 - ?2S(C, 17)) } S(c, 7
i- rn

- p2-. ((•2 + 1) O2~Lq))/R2(c,) +•,

2n2

M + c2Q = - A2,,,) (8.0.22)

This yields an ordinary dii=erential equation in S(c, 77) which i3 bounded at q equal to plus

and minus one only for a discrete set of eigen•.alue3 A. If we substitute in the power serie3,

we get a seemingly infinite set of reci-sion relations; a closer e.xarnination reveala that we

can use continued fractions to elimzainate the a puiori unLcao'vn coefficients C2b and gtt a

sing!e paraxncterized continued fraction expr-..qsion for A of the form

F(A•¼), n, m, c's)) = 0 (8.0,23)

where if

c(o) = 0 (8.0.24)

the equation is that of the as.cciac d Lgendre funct~on P2 ,q) whiJch mcrins that

A(O) n . (n + 1) (e.c.25)

Thus: the eiýenvalues can be systcmnnticaily detcrrnJncd, since c(;) could be "wrttn t'vi

tines tbe actua val'ue proportion:al to the dTt.a-n,-c- U:t. focal poi~nta of the bpbrori!,

a3 the solution to the initial vr•,te prolMen=

,\,(J) D A D F (, r, r., r,•)c'.:
D,(,n, in, r-)
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IWe sixnily zzclve the crhziry dUzrWAn e• n k (3.0•2) tos g:t to tha Q =A &WT~, ~b

then, bcczticz of tla orij3in: recur~on rAr.t:2ý; 1-, -,M th-WXC 1.2,

spheoidl Wraoics ar systenaticzJly cWayi red, even whe~n the Malterial proprtiC:3

are complex. The spin wcýtc ang32fr sphavcida1 mon~icz can be detc2rrnined by a

similax method. This will provid-e a cohicn: mch~mrnn-L for the genen-d surfcce integral1

equation method.

Rapid ma.tri;x irnversion e. rts have bcen f-&wed -.t Hozrvmrd and tXrnlztlcmatics

institutlorm, but noi one has b,'en able! to tlh-il- oi*.-n a 7 nj~z-tl I procpcý,.e to llwComputer

,-1,,ebra pzxkaý2,s to ,..sist mny thinl.dng by, :cn1in of IV'o be e~ ! products, e.g.

the Eect of all products of row3 of the iSat r-eri:tnaicluran of thec SkcC'n'd mat-rix with

both oreinaery ond alternating sumns; one - en off thoý E~rst zz:xt sthe Sumof all

elements of the the second mnatrix which no rt in th ~erow or collumn aa thi.s clemnent.

Continunn in thisý- vein ve create a !2et of pPouct ichh bore a cardliinelity whi'ch is a

bounded muitiple of N'. If by a boudecd s-A of surro of theoproductsi, vm c:7n create all

entriei of the product, matrix, we fshall have anz {orth for matrixc fro.ilci wl~c.h is

of order JV+ if 1N i-3ar enou-Zh. The nppsýndlhx whicis prowco hsstm is; ataclhte

to thi!s propcz.u-l.

The fact tlh,7t the reoult of thso~etul pra'7ide the Muy r1a2c1ine przcilo1 inteCgTal

equation formilticn of Acetromynetic intkrartion prob.kais mnvans that using carefully

desijne~d sourn.:e one oi.11idevO a an' c-f olrwaa a i c.c~rt:c

aitOn the htunca bs ' y i ti I ihu

harming the nanaby normal ti: -ue. T'li-3 wtdba CCot Of hr~s~caz r tnn

doý7;n to the llcv~Atel *'::na

The, fat that W3u proelena canl be 3okad for Asi5ooci sluur rz u niz, m~a3 t we have

a practicnl (w-s f optim-nal.y h1-' n uiEsi lC:ynta i~s- 2&.1 endi Adc isplay.s,

therebyi rou~inn' the honme cmd;ronm:Žat W>3hUXYMY fi~ city p2.iUn h ie-d oC

22 ?



much t'me with teleVision and those who work with video display monitors. The repro-

gramm ng of these new safer devices will stimulate the economy by providing many new

jobs.

The success-fl determination of an order N 2+4 matrix inverzlon algorithm, will azsist us

in the devefopment of dynamical system models kinetic type models of world peace, which

will include models that provide this nation and other nations with resource management

plans for economic and ecological stability and medical care and food distribution as well

as optimal running of coorporations and the design of very large systems. Also, the key

part of the globally convergent homotopy method, with its myriad of design application

potentials such the design of a magnet and irradiation conn~guration that would increase

the absorption efficiency of a pla.ma in a fusion reactor by a factor of a billion or so, is

the inversion of matrices.
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Any itemn in the budget below may be ;,lezed by the3 sponsor.

1206 hours 29.00 per hour 34, 97,.00

WCU overhead 20 percent off site 6994.00

configu•red 480 PC

delivered to Brooks

with above -olCware

installed and ready to run

at ccntrat end 3,000.00

totals 44.93. 00
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